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THE POETRY SCENE IS THE SHINING EXAMPLE
OF THE PARADOX OF ICELANDIC LITERATURE.
HOW DOES SUCH A SMALL, HOMOGENOUS
COUNTRY FOSTER SUCH A VIBRANT OUTPUT?
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THE FUTURE OF POETRY IS BRIGHT P:23
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ON THE COVER:
Drawings of Fríða
Ísberg, Bergþóra
Snæbjörnsdóttir and
Ragnar Helgi Ólafsson.

COVER ILLUSTRATIONS:
Elín Elísabet
elinelisabet.com

ABOUT THE PICTURE:
Elín Elísabet met with
three of the subjects
of the poetry feature
and drew them, over a
cup of coffee and some
conversation.
The poems were
selected and written
out by hand by the
poets themselves.
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EDITORIAL

Valur Grettisson

Noemi Ehrat is a
student of English
and political science
hailing from the
Swiss city of Zurich.
She came to Iceland
first through her
love of the majestic
Icelandic horse and
could somehow not
stop coming back
ever since. Reading,
writing and hating
make her happy, too.

Elín Elísabet is an illustrator and cartoonist
born and raised in
Borgarnes. At the
tender age of 15, Elín
moved to Reykjavík
and hasn’t looked
back, except for the
annual springtime
impulse to move
someplace quiet
and keep chickens.
Elín likes folk music,
stationery, seal videos, the country of
Ireland, and eggs.

An international
man of mystery, Art
Bicnick moves like
a shadow through
the subcultures and
soireés of Reykjavík,
never still, ghosting
the scene in a puff
of blue smoke—the
exhaust fumes of the
elusive, well-travelled
Bicnick Mini. He
takes photographs
and oversees
photography in
the magazine.

Hannah Jane Cohen
is based out of Iceland by way of New
York. An alumni of
Columbia University,
Hannah has lived
on five continents
and speaks three
languages fluently,
which is very impressive. Her visionary
work is known for
expanding the definitions of emotion,
introspection, and
above all else, taste.

John Rogers an
Englishman who
first joined us as
a music writer,
later graduating to
Managing Editor. A
constant traveller, a
lover of art, culture,
food and nightlife,
he edits our Best of
Reykjavík, Best of
Iceland and Iceland
Airwaves sister
publications. His first
book, “Real Life,” was
published in 2014.
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Don’t worry, the
poetry scene is Gucci

It’s interesting, in the time of the
social media’s stultification, and in
the age of banalism, that the poetry
scene in Reykjavík has almost never
been so strong. There are two independent presses solely focusing on
poetry and the big publishing houses
are publishing new poets on a regular
basis. Bergþóra Snæbjörnsdóttir was
nominated for the Icelandic literature
awards last year, although poets are not
nominated nearly as often in that fierce
battle for the next “great” novel. So that
is an a achievement in itself. It’s safe to
say, that something is brewing.
Valgerður Þóroddsdóttir has done
amazing things with her Partus Press,
which focuses almost exclusively on
publishing new poets.
There is also a diversity of poetic
communities in Iceland; very different from how it was just a decade ago.
Now we have English languagepoetry
appearing in such publications as Ós
Pressan’s journal, which publishes a
variety of works in several languages
We have heavily Americanised and
hip-hop based slam-poetry culture

that emphasises the act more than the
text. We also have a performance art
like publishing house Tunglið (literally
“moon”). They only publish poetry on
the full moon, sell it the same evening,
and destroy the rest. The publication
is more like a heathen celebration of
Freyja, the muse of poetry, where everybody meets, drinks and screams poetry
for a night.

Sveinbjörn Pálsson
is our Art Director.
He's responsible for
the design of the
magazine and the
cover photography.
When he's not working here, he DJs as
Terrordisco, hosts
the Funkþátturinn
radio show, or sits
at a table in a Reykjavik café, drinking
copious amounts of
coffee and thinking
about fonts.

Andie Fontaine has
lived in Iceland since
1999 and has been
reporting since 2003.
They were the first
foreign-born member of the Icelandic
Parliament, in 200708, an experience
they recommend for
anyone who wants
to experience a
workplace where
colleagues work tirelessly to undermine
each other.

Christine Engel
Snitkjær has a
diverse international background
in studies ranging
from Literature to
Character Animation.
An avid traveler and
cosmopolitan, Christine uses her experiences as sources of
inspiration for telling
stories. Her passport
says Denmark and
she loves rabbits.

What makes this incredible is that the
Icelandic population contains just over
300 thousand people, the total market
of readers might consist of a third of
that and even less who read and buy
poetry. It’s a downright insane career
choice to become a poet in Iceland.
Still, we have as many poets as we have
rappers, and the poets are only getting
stronger.
For these reasons, we decided to ask
some poets about the prospect of the
poetry market in Iceland (page 22), and
the answer is the always the same: it’s
doing just fine.
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you pin me right round
baby right round
www.odd
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drink

happy hour

60: Myrka Manifesto

Timothée Lambrecq
is a French freelance
photographer and
filmmaker who can
be found exploring
Iceland’s nature,
small towns and 101
music scene, or on
the dancefloor at
Berghain in Berlin.
He’s made music
videos for sóley, JFDR
and Samaris, likes
shibas and techno,
and is an avid burger
aficionado.
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Councilwoman Líf Magneudóttir, yesterday

What Are Icelanders Talking About?
Toungegate-ageddon, mostly.
Words: Sveinbjörn Pálsson Photo: Adobe Stock
Icelanders may be a bit sheltered on
this isolated rock, but that does not
mean that terror does not strike
here. The nation was shocked when
the country’s most popular rap
band, Jói P x Króli, were assaulted
with a Mountain Dew bottle on
stage at Menningarnótt in front
of tens of thousands of onlookers.
Tragedy was averted though, both
Jói P and Króli survived to finish
the concert.
The main topic of the season is
political turmoil in the Reykjavík
City Government. At the start
of the electoral term earlier this
summer, the opposition parties,
S j á l f s t æ ð i s f l o k k u r i n n ( X D),
Miðflokkurinn (XM), Flokkur Fólksins (XF) and Sósíalistaflokkurinn
(XJ) banded together to form a
shadow coalition. It’s a rag-tag
bunch, as XD is the major rightwing party (think UK Tories or a
Scandi Republican Party); XM is a
populist splinter from the farmers’ party; XF are kinda socialist,
kinda populist, kinda comment
troll types; and XJ are, well, socialists, idealists, and activists from
the union movement.
What follows is a short seminar
on media etiquette, courtesy of the
Grapevine.
In a number of incidences, the
Opposition has booked criticisms,
held press conferences and so on
regarding minute problems in
city governance. Office politics,
really. Seen from a distance, the
Opposition may have an actual
platform, clear goals for the
city, but if so, it’s fully hidden
by the almost daily grandstanding. During summer leave, we’ve
gotten regular news about press
conferences where these smurfs
complain about technical problems
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in meeting invitations, delays in
informa… Sorry I fell asleep. Where
was I? Oh yes. So.
The new thing is that Líf
Magneudóttir, majority councilmember, stuck her tongue
out at an opposition councilor.
The reason was that… Oh god I
don’t want to know (but you can
read about it on page 14). Something about a bike path maybe?
Anyway, the orally assaulted,
Marta Guðjónsdóttir, refused to
accept Líf’s apology, because she
thought that Líf was trying to
avoid getting this issue booked into
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the… uh, book. City book. So now,
there’s official record about someone sticking their tounge out in a
city meeting. Justice served. The
clear winner is the media, who got
three days of vapid news and stupid
op-eds trying to put meaning into
something so mindlessly dull and
pointless, while those elected to
make sure the city is running all
carry on with the delusion that this
is all somehow about them, that
they hold any interest and value
to the public beyond their elected
roles.
In a city where a lot of things
could be duly criticised, there really
isn’t space for these throbbing
wounded egos. With gridlock, for
both cars and pedestrians, often
caused by badly marked, announced
and explained closures due to
constructions (which we assume
are mostly luxury hotels), in a city
where there’s an ongoing housing
crisis where solutions are moving at
a glacial pace, there isn’t really any
other response to petty politicians
than scorn. In short, their job is to
make the lives of the public better
and easier, but all we see is drama
about their own jobs and lives.
A popular viral video cast city
council members as characters
in Bílastæðaverðirnir (The Parking Attendants), a sketch from
90’s comedy Fóstbræður, where
the joke was that staff at a parking
garage were embroiled in undefined soap opera drama, alluding
to some high stakes, hurt feelings
and the ever present threat from
off-camera persona “Jens,” while
all happening in a small parking
garage that for some reason had
five-plus staff members.

HAPPY HOUR
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ASK A

Biologist

Q: Why are there
no big spiders in
Iceland?

And you thought whaling couldn't get more tragic

Local Whalers Kill
Pregnant Endangered Fin Whale
Activists outraged

Words:
Noemi Ehrat
Photo:
Provided by Hard
to Port

Plokkfiskur

FOOD OF
ICELAND

German non-profit Hard to Port and
Sea Shepherd UK reported that Icelandic whaling company Hvalur hf. killed
a pregnant endangered fin whale on
Monday, 20th August. The photos
shared by the organisations show
employees removing the fetus from its
mother’s body.
According to Gísli Víkingsson, an
expert at the Icelandic Marine Research
Institute, it is not uncommon for pregOne of Icelanders’
most beloved dishes is ‘plokkfiskur’—
a traditional
fish stew, which
roughly translates
as ‘plucked fish.’
It’s a go-to comfort
food you want to
dig in after a crazy
night out in 101.
Consisting of potatoes, leek, milk,
flour, cheese and,
of course, fish, the
stew is traditionally
served with a slice
of rugbrauð on the
side, a typically
sweet Icelandic rye
bread. Yum!

While plokkfiskur is
popular throughout Iceland,
and is served in
many cafés and
restaurants, there
are disagreements over the
ideal ingredients.
Traditionalists
insist that the
fish used in the
fish stew should
be leftovers that
have been kept in
the fridge at least
overnight, if not
longer; whereas
the fish you will get
in most restaurant
versions is as fresh

nant whales with several months of
gestation ahead of them to be shot.
Only the killing of a nursing whale or
calves is banned by law, Vísir reports.

Unjustifiable
The animal welfare association fights
against the practise, as they say it’s
irresponsible. Chairman Hallgerður
Hauksdóttir told Vísir that, “these
animals have shown intelligence and
reason like other mammals. It’s not
possible to justify this hunt.” She added
that shooting pregnant reindeer, for
instance, is not allowed and thus killing pregnant whales shouldn’t be
accepted either.

International Outrage
Hard to Port’s post of the incident has
been widely shared online and has
sparked outrage both nationwide and
internationally.

The ongoing whaling doesn’t seem
to help Iceland’s reputation abroad, as
many tourists are reportedly having
second thoughts about travelling to
Iceland. “A significant amount of
people have informed us that, although
they would really like to visit Iceland,
they will refrain from doing so until
the whaling has stopped,” Clive Stacey,
director of the British travel agency
Discover The World, told Morgunblaðið.
Meanwhile, Hard to Port shared in
a Facebook post that they decided to
refrain from an international press
release about the pregnant fin whale as
they, “do not want to encourage further
criticism towards the entire country
and its population”.
Reykjavík Whale Save held a wake
yesterday evening to promote solidarity with the cause and alert the public
to the problem of whaling in general,
Vísir reports..

as fish can be.
Others disagree on
the type of fish, as
some prefer haddock, while others
opt for cod or
even fancy-pants
salmon.
Plokkfiskur is not
only a favourite
dish of the hoi polloi, even the president himself, Guðni
Th. Jóhannesson,
calls plokkfiskur
his favourite dish.
Guðni’s mother,
Margrét Thorlacius,
told Fréttablaðið
that he always likes
to visit her to enjoy

a hearty helping
of her homemade
stew. If you want
to try plokkfiskur
à la Prez, you’re
in luck—Guðni’s
wife, Eliza Reid,
took a video of
her mother-in-law
demonstrating
how exactly to prepare the best fish
stew in the world...
at least according
to the president.
NE

BREAKFAST FROM 7
LUNCH FROM 12

T E M P L A R A S U N D 3 , 101 R E Y K J AV Í K , T E L : 57118 2 2 , W W W. B E R G S S O N . I S

Words: Christine Engel Snitkjær
& Gísli Már Gíslason
Photo: Kristinn Ingvarsson
Spiders in Iceland seem, anecdotally, few and small. We asked Dr. Gísli
Már Gíslason, Professor of Biology at
the University Of Iceland, why there
are no large arachnids around.
This question is a bit misleading. All
really big spiders (and many other
terrestrial arthropods) are found in
the tropics and warmer regions of
the world, like Australia. Iceland, however, is an island in the lower Arctic
or higher Boreal region, where very
big spiders are not found naturally.
There are 91 species of spider in
Iceland—one of which is poisonous
to humans— plus the occasional visitor or migrant. This is a small number, compared with 44,000 species
known worldwide. Iceland is an isolated island in the mid-North Atlantic, which has only been colonized
by terrestrial invertebrates from
the last Ice Age (11,000 years ago).
Occasional visitors like Tarantula
spiders (among the biggest in the
world) with a body size up to 20
cm have been found in Iceland.
However, these big spiders are
imported in goods or by humans
as pets from warmer countries.
The biggest native spider species
in Iceland is the Common Garden
Spider (“Krosskönguló” in Icelandic, Araneus diadematus). The female body length can reach 20mm
(males are smaller, up to 13mm). It
is found on house walls and cliffs
facing the sun in all of Iceland’s
lowlands, with distribution around
the North Pole and south to the
Mediterranean and Mexico. This
species is among the largest native species in Northern Europe.
It is therefore a wrong assumption that big spiders are not
found in Iceland, if one keeps in
mind its position and latitude.

Icelandic wool

icelandiclamb.is
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falls in love—which is doubtful because
we’re all horrible—we will call you.
The award-winning wedding took
place within the Langjökull ice cave. The
couple, Miranda and Ari, hailed from
Australia, so really, they were probably just stoked not to be surrounded
by animals that could kill them. We’re
joking. No, we’re not. Australia sucks.
Vigdís planned a nine-day trip
around Iceland, where the wedding
party got to hike up a volcano, go snowmobiling, see the Northern Lights,
exchange vows in the ice cave, and so
much more. More importantly, the
glacial location of the wedding was a
complete surprise to guests. Talk about
memorable, right?

Love actually
Bold move to wear a sleeveless dress in an ice cave, right?

WHAT HAVE WE WON?

The Wedding
Planner (Iceland
Edition)
No, not the J.Lo film

Words:
Hannah Jane
Cohen
Photos: Bragi Þór

Skítseiði

WORD OF
THE ISSUE

Wedding planning may not require
burpees, but it certainly involves sweat,
tears and potentially even blood—especially if you have a terrible MIL involved.
Seriously, the fact that any wedding at

all goes off without a noticeable hitch
is a testament not only to God, but
also to the fabulous wedding planners
worldwide that make it their job to deal
with sketchy caterers, unpredictable
weather, and, above all, bridezillas.
Good Samaritans? Masochists? Aliens?
Who knows.

A chilly ceremony
Wedding planner extraordinaire Vigdís
Björk Segatta then should be celebrated
nationwide for her incredible organisational and creative matrimonial skills,
which recently landed her a Belief
Award—an international prize for
wedding planners. Congrats Vigdís! If
any of us at the Grapevine office ever

But now it’s time to gush on Miranda
and Ari’s romance so you, the reader, can
live vicariously through them. The two
met in 2008, when Miranda attended
a Biomedical Science Camp, where Ari
was the camp’s designated driver. Says
the couple: “We met, danced, and rest,
as they say, is history!”
After eight years together, they
bought a house, and after getting the
key to the house, Miranda explains,
“[Ari] went down on both(!) knees and
proposed as we were sitting on the
veranda, drinking ciders, about to start
another new chapter of our lives!” And
look at them, now they are featured in
an obscure Icelandic newspaper.
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THE
GRAPEVINE
PLAYLIST
The must-hear tracks of the issue

Birnir - Dauður (Feat
JFDR, Arnar)
Just when you
thought, “Yet
another hip-hop
track?” the answer
is yes, another hiphop track. That said,
Jófríður Ákadóttir’s
chiming voice adds
some depth to an
otherwise catchy,
but not particularly
unique song. NE

AAIIEENN - Euclidian
Some ethereal,
electro-ish
90’s house on a
slightly balearic
tip, featured on a
track from AAIIEENN
that’s coming
out on an album
on Reykjavík’s
premiere
experimental
electronic label
FALK. The album,
Spaces, is out at the
end of August, with
preorders at FALK’s
bandcamp page. SP

LÓABORATORIUM
Icelanders, like the rest of the world,
have been following the news about
former TV
villain turned
former White
House staffer,
Omarosa
ManigaultNewman, and
her new tellall book about
her time with
the QAnonsuperhero
Donald Trump. Of course, Trump
gracefully rejected Omarosa’s criticism, calling her a ‘lowlife’ in return.
This word actually sounds somewhat safe as an insult in the English
language. That said, when it hit the
headlines in Iceland, it was quite the
contrary. Lowlife in Icelandic translates to ‘Skítseiði’, which translates
back to English as ‘shitfingerling’.
The word basically combines shit and
a baby fish, and you don’t use it in
Iceland unless you want to end up in a
knife fight. VG

BleachKid Funi KILO
BleachKid Funi’s
‘KILO’ could either
be about drugs
or gaining weight,
we’re not sure.
Just kidding,
this low-key trap
ballad is definitely
about drugs and
to be honest,
you’d probably
need a hefty dose
of downers to
truly get into it.
Unfortunately,
we’re old and
sober. But hey, it’s
fun to pretend. HJC

Hekla - Ekki er allt
gull sem glóir
Some dreamy
business going on
in this track from
theremin virtuoso
Hekla, making
atonal screechiness
with her infernal
wireless synth box,
while still keeping it
soothing. Her album
drops on Phantom
Limb in September.
SP

Saga Nazari - Don’t
Gotta Be Real
The obvious point
of reference is
James Blake,
although the
vocals are
a bit more
straightforward,
but only a bit.
Saga Nazari’s voice
runs loops that
are somewhere
between modern
R&B and Middle
astern music. We’ll
be keeping an eye
on her. SP

Svavar Knútur Morgunn
Have you not found
your ultimate
summer track
yet or are you
just looking for a
fun tune for your
upcoming road
trip? In that case,
this might just
be the right song
for you, feelgood vibes and
sing-along-parties
guaranteed. NE

Listen, watch & hear
more tracks:
gpv.is/play

THIS IS IT 2018
WELCOME

WHALE WATCHING • HÚSAVÍK • ICELAND

The most amazing
trip we have ever
taken.

Amazing Tour
and Amazing
Staff

“Great adventure
with the rib. Seeing
so much beautiful
animals”

Perfect day,
perfect sea,
whales, puffins
and dolphins
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Visit The Gentle Giants

up north in Húsavík – The Whale Watching Capital of Iceland

“Fabulous tour,
operated by
fantastically
enthusiastic staff”

“Absolutely the best
Whale watching
experience in
Iceland”

We came.
We Conquered
(Seeing Whales
that is)

150 YEARS OF FAMILY HISTORY IN THE BAY
Akureyri

Tel. +354 464 1500 • www.gentlegiants.is • info@gentlegiants.is
HÚSAVÍK

MEMBER OF ICEWHALE – THE ICELANDIC WHALE WATCHING ASSOCIATION

Reykjavík

Húsavík

#IcelandSmites
MEET THE SMITERS

SPORT

in-Chief. The former Rosenborg
and Sweden national team coach
replaces Heimir Hallgrímsson,
who abdicated his throne after
a long and glorious reign in the
summer. With the announcement
of the new-look regime, it certainly
appears that KSÍ are attempting
to replicate the Heimir x Lars
Lagerbäck formula which saw the
nation qualify for its first major
tournament in 2016, as successful
Iceland women’s national coach
Freyr Alexandersson joins Hamrén
as assistant manager. Freyr will
hope to further increase his tactical nous under the Swede’s tutelage, and eventually steal his job.
Better watch your back, Erik. GR

Words:
Greig Robertson
Illustration:
Lóa Hlín
Hjálmtýsdóttir

Premier League
pillagers don’t break
a sweat

Sara Björk
“Hazardous
Hurricane”

Gunnarsdóttir
Age: 28
Hometown: Hafnarfjörður
Position: Midfield
Club: VfL Wolfsburg
Special skills: Only Icelander to admit she
likes pineapple pizza, made it onto the
FIFPro World XI shortlist, getting shit done
Nicknames: Hazardous Hurricane, The
ruler of Hel, Muscles of Steel, Shady Shield
Maiden

Having taken up football at six-years-old
in her hometown Hafnarfjördur, Sara Björk
started her career as a pro-footballer with
Breiðablik, where her talent to intimidate
opponents through her impeccable ball
handling skills was soon noticed by Swedish
Club Rosengard. The Swedes wasted no time
and sent for the fearless fighter in 2012.
Sara Björk remained in the country of ABBA
and IKEA for almost five years, during which
time she was able to show off the skills she
had acquired through her rigorous Icelandic training. After Sara Björk had enough of
running laps to “The Winner Takes It All,” she
transferred to VfL Wolfsburg, where she’s
still actively slaying. That said, she was obviously sent to Germany as an undercover spy
by national football goddess Freyja herself
and is expected to report every move back
to her Icelandic peers. She’s already scored
11 times to keep up appearances and not
seem too suspicious, and has helped them
to become German champions as well as
DFB cup winners. Her total of 19 goals in
eleven years for the Icelandic team can certainly be improved, yet she doesn’t disappoint in leading her national team from one
victory to the next since being appointed
team captain in 2014. NE

No one will ever defeat us this time.

Smiters
Reawaken

Our girls to shatter German psyche, a
new battle commander arrives & more

The football – and thereby the
smiting – is returning to European
shores, but the times they are
a-changin’. Coach Heimir has left
his post, Aron “The Annihilator”
Gunnarsson is playing Premier
League football for the first time
in four years and the nation’s
most promising youngster is on
the move. In fact, only Iceland’s
women seem committed to devastating continuity. Here’s news of
all the upheaval from the trenches.

Our girls set to smite
in World Cup decider
Iceland’s women have a date with
destiny on September 1st as they
meet two-time World Champions
Germany in a World Cup qualification decider. With only two
games remaining, our girls sit
atop Group Five with 16 points,

while Germany are a point behind.
Therefore, a win at Laugardalsvöllur would secure Iceland’s place
at next summer’s tournament in
France. To compound matters for
the Germans, their fragile psyche
remains firmly in our girls’ back
pocket, after being smited 2-3
at home in October of last year.
Of course, Viking glory awaits
when the two sides meet, and the
only thing left to do for the girls
in blue will be to put the cherry
on top of the kleinur by beating Czech Republic in their final
group game. Áfram Ísland! GR

New Smiter-in-Chief
enters the great hall
The Icelandic Football Association
(KSÍ) has rekindled its footballing
love affair with Sweden, appointing
Erik Hamrén as its new Smiter-

Iceland’s trio of Premier
League warlords took it easy in
the opening round of fixtures,
reserving their strength for
more important battles.
Everton’s Gylfi
Sigurðsson
only lasted 43
minutes in his
side’s 2-2 draw
w i t h Wo l v e s
before being
sacrificed by
manager Marco
Silva, who was
forced to reorganise after Phil
Jagielka’s red card. Meanwhile,
Jóhann Berg Guðmundsson played
87 minutes in Burnley’s 0-0 draw
with Southampton, and Aron
Gunnarsson didn’t even make
the matchday squad for newlypromoted Cardiff, with arch-slimeball Neil Warnock citing a “knee
injury” as the reason for “The Annihilator’s” absence in the 2-0 defeat
against Bournemouth. Contrary to
the official line, Aron was actually
honing his long-throws with the
severed heads of the smited. GR

the Latics the lead before the hour
mark. A calamitous Chey Dunkley
own-goal on 63 minutes then set
up a dramatic finale, and Bjarki was
on-hand to deliver the Hollywood
moment; sliding in at the back
post to convert a Conor Hourihane
cross in the fourth minute of
injury time. Smite, smite, baby. GR

“Prince of Darkness”
jumps ship
Albert Guðmundsson has terminated his affiliation with PSV Eindhoven in search of more front-line
opportunities, moving to Eredivisie
foes AZ Alkmaar. The starlet, who
made a substitute appearance in
our boys’ final group game against
Croatia in the World Cup, enjoyed a
successful stint at Jong PSV – scoring nine goals and making eight
assists in 15 second-tier appearances last season. Opportunities
with PSV’s senior side, however,
remained limited and his move
to AZ represents Albert’s desire to
graduate from
warrior-in-waiting status and
become a key
destroyer for
club and country. The liquid
21-year-old has
already scored
an international hat-trick,
and we’re sure
many more are to come; the next
against Switzerland in the UEFA
Nations League in September. GR

“Aron was
actually honing
his long-throws
with the severed
heads of the
smited.”

Bjarki bags dramatic
winner
Birkir “Horror Hooves” Bjarnason sealed a 3-2 victory for Aston
Villa against Wigan Athletic in
the dying embers of the game in
matchday two of The Championship, provoking a frenzy of limbs
in the Holte End. The Villans took
the lead through captain James
Chester, who headed home from
a free-kick inside 15 minutes. Nick
Powell then pegged Villa back,
before he turned provider – crossing for Callum Connolly to give

Þór/KA smite
Women’s Champions
League
While the women’s national team
prepare for their upcoming games
against Germany and the Czech
Republic in September, Akureyri
club Þór/KA currently hold the
second position in UEFA women’s
champions league group 1. So far,
they defeated their fierce opponents Linfield and Wexford Youths
with 2-0 and 3-0, respectively, and
tied against group leader Ajax. The
Women’s Champions League better
brace themselves for some more
Viking smiting, as Þór/KA successfully proceeded to the round of 32 as
the runners-up with the best score.
The unlucky team that will have to
face the fierce Valkyries in September is Germany’s Wolfsburg. Sources
close to the matter reported that
Wolfsburg are considering quitting
the competition altogether, fearing
a merciless Icelandic smiting. NE
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WOW! This could be bad news.

The Woes of WOW
Careful Icarus, don't fly too high

Words:
Colin Arnold
Dalrymple
Photo:
Wikimedia
Commons

WOW Air is a young, innovative
Icelandic airline with an impressive growth record over its short life.
Though it was only founded in 2011,
WOWnow challenges the well-established Icelandair for the distinction of
Iceland’s largest airline. Last month
the carrier announced losses for the
fiscal year of 2017 and a presentation

for potential investors was leaked,
showing even larger losses and financial woes. This gets a bit numerical,
but stick with it.
The airline lost US$45 million before
interest and taxes from July 2017 to
June 2018. The total for 2017 was
US$13.5 million and is expected to be
US$28 million in 2018. The presenta-

tion also included estimated earnings
before interest, taxes, depreciation,
and amortization (EBITDA) of positive US$4 million in 2017 and expects
a loss of US$6 million. EBITDA is an
accounting measure used by investors to gauge if companies will be able
to manage debt over the near term,
but it tends to portray companies in
too positive a light, ignoring potential cost. The leaked information also
shows that WOW’s owner’s equity has
fallen from $40 million to $14 million
over the first half of the year. Equity
is a measure of assets minus liabilities. Many young companies have low
equity because they have not had time
to build capital and WOW’s has been
compared to Icelandair’s equity—
not a particularly useful comparison

because Icelandair is an decades-old
airline. Meanwhile, WOW’s owner has
personally invested significant sums
in his company.
There have been warning signs and
speculation about WOW for much
of the past year. In November 2017
the airline sold two of its aircrafts
and then leased them back. Skúli
hinted earlier this year that the
company needed funding, and the July
announcement had been long delayed,
spurring much speculation about the
company’s financial fitness.

Fast Cash
The use of accounting tools to woo
financiers suggests the company is
in even more financial trouble than
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its July statement indicated. The
company hopes to find investors
by the end of August and may need
an injection of funding soon to stay
operational. WOW is hoping to raise
between US$ 54 .5 and
WOW is hoping US$109 million by issuing three -year bonds.
to raise
This will finance the
between
company as it transiUS$54.5 and
tions to a publicly traded
US$109 million company—WOW hopes
by issuing
to be on the stock market
three-year
w i t h i n t h e n ex t y e a r
and a half. Many of the
bonds
amounts shown in the
presentation were in Nordic currencies, indicating where the company is
looking for investors. The Norwegian
investment bank, Pareto Securities,
will handle the initial public offering.
It is one of the Nordic region’s leaders
in this area and previously has helped
raise funds for Icelandair and Norwegian.
The company predicts a 16 percent
increase in revenue from ticket sales
this year and 22 percent next year.
Much of this growth is predicted to
come from raising prices. WOW has
made this prediction before, but
market conditions would not allow it
and competition is only increasing.
Icelandair hoped to raise prices too,
but could not due to ever-increasing
competition. Increased fuel prices
also ate into both companies’ earnings.
Local Complications
Icelandic pension funds have been
major shareholders in the local stock
market, claiming around a 40 percent
stake now. They also own Icelandair. Pension funds had to invest
domestically while capital flows were
restricted for many years after the
financial crisis. However, they appear

proudly resists this strategy and is
the smallest economy to have its own
currency. It increases costs for industry such as WOW. There are arguably
good reasons to have an independent
currency. In 1981, economic problems
led to such high inflation that a new
króna was issued at a rate of 100 to 1.
Instability can also be seen as flexibility. In 2008 the exchange rate crashed
along with the banks and helped kickoff the current tourist boom by lowering prices for foreign visitors. It was a
great moment for a budget airline like
WOW to enter the market. It is often
said “what goes up, must come down”.
WOW must be hoping it’s the króna
and not it.

Echoes of ’08?

Skúli Mogensen, the sole owner of WOW Air

to be divesting from local industry.
The króna is hovering around record
highs and the state lifted almost
all capital controls last year, which
allowed them to invest abroad. A more
diverse portfolio will help them to
withstand turbulence in the economy.
The exodus of capital and unexpectedly large losses of Icelandair have
pushed the Icelandic stock exchange
down by more than 10 percent in the
last year. Most other western markets
have increased. Pension funds are
cautious and unlikely to take a risk on
WOW Air. After the carrier announced
its losses, Icelandair’s stock price
recovered partially. Icelandair would

be well placed to take back WOW’s
market share if it failed. The carrier
has also professionalized its management in recent years and hinted at
its restructuring plans, both of which
have been well-received.
WOW Air and Icelandair have both
partially blamed their troubles on
volatility in the local economy, namely
a strong but fluctuating currency and
labor disputes. There is a long history
of such issues throughout Icelandic
history. Iceland is a small state and
small economies are more vulnerable
to shocks. Many small states try to
mitigate this vulnerability by adopting
a larger, more stable currency. Iceland

The timing of these revelations is
ominous, October will mark the
tenth anniversary of the spectacular
collapse of all major private banks
in Iceland. Those banks also grew
incredibly fast after privatization and
collapsed in less than a decade. There
have been fears amongst residents of
the island that the tourist boom would
be as fleeting as the banking bubble.
These fears are generally overstated,
however the utter lack of state and
industry planning could undermine
the industry in the long-run.
WOW’s growth is impressive and
steady, it started with one route in
2012 and now has dozens of destinations. The airline has been profitable at times in its short life. This is a
better record than many new companies. Ultimately WOW Air’s destiny
depends on whether it can convince
enough investors that the company is
capable of long-term profitability.
The reader can draw their own
comparisons to Icarus.
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of bullying allowed in the workplace.
Vigdís Hauksdóttir of the Centre Party
repeatedly highlighted the debate in
public discussion. To summarise, they
decided to raise both a battle of paperwork and public perception.
The Chief Administrative Officer of
City Hall disputed these claims. The
court’s verdict was not about bullying, he emphasised, but was about
administrative actions and the legality
of them. Though this was correct, the
person that the case involved—a.k.a.
the guy that the Chief of Staff had reprimanded—said repeatedly in his statements for the court that the Chief Of
Staff had bullied him.
In an unprecedented move, the Chief
of Staff responded to these allegations
in an open letter on the City's webpage,
demanding that the presidium look into
these matters and establish an investigation committee to explore whether or
not she had been a bully. She also said
that the misstatement of the electors
were serious and hurtful.

The tongue incident

A rare spotting of a stoned bureaucrat

The War Of The
Bureaucrats

Some jokes are all about timing and the right audience. One
Left Green city council member learned that the hard way.
When Líf Magneudóttir, a Left Green
city councilperson, stuck her tongue
out during a city board meeting, she
probably thought it was a harmless
joke. An icebreaker in an electrified
situation, overshadowed by serious
matters connected
to a previous court
order against a high
ranking official in
city Hall that had
become somewhat of
an explosive political
scandal.
And perh a p s
Líf’s joke would have
worked out if she
hadn’t directed it at
conservative stalwart
Marta Guðjónsdóttir, a member of the
Independence Party.
Marta abruptly halted
the meeting, booking
a complaint where
she demanded that
members of the city council try to at
least be respectful to each other. What’s
more, she demanded an official apology
from Líf.
Immediately, hell broke loose in the
media. Voters on social media harsly
asked electors to behave like grown ups,
or just learn to take a joke. It was clear
that tables had turned. The joke was on
Líf. But nobody was really laughing.

“Líf said in an
interview after
the tongue incident, that Marta
Guðjónsdóttir
stared her down
in the beginning of the city
board meeting,
and it became
unbearable.”

Words:
Valur Grettisson
Main photo:
Art Bicnick

The beginning, the very
beginning!
The city council has been relatively
peaceful in the past few years compared
to the circus of national politics. But
when the new coalition was elected

this spring, everything changed rather
quickly. The ruling coalition includes
the Left Greens with Líf Magnedóttir, the Pirate Party, the Reform Party,
and of course, the Social Democratic
Alliance, with Dagur B. Eggertsson as
mayor of Reykjavík, a position he has
held for the past four years.
The official opposition was formed
in a joint collaboration between the
People's Party, Independence Party,
Centre Party, and the notable Socialist
Party. Before the elections, the Centre
Party and the Independence Party
criticised the ruling coalition harshly,
saying that they were spending too
much money on City Hall to the detriment of other areas, such as kindergartens. This rhetoric would have
unexpected repercussions for them.

surrounding their processes of electing candidates to committees within
the City system. The ruling coalition
dismissed the criticism. The Chief of
Staff of the city council—not the city
board, as was previously mentioned—
did not take the oppositions attack
lightly and criticised Marta harshly in
the media for the accusation and subsequently, accused Marta and the opposition coalition as a whole of breaking
rules of ethics by accusing them of
being part of this alleged conspiracy.
This sounds complicated, but
doesn’t it always with bureaucrats? To
be honest, no one exactly understood
what was going on, but the point was

But how does this all connect to the
tongue? Well, the next meeting of the
City Board was held on August 16th.
Only a few days before that, the minority party had refused to be present at
a planning and transportation board
meeting, claiming that the meeting
lacked legal formalities. The majority
party, of course, said this was not true,
adding fuel to the fire.
Then, at that August 16th city board
meeting, tongue-gate occured and all
went to hell. Líf—the perpetrator—
claimed that Marta Guðjónsdóttir was
staring her down in the beginning of
the meeting, and it became unbearable. She had decided to stick her tongue
out then in a prankster kind of way to
lighten the mood.
Marta refused to laugh at the joke
and threatened to officially report
the incident if Líf would not apologise formerly. Líf did apologise to her
in private, but Marta said that was
not enough. If this was not dramatic
enough, Vigdís Hauksdóttir—the
Centre Party member who had accused
City Hall of having a bullying problem—

Animals in a circus
After the elections, newspapers in
Iceland covered a story surrounding the
severance pay of a staff member of the
city council, where he was given 250,000
ISK in compensation for an unlawful
reprimand, issued by the Chief of Staff
of the city board. Additionally, the City
had fronted the bill for the trial, which
amounted to over one million kroner.
This trial’s condemnation of the
Chief of Staff was unusually harsh.
The documents stated that the Chief of
Staff’s conduct was condescending and
that she treated her staff member like
an “animal in a circus that should stand
and sit as she pleased”.
In this atmosphere, a explosive meeting was held in ity council in the end
of June. There, Marta Guðjónsdóttir of
the Independence Party accused the
ruling coalition of hiding information

Keep that tongue away from me!

that they were trying to start a fight.
The gloves were off. The war of the
bureaucrats had begun.

Was someone bullied?
The Centre Party and members of the
Independence Party then officially
complained at the city board meeting
in the end of July that they had serious
concerns about the behavior described
in the verdict of the district court. They
then claimed that it was thus necessary to discuss the future of the Chief
of Staff within City Hall. The People's
Party and the Socialist Party subsequently lodged a complaint that there
were indications that there was culture

went to the media to tell them that this
tongue incident perfectly illustrated
said bullying problem, which was allegedly thriving.

What next?
So here we are, in the middle of the
fallout of the tongue-gate and the war
of the bureaucrats. It’s safe to say that
the morale in the City Hall has never
been so low. It’s unclear what the next
steps are in this dramatic dilemma, but
there are indications that this will be a
cold political winter where even a small
joke can be turned into a political hand
grenade.
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State of crisis
“In my opinion, the current situation is a crisis and if the numbers will
continue to rise this year, we will in fact
be very close to the figures of the United
States, proportionally speaking,” Ólafur
says. While there has been roughly one
drug-related death per 10,000 people in
Iceland last year, the U.S. has had to face
one death per 4,500 people.
2008 saw the peak in drug-related
deaths in Iceland, with 34 people dying
from overdoses, yet the number of
deaths in the first half of 2018 indicate that record will soon be surpassed.
Ólafur warns that, “people make the
common mistake to think prescribed
drugs are safe for recreational use,
which they are not.” He’s especially
worried about the youth. “It looks
like these kids really don’t know how
dangerous the pills they have in their
hands are and how dangerous they can
be when they are mixed with other stuff.
You can’t predict how strong they are
when you consume them with alcohol,
you can’t be sure what’s in them or how
they work with other stuff. In my opinion, we have to do more to warn about
the dangers,” he adds.

Mental health

?

The Icelandic
Opioid Crisis

Iceland approaching U.S. numbers in
drug-related deaths
Words:
Noemi Ehrat
Photo:
Art Bicnick

In the first half of 2018, 29 recorded
deaths in Iceland were likely to be
related to drug overdoses. This is a
heavy increase compared to last year’s
numbers, when 32 people died due to
illicit substance consumption over the
entire year. Ólafur B. Einarsson from
the Directorate Of Health believes there
is a potential drug crisis developing in
the country.

Rise of drug-related
deaths
“There have been 29 deaths that are
probably related to drugs from January to the middle of June this year,”
Ólafur says, “but it remains to be
confirmed whether they are all directly
linked to drugs.” By this, he means that
substances like amphetamine and
cocaine have all been found in samples
from the deceased, though it is unclear
if that was the exact reason for their
death. “There have already been five

cases where cocaine was found, which
is a lot,” Ólafur adds.
The most pressing issue, however,
is the abuse of prescription drugs.
“Compared to other Nordic countries,
Iceland has a 30% higher consumption rate of nervous system medication like oxycodone,” Ólafur says. This
statistic spurred the Directorate Of
Health to start an online prescription database in 2016 for physicians to
prevent people from receiving multiple prescriptions for medication from
different doctors. Similar programs
have been implemented in other Western countries.

Young users
There is another more dangerous
trend present, though. “This year, we
discovered that more young people
consumed a mix of strong opioid analgesics and cannabis or alcohol,” Ólafur
says. Opioids are incredibly addictive

and easy to overdose on. In Iceland,
they are consumed in pill form and also
smoked from Fentanyl patches, which
is considered to be many times more
potent than heroin.
The demographic of drug users have
also shifted. “The average age of drugrelated deaths has been sinking from
50.8 years in 2015 to 45.9 years this year,”
he says. The largest at-risk group
is young men, as
79% of this year’s
deceased are male.
“My guess for the
reason behind
this is the current
music culture,
especially regarding hip-hop lyrics,”
Ólafur explains.
For Ólafur, a
first step out of
the crisis would
be for young kids
to know how to
able to have fun
without resorting to taking pills.
“They have to
understand that one pill of a certain
type can kill them,” he says. However,
there hasn’t been much of a discussion
about this. “We intend to inform people
more about the dangers,” Ólafur says.
Apparently, there is currently not much
education surrounding drug-abuse in
Icelandic schools.

Ólafur points out that there is also an
unusually high number of people who
consume antidepressants in Iceland.
The country has the highest antidepressant consumption rate of any OECD
nation. Moreover, of those who had
died due to drug-overdoses, people
over 60 often had antidepressants
mixed with alcohol in their system.
“Part of the problem is that there is
not much else available
other than medicine
for people with mental
health issues,” Ólafur
explains. According to
him, it has been a work
in progress to increase
other services, such as
therapy.

“If the numbers
will continue to
rise this year, we
will in fact be
very close to the
figures of the
United States,
proportionally
speaking”

Failing health
care system

“Overall, there's a lot
more going on than
drug-related deaths,”
Ólafur says. “This is
the darkest part of the
whole picture and there
are hundreds of people
who are admitted to
the hospitals every year due to drug
overuse. There have been questions
about the healthcare system and how
to improve it for several years now.”
It remains to be seen whether this
year’s numbers of drug related deaths
will exceed those of 2008.

Grandagarður 7, 101 Reykjavík
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The director, looking pensive
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A proclivity to extremity

A new crisis

Baldvin believes much of this darkness relates back to the Icelandic
psyche, which he says naturally
drifts towards extremity. “In the
diary, the girl writes herself, ‘If I am
going to be an addict, I am gonna
be the best one,’” Baldvin relays. “It
is in our upbringing or something.
We don’t do anything half-way. We
must do everything all the way.”
He also connects it to economicgrowth. “When a boom happens,
everything gets bigger,” he says.
“Drugs, houses, cars; something
crazy happens. If you look at people
that go into psychiatric hospitals,
there is a connection between
economic growth and that area.” He
pauses. “It makes total sense: more
money, more drugs, more craziness.
When we get this big economic
growth, everything goes to hell.”

While the film explores a specific
time period in Icelandic history,
it has a special relevance to the
modern day, as Iceland is currently
going through an Opioid epidemic.
While Baldvin sees certain similarities between the two situations—such as the proclivity of
Icelanders to extremity—he’s
hesitant to say that they directly
mirror each other. “There are
differences, and the film is not
about drugs, it is about who is in
this world, and their relationships
and families and the aftermath and
how you go from there into being a
normal person again,” he explains.
Moreover, Baldvin believes that
this current drug climate has a
very different context than that
of the ‘lost girls’. “The crazy thing
that is happening now is that we
are seeing kids dying that are not
addicted to drugs,” Baldvin adds.
“They are going out, drinking some
beers, and taking some Oxycontin
or Xanax or something and just
dying. It’s a new kind of drug abuse
that we have never seen before.”
Above all else, Baldvin sees addiction as something that concerns
everyone regardless of the current
climate. “Drugs don’t ask about age,
nationality, colour, or where you
are from,” he says. He hopes his
story will help people understand
this dangerous world more. “It is
heavy,” he says. “But in the end, it
is just a story, it is just a film, and I
hope that it will do good things.”

Baldvin Z’s ‘Lóf mér að falla’ delves into a
devastating segment of Icelandic history
Words: Hannah Jane Cohen Photo: Júnía Líf Maríuerla Sigurjónsdóttir
“We are so imperfect,” director
Baldvin Z says carefully, focused
entirely on choosing the right
words. “We make so many bad
decisions in our lives and I am
fascinated by them. Our human
side is so flawed. I think that’s the
element I am always searching for.”
This theme was dissected intimately in his most famous work,
2014’s ‘Vonarstæti’, but he returns
to it now in his newest piece, ‘Lóf
mér að falla’ (‘Let Me Fall’), which
explores the phenomenon and
aftermath of Iceland’s mid-2000s
‘týndu stúlkurnar’ (‘lost girls’).

Where are they?
APOTEK KITCHEN+BAR

had also been caught up in that
lifestyle and interviewed them.
“When they started to tell us what
they were doing, we just couldn’t
believe it,” Baldvin says, visibly
incredulous. “There is a world
of human trafficking in Iceland,
which is different than the US, but
it is here. They are trafficking girls
for drugs, prostitution, and money.”

so they have to have a showdown,”
Baldvin says, smiling. “I cannot tell
you more or I will spoil the film.”
Much of the story was inspired
directly from the three girls he
interviewed. “The thing is, they
didn’t know about each other. We
interviewed them separately,”
Baldvin explains. “But we realised that two of them were actually talking about each other and
the things they did to each other
are just incredible.” He pauses; it’s
clear he finds the topic at hand both
fascinating but also upsetting. “It
was a betrayal that was so huge.”
For Baldvin, this solidified
his interest in the story. “I am
fascinated by people’s capacity to do wrong. But that story
summed up how addiction can
be so incredibly selfish, emotionless, and nasty,” he says. “In the
film, they are in love but are still
ready to do this to each other.
Addiction conquers everything.”

‘Lost girls’ is an anglicization of
an epidemic that rocked the mid2000s in Iceland, where teenage girls began to vanish into the
ether. “It was so strange to see
this every week in the paper. She
is missing. Now she is missing,”
Baldvin says. “I always wondered,
where are they? We are on a tiny
island so it’s not like they are
gone forever. What is going on?”
It was only brought to light years
later that these girls had become
swept up into the underworld of
Icelandic society—engulfed in
drugs, homelessness, and prostitution—so much so that they were
effectively untraceable. In a number
of exposés and interviews in Icelandic newspapers in years since, girls
who had gotten out of that lifestyle
told fragments of their stories.
That said, the intimate details
surrounding their lives are still
somewhat under wraps. There is
not much written on the internet or
academic papers and much of what
Icelanders know is simply hearsay.
A few years ago, Baldvin came
into contact with diaries from a
‘lost girl’ who has since died. “These
diaries were 13 or 14 years old and
they were so mind-blowing in
many ways,” he explains. He then
connected with three women who

Addiction conquers
The film tells the story of two
girls, Magnea and Stella. Magnea
is a 15-year-old suburban kid, who
meets Stella and becomes fascinated by the dangerous world
in which she lives. “So we’re
watching Stella lure her into
this world of drugs and dangerous living,” Baldvin explains.
The story moves with them for
three years as ‘lost girls’ but then
dives into their lives 15-years later,
with the two women having gone in
totally different directions. “There
is something they need to talk about,
which took place 15 years before,
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E A R LY B I R D
C AT C H E S
After her time in Iceland, Naomi
arrives early at the airport so she
can enjoy her last hours there
before continuing her journey.

MORE TIME
FOR SHOPPING
To remember her time in Iceland,
she brings back home unique
souvenirs that she bought
at the airport.

GIVE YOURSELF
MORE TIME TO SHOP

W W W. K E F A I R P O R T . I S

Arrive early at Keflavík Airport and we will greet you with open arms.
Check in up to 2 ½ hours before your flight so you can have a lovely last
Icelandic experience. We offer unlimited free Wi-Fi, many charging
stations and a range of shops and restaurants so you can embrace the
last drops of Icelandic taste and feel — and of course Tax and Duty Free.
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even though we do not speak at all. I
lie down and I feel the floor beneath
me, and I feel safe. Yes, I feel complete.
Enough. At ease, finally.
The feeling is not as intense as a cup
of coffee. In fact, it feels more natural,
more grounded, as if you had eaten a
lot of chocolate, but without the sugar.
My body is relaxed, my mind clear.
There is no tension within me, only
gratitude for this beautiful moment I
am experiencing.

Sharing is caring
After being in this state for an indeterminate amount of time, Júlía invites us
to sit up, take each other’s hands, lift
them up and breathe in unity. A feeling
of a loving community is the consequence. I can see only smiles around
me, making my own even wider.
In the end, Júlía invites us to voluntarily share the insights we have
gained. The circle shares tears and
laughter, accompanied by a little bit
of wisdom from everybody. It is amazing to listen to these heartfelt confessions and it is almost unbelievable
how much everybody seemed to have
improved in the last two hours or so.
I feel completely balanced and I
walk out into the rainy Icelandic evening with a heart full of hope, compassion and feeling of connection to
everything and everyone around me.

We'll have what she's having

The Art Of Not
Taking Yourself
Too Seriously

Info:
Cacao ceremonies
are held regularly
in Reykjavík,
and throughout
the Icelandic
countryside.
Follow “Cacao
Tribe Iceland” on
Facebook to stay
updated.

...as taught by the ancient medicine of cacao
Our society is obsessed with stimulants. Often, the healing aspects of
those stimulants are long forgotten.
Sure, coffee contains a lot of antioxidants—but it still gets you high. And
way too frequently, this high is being
abused to get us through a long working day.
Recently, however, there has been
a change in perspective. Everywhere
around the world, people are starting
to go back to ancient methods of healing, often using stimulants in traditional, ceremonial settings.

Relax, love, and be creative
Words:
Phil Uwe Widiger
Photos:
Mareike Timm

Until three years ago, I had never heard
of ceremonial cacao. I knew cacao as a
milky drink full of sugar (in short: just
another stimulant). But this emergent
trend of medicinal cacao was something different. Coming straight from
Guatemala, it is completely unprocessed and contains all its active
ingredients. “Most of the chocolate we
consume today lacks 99% of the active
ingredients in cacao,” says Júlía Óttarsdóttir, who has been holding cacao
ceremonies in Iceland since 2015.
Raw cacao contains chemicals that
are usually released in our body when
we feel happy and when we fall in love.
The magnesium helps your muscles
relax, while anandamide creates a feel-

SUPPORT THE
GRAPEVINE!
GET THE
MERCH!

ing of love in you, and theobromine
increases your creativity.

Dancing ceremoniously

already,” she convinces us. “Now you
need to open your heart to make this
wisdom available to you.”
How do you do that? Step one: do
not take yourself too seriously. Let
your inner child shine through you.
And sure enough, the room is soon
filled with childish laughter. Step two:
surrender to your heart. Trust your
intuition. Let yourself be guided by
yourself.

Kissed by the cacao
As Júlía starts playing on her shamanic
drum accompanied by her angelic
voice, I feel my body relaxing and my
heart opening. I smile. I laugh at all
the times I took myself too seriously.
I feel very connected to the people I
had danced with so crazily beforehand,

Food of the Gods
This ceremony taught me the value
of consuming this ancient medicine,
which the Aztecs called “food of the
Gods,” in a ceremonial environment.
Without any technological device
distracting my focus, I was able to be
present, enjoy the effects of the cacao
with maximum awareness, and heal
myself from life’s daily infused anxiety. The feeling of connection and
community is something that I will
keep with me through good and bad,
from now on.
As I write, I take a deep breath, close
my eyes, and laugh with the wonderful
feeling of being alive.

After all this, you might wonder
(just like me) what actually happens
at a cacao ceremony. To find out, I
attended one at a yoga studio in the
heart of Reykjavík.
When I arrive, I am surprised to
already see a group of people dancing. Júlía is in the middle, leading the
dance flow. I join the fun and within
10 minutes, people are screaming with
joy and delight. Mind you, no stimulants had been consumed beforehand.
And yet, here I am, twisting and sweating. It feels great.
In short breaks between songs, Júlía
guides us through breathing exercises,
making us aware of the source of life
that constantly flows in and out of our
bodies.

A cup of laughter
After dancing all our worries away, we
receive an introduction to the cacao’s
components and effects. We thank the
earth for this gift and start sipping the
bitter beverage. Júlía serenades us with
empowering mantras — something
that will recur throughout the ceremony. “You have learned all you need

Pour some cacao for me!

shop.grapevine.is

WHEN
HUNGER
STRIKES

we got you

LAUGAVEGUR | LÁGMÚLI | SMÁRALIND | KRINGLUNNI | WORLD CLASS LAUGUM | KEFLAVIK AIRPORT
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A WIDE
RANGE
OF
VOICES
POETRY IN THE NOW

Crowds gather to listen to poetry,
cram into tiny spaces to attend poetry
evenings and queue to receive a poem
to go. Large collections of poetry by
established writers are published
alongside new poets’ chapbooks and
the demand for poetry seems to be as
steady as ever. Smaller, independent
publishing houses, such as Partus
Press and Tunglið, contribute to the
poetry market in equal measure as
long-established publisher Forlagið.
Both young and old voices join a
conversation which is no longer led
by only a few well-known writers. Yet
it seems that the current Icelandic
poetry scene is at a crossroads and
its future can go in one of two directions—remain as vibrant as it is at the
moment, or else slowly decline, waiting
for yet another generation to follow.

THE BEGINNINGS

It all began in the winter of 2011, when
the main grassroots publisher of
poetry at that time, Nýhil, collapsed.
Kári Tulinius, Sveinbjörg Bjarnadóttir and Valgerður Þóroddsdóttir
subsequently decided to start a poetry
chapbook series called Meðgönguljóð, roughly translated as ‘Takeaway poetry,’ in 2012 to fill the void.
“At the time, there was really nothing happening in poetry for young
people,” remembers Valgerður. She and
Kári wrote a first chapbook together,
yet there was no opportunity to publish
their collaboration. “We didn’t have
any options, so we just thought, ‘let’s
try this.’” Their collaboration became
the first in the chapbook series. “It
just really hit the spot, it filled some
specific void and the reaction we

got from the community was overwhelmingly positive,” says Valgerður.
Moving on to bigger projects
One idea behind Meðgönguljóð was
to give all kinds of poetry a platform
and to enable new poets to publish
their poems. Since its start in 2012, the
Meðgönguljóð series has included the
works of around 30 poets, many of them
now moving on to bigger projects. In
2015, Valgerður founded Partus Press,
which subsequently took over publication of the poetry chapbook series.
One of Partus’ poets is Fríða Ísberg,
a 25-year-old writer who published her
first collection of poetry with them.
“My poems were originally planned to
be published as part of the chapbook
series. When I got the chance to work
on a longer manuscript as my final
project for the MA course in creative
writing at the University of Iceland,
Partus decided to give it a chance as
a bigger project,” Fríða says. It was at
that time that Valgerður decided to
make Partus into a full-grown publishing house and Fríða’s book was the
press’ first full length poetry collection.

WHOLE RANGE
OF POETRY

“Since we started, so much has changed
that it's hard to even remember what it
was like before,” says Valgerður. Sigrún
Ása Sigmarsdóttir, who had her chapbook “Siffon Og Damask” published
this year, says that “the difference
to how it was before Meðgönguljóð
is that the poetry scene is now open
to everybody. You’re free to express
yourself in a more carefree way, without the pressure of being perfect.”

BERGÞÓRA SNÆBJÖRNSDÓTTIR
Sigrún, who is 61-years-old, says
that when she was in her twenties,
she felt you’d have to do what she
calls “serious poetry” to be accepted
or be able to call yourself a poet.
Fríða describes the new generation of
poets as more “sincere, introspective
and emotional” than others before.
“If I had to characterise it, I would
say that the generation of poets
active right now is a bit less ironic
than the one that came before it,”
Valgerður says. “However, I’m reluctant to say that the poets working today really belong to any one
group, I think they’re all doing vastly
different things,” she emphasises.
Meðgönguljóð, in particular, was
always meant to “capture a wide range
of voices”, she explains. “The chapbook series is really diverse in terms
of approaches, it probably covers
more styles than Partus will be able
to accommodate going forward,” she
adds. Precisely this openness to diver-

while the novel with its successful
history—ranging from the famous
Sagas to Nobel Prize winner Halldór
Laxness—has undoubtedly left its
mark on the island, Icelandic poetry
can certainly also boast a glorious past.
“Iceland has a strong poetic tradition, which plays a part in making poetry
a desirable artform. Also, many of our
most prominent historical figures
were, among other things, poets. So
poets have persisted in the national
consciousness as heroes, of a sort.
Anti-heroes perhaps,” says Valgerður.
“They tend to be romanticised as
rebellious outsiders, which I think
has contributed to a specific notion
of 'coolness' about poetry in Iceland.”
“Poetry is certainly a trend right
now,” confirms Fríða. “People our age
think about a young person when they
think about a typical poet, not the stereotypical middle-aged man,” she says.
“People project masculine ideas
onto what a poet is or should be,” adds

“THE GENERATION OF POETS RIGHT
NOW IS A LITTLE LESS SELF-CONSCIOUS
AND IRONIC AND MAYBE A BIT MORE
EMOTIONAL AND EMBARRASSINGLY RAW.”
sity enabled older, yet new poets like
Sigrún to become part of the poetry
scene and express their voice. “It
was really helpful for me that Partus
was open to giving older poets like
myself a chance,” she says. However,
she says she would like to hear from
more new poets her age – “I’ve had
really good responses from women
my age who would like to publish
their poetry but thought they were
too old; so hopefully I inspire them to
follow their own dreams,” she says.
Trendy poetry and cool poets
Iceland has, of course, always had
a rather vibrant literary scene and

Valgerður. “This is something I've been
aware of from the start and am very
consciously working against. I feel it's
my responsibility as a publisher to do
what I can to change this idea,” she says.
Kári Tulinius, co-founder of
Meðgönguljóð
and
internationally successful poet, says that while
“previous generations were heavily male-dominated, the current
trend has been towards equality.”
That
trend
has
not
started
overnight,
though.
“We’ve always had great female
poets that have been arousing young
women’s as well as young men’s
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told me to omit 60% of the first draft
and I did and then I just wrote more. To
have somebody who takes the time to
sit down and read for hours and think
about it and give you feedback is a huge
gift,” she explains. This is why Bergþóra
tries to do the same for others in return.

SIGURÐUR PÁLSSON,
TEACHER AND POET

FRÍÐA ÍSBERG
than me,” Fríða says. “It was great to
have this commercially successful poet
who reached so many young people.”

POETIC COMMUNITIES

Fríða, in turn, is part of the poetry
collective Svikaskáld, or the imposter poets. “We’re six women who are
pretty successful professionally, but
still suffer from imposter syndrome,”
she says. “When it comes to our writing, we sometimes still feel like it’s
not good enough to be published, so

SIGRÚN ÁSA SIGMARSDÓTTIR

KÁRI TÚLINÍUS
enthusiasm for poetry,” says Fríða.
For herself, it was well-known writer
Steinunn Sigurðardóttir who awakened
her interest in poetry and later Kristín
Svava Tómasdóttir who served as a role
model. “When I started high school,
she had just published her first poetry
book and she’s only seven years older

CREATIVE WRITING

One way writers like Fríða or Bergþóra
Snæbjörnsdóttir, whose book ‘Flórída’
was nominated for the Icelandic
Literature Price 2018, found supportive communities through the creative
writing programme at the University of Iceland. “I received mentorship and the time and space I needed
to write through the creative writing programme,” Bergþóra says. “I
also found a community, because
I met a few like-minded people

“IT SEEMS TO ME THAT EVERY
AUTHOR BUILDS HER OR HIS OWN
EDITORIAL BOARD OF FELLOW
WRITERS AND FRIENDS.”
the collective is really helpful in telling each other that we’re wrong in not
going ahead to publish.” Besides simply
saying ‘fuck you’ to perfectionism, the
collective intends to inspire other
women to do the same: to be creative
and unafraid of voicing their opinions.
Ragnar Helgi Ólafsson from the
independent press Tunglið, or moon
press, explains that contrary to other
countries, Icelandic writers often
rely on their own communities to
edit their work. “It seems to me that
every author builds her or his own
editorial board of fellow writers and
friends to give feedback,” he says.
Partus’ Valgerður says: “Finding a
poetic community in Iceland helped
me to realize that poetry was not just
a hobby or something you do alone in
your bedroom.” The social aspect of
it helped her a lot, too. “Seeing what
other people are doing also sharpens
your idea of what you want to do. It
wasn’t necessarily that I saw somebody and wanted to be like them, it
was more like finding yourself by
discovering what you’re not,” she says.

who were anti-establishment and
wanted to do something different.”
all of the six women from poetry
collective Svikaskáld—Melkorka Ólafsdóttir, Ragnheiður Harpa Leifsdóttir,
Sunna Dís Másdóttir, Þóra Hjörleifsdóttir, Þórdís Helgadóttir, and Fríða—
went through the MA programme.
“The creative writing community is a
very big part of the poetry scene,” says
Fríða. “They host events during the
school year and I feel like the majority of young people who are serious about becoming authors do this
programme,” she says. “You don't have
to study creative writing, though,”
says Bergþóra. “It’s just important
to have mentors who are brutally
honest with you about your writing.”
With ‘Flórída,’ Bergþóra had already
been able to build herself a community of supporters. “In my experience,
the writers’ community is very kind
and open,” she says. “When I was writing Flórída, I was really lucky because
I had established writers with a lot of
experience reading over the draft for
me, giving me comments. One of them

One of the most influential figures for
the current poetry scene was Sigurður
Pálsson, a poet and larger than life
character in the Icelandic arts. Fríða,
whose final project he supervised, calls
him a “huge figure” in the poetry scene.
“He taught poetry for a decade at the
University of Iceland and was a huge
inspiration as a teacher,” she says. “He
lit a spark in every one of his students.”
According to Fríða, a lot of the
young poets publishing today were
his students. Sigurður was also the
reason for Ragnar to turn to poetry.
After he had started writing seriously, he attended a seminar on poetry
held by Sigurður. “I thought, ‘Wow,
what a ridiculous thing’ and that I
would never write poetry and therefore should most definitely take this
course,” says Ragnar with a laugh. “He
really opened my eyes to the possibilities and freedom of poetry,” Ragnar
continues. “He was very influential.
If I hadn’t taken that course, I’d be
writing prose solely.” Sigurður didn’t
only know how to fill students with
enthusiasm: “He was this rare breed
in Iceland: a poet who is unafraid of
the academic discussion,” says Ragnar.
“He managed to glide between these
two worlds effortlessly, which was
very important for the scene, too.
Sigurður managed to find a balance
between the mystery of poetic creation
and the academic discourse about it.”

LANGUAGE
DISCOURSE

Another discourse inherent in Icelandic poetry concerns the Icelandic language itself: Who would
want to, or rather, would even
be able to read Icelandic poetry?
Egill Örn Jóhannsson, general
manager of Iceland’s largest publishing house Forlagið, says that “the
Icelandic book market is a miracle; it
shouldn’t exist.” He calculates that of
the whole Icelandic population, which
contains just over 300 thousand people,
the total market of readers might
consist of a third of that and thereof
even less who read and buy poetry.
For writers of poetry, this bears
quite a few challenges. “Writing in
Icelandic doesn’t limit in an artistic way, but it presents specific challenges for writers wanting to pursue
poetry full-time,” says Valgerður.
Kári agrees: “There are no artistic
limitations to writing in Icelandic,”
he says. “The tiny market makes it
seem like a foolish idea, though, financially speaking.” However, a smaller
market has its positive sides, too.
“There’s the artists’ salary in Iceland,
which has helped a lot of people to
pursue careers in writing,” Valgerður
explains. "Although that hasn't been
true at all for new writers emerging over the past 10 years or so."
Ragnar links the language issue to
an even broader discourse on culture
in general. “If you want to shoulder
the responsibility of contributing to
the culture of poetry in Iceland, that
means taking responsibility for the
Icelandic language,” he says. “How
you then define that responsibility
is up to each writer.” He’s convinced
that variety beats monoculture and
advocates a lively poetry scene – be
it in Icelandic or any other language.
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TRANSLATIONS
AND CRITICISM

That is not to say, of course, that Ragnar
would be opposed to translations, quite
the contrary. Many of Ragnar’s books
have been translated into German and
French. “In such a horribly small place
like Iceland, I always have the feeling
that ninety percent of the people who
have read my book know me personally,” he says. That way, Ragnar feels
like his persona is blocking the reader’s direct access to the book itself, as
does any poet’s persona. “This is why
it’s such a pleasure to read reviews
written by people who have never
met me and know nothing about me,”
he says. “It makes me happy to know
that I am not standing in their way.”
Indeed, the small size of the poetry
scene in Iceland poses yet another
challenge regarding literary criticism within Iceland. “This means that
everybody knows each other and writing a negative review, for example, is
a sensitive business,” Ragnar explains.
Yet there’s also the problem of a lack
of poetry reviews in general. “The way
I think writing in Icelandic is most
limiting, actually, is in terms of the
critical environment in Iceland. You
don’t have that many people writing quality reviews,” says Valgerður.
“Papers don't write big reviews of
poetry anymore,” Ragnar adds. He
doesn’t think that this has necessarily a bad impact on the poetic quality, though. “I think it doesn’t really
matter in a way, because a bad book
doesn’t do any harm, whereas a good
book that doesn’t get published is a real
loss,” he says. Yet he does lament the
lack of a critical discourse on poetry.

SURGE OF SELFPUBLISHERS

What exists in abundance, though, is
poets of every age who publish their
own work. Ragnar compares today’s
situation with the 70s: “At that time,

poetry to become uncool again. “The
only thing I’m really worried about
is these kinds of articles that everyone will read,” he says. “Poetry needs
to keep a low profile, as it makes for
better poetry when you just throw your
artwork into a black hole,” he says.
Valgerður also wonders how much
longer poetry will be considered cool

“IF YOU WANT TO SHOULDER THE
RESPONSIBILITY OF CONTRIBUTING TO
THE CULTURE OF POETRY IN ICELAND,
THAT MEANS TAKING RESPONSIBILITY
FOR THE ICELANDIC LANGUAGE.”
it became possible to photocopy and
make cheaper books, which meant that
the process of manufacturing a book
became accessible for more people,” he
explains. “Nowadays, with the advent
of digital printing, there are many
books published who wouldn’t have
been published 20 years ago,” he says.
Valgerður adds that there are
currently many young people who
start their own presses and even create
their own anthologies together. Selfpublishing is not frowned upon as in
other countries, as many of Iceland’s
most famous authors, like Sjón, have
started their careers this way. Moreover,
Iceland’s small literary scene enables
writers to simply take matters into
their own hands and have their work
sold in bookstores across Reykjavík.
Ongoing trend or on the decline?
“At the moment, there’s a slight broadening of the concept of poetry,” says
Ragnar. “Poetry has become a very
inclusive concept and even hip-hop
lyrics are considered poetry nowadays, which would’ve been unimaginable twenty years ago,” he says.
Although Ragnar doesn’t mind
the current surge of hipster poets at
all, he says he’s looking forward for

and both she and Bergþóra hope that it
won’t decline again. “I hope that people
will continue to experiment with
language and try to find their own ways
of working with it instead of following a
fixed concept of poetry,” Bergþóra says.
Fríða, a philosophy graduate, thinks
these kinds of waves are normal and
remains optimistic. “Younger people
will come and fill the new void—it
only takes little time. Meðgönguljóð

comes to an end, Valgerður opens up
a new UK branch of Partus Press. The
Icelandic branch will continue, albeit
with different, more specific projects.
Currently, all eyes are set on the upcoming Christmas book flood and Partus
plans to release, among other things,
a novel by Jónas Reynir Gunnarsson,
the aforementioned short story collection by Fríða, a poetry collection by
Arngunnur Árnadóttir, an anthology
of all the Meðgönguljóð books, as well
as an Icelandic translation of a short
story collection by Richard Brautigan.
Most of the writers, such as
Bergþóra, Kári, Ragnar and Fríða,
have turned away from poetry for the
moment and are currently pursuing
longer written works. Valgerður says
she sometimes wonders whether part
of the reason why so many poets transition into novelists is that poetry is a
form of writing from which it is almost
impossible to make a living. Or as
Fríða describes the expectations, “The
novel is the ultimate book, it’s what
sells and if you’re a serious writer,
you’re supposed to become a novelist.” Meanwhile, Forlagið prepares to
publish a selection of the late Sigurður
Pálsson’s poetry later this year.
In a way, it seems like the most

“IT’S HARD TO SAY WHO THE NEXT
GENERATION OF POETS WILL BE, BUT IT’S
USUALLY SOMEBODY NOBODY EXPECTS.”
became the main young poets’ publication within two years,” she explains.
“It’s hard to say who the next generation
of poets will be, but it’s usually somebody nobody expects,” Ragnar says.

FROM POETRY
TO PROSE

In the meantime, as Meðgönguljóð

recent surge of interest in poetry
might have reached its breaking
point. However, with more translations of poetry into English planned,
Icelandic poetry might as well be on
its way to open up new markets and
reach a broader readership than ever
before. And if Meðgönguljóð leaves
a void in its wake, there should be
enough confident and inspired young
poets to create something new.

EGILL ÖRN JÓHANNSSON
Some of the poets mentioned in the article have had work
translated into English:
Fríða Ísberg: Poems from her collection ‘Slitförin’, translated
by Meg Matich and published in the journal Europe Now.
Valgerður Þorroddsdóttir: While some of Valgerðurs’ Icelandic poetry has been translated into English, she has also
started publishing her own English work, both of which can
be found in the online version of this article (see below)
More of her poetry has recently been published in the
anthology ‘New Poetries VII’ and she has translated Kristín
Ómarsdóttirs work ‘Waitress In Fall’
Kári Tulinius: His translation if the Icelandic poet Elías Knörr
into English will be published soon by BLAH press in the UK
and Larissa Kyzer translated some of his poems which are
available online.
Ragnar Helgi Ólafsson: Readers confident in German or
French can find translations of the following books: « Denen
zum Trost, die sich in ihrer Gegenwart nicht finden können
– Lieder und Texte ». Poetry. To be published by Elif Verlag,
autumn 2017.
« Le meeting du Conseil de la Radiophonie du 14 mars 1984
et son influence formatrice sur la sexualité de l'adolescent et autres histoires ». To be published by Editions Passage(s),
in autumn of 2017.« Lettres du Bhoutan – a Novel ». To be
published by Editions Passage(s), summer of 2017.« Briefe
aus Buthan – Roman». Published by Culturescapes/Tunglið,
Basel, 2015. « The meeting of the state broadcasting board
on march 14 1984 and its effects on the sexual feelings of
the boy and other stories ». Published by 1005 Forlag 2015.«
A consolations for those who can not find themselves in the
present ». Poetry. Published by Bjartur 2015. « World Light –
The Movie ». Film-script, 2014 with Halldór Halldórsson and
Ragnar Kjartansson. Premiered at Le Palais de Tokyo, october
2015.
Neither Bergþóra’s nor Sigrún Ása’s work has been translated
yet, although both of them hope it will happen one day.
You can find the links for some of the above works in the
online version of this article at gpv.is/poetry18
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instagram.com/enneinn

Tank up at N1
on your way
around Iceland

Complimentary

Wi-Fi

at selected N1
service stations

COFFEE
& DONUT

Meat soup
Traditional Icelandic meal

Treat yourself!

Buy prepaid fuel cards
and fill up on the go!

burger
& fries
Classic comfort food

With 95 locations around Iceland, N1 is always
nearby. Find your nearest location and plan your
trip at www.n1.is/en.
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Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

CULTURE NEWS

Info:

Return of the Ravers

Complete festival
info and tickets
available at www.
extremechill.org

PLUR Festival 2018
August 25 - 20:00 - IÐNÓ - 2,400 ISK
If you like EDM, this should be right
up your alley. PLUR means “peace,
love, unity, respect,” and we’re
talking full-on AVICII-style glow stick
waving, cake-throwing EDM, not for
those with cheese allergies or
anyone who’s been to Berlin. The
line-up is a veritable who’s-who of
who’s-that: Sam Shards (Deep
House), BS Tempo (Electro), JHAU5
(EDM), Seth Sharp, PvckDrop &
Snitchface and more. Wait, we know
Seth Sharp and he’s great. SP

He's chillin. We're all chillin.

Cloud Nine

The Extreme Chill festival aims for the skies
Words:
Rex Beckett

Hairy Homosexuals
Bears On Ice 2018
August 30 - September 2 - 20:00 Reykjavík - Various Prices
According to Wikipedia, “In male gay
culture, a bear is often a larger,
hairier man who projects an image
of rugged masculinity.” If this is you,
or what you are into, you’re in for a
treat. The Bears On Ice three-day
bonanza festival has everything:
Cocktails, day-trips, big hairy men,
“Golden Circles,” a “Top-off” party,
goodie bags, a drag show, Iceland’s
hottest Bear DJ, DJ Dramatík
alongside Bistro Boy, Haffi Haff &
more. One towel included. SP

Since 2010, the Icelandic electronica
community has been rallied together
by the annual Extreme Chill festival, a
multi-locational gathering of the country’s best and most beloved electronic
acts, along with very select international
names. Now on the verge of its ninth
edition, happening September 6-9 in
various locations in Reykjavík, the festival has matured into a unique, cutting
edge, finely curated event, with critically
acclaimed artists, international partnerships and an emphasis on a gender-

balanced program.
“With our previous festivals, it was
more like our friends were playing and
it was a big party for the Icelandic electronic scene,” says festival organizer Pan
Thorarensen, whom we caught up with
over the phone as he extreme chilled in
the Spanish sunshine. “Now it’s more
focused. More people are coming from
Scandinavia and Germany for the event
and it’s more like an artist exchange
festival, so it’s quite nice.”
Originally the brainchild of Stereo

ELECTRIC
DREAMS

Info:

Finnish Funny Guy
Ismo Leikola
August 28 - 20:00 - Tjarnarbíó 3,500 ISK
According to a contest at
Hollywood’s Laugh Factory, Ismo
Leikola is “The Funniest Person In
The World.” Even his name is funny!
His website is ismo.fun—what
more do you need to know? More?
OK, he’s been on Conan O'Brien,
his most popular stand-up video
(“Ass Is The Most Difficult Word In
English”) has 63 million views, and
Tjarnarbíó is a pretty small venue,
so get your tickets in time. Jono
Duffy is the warm up. SP

Find Kolbrún’s
music on
soundcloud.com/
kolbrunklara and
follow up on her
day-to-day at
instagram.com/
kolbmotha.

Otherworldly Sounds
Berlin-based artist on experimenting with visual
art and electronic music

Words:
Alexander Jean
de Fontenay
Photo:
Kolbrún Klara
Gunnarsdóttir

Kolbrún Klara Gunnarsdóttir is an
artist out of Reykjavík who currently
resides in Berlin. She is a part of the
Sweaty Records music label—previously mentioned by Electric Dreams
in issue #10. She believes she has
found her voice through experimenting with visual art and music.
For more than a year, Kolbrún has

been focusing on all things visual
for the label. Most of her work—includingher videos and visuals for
label-mates Volruptus, Kosmodod
and Andartak—interweave ideas
about technology and the future with
hypnotizing electro music at various speeds. “I like strange, uncanny
things and transcending the com-

Hypnosis — the musical project of
Pan,his father Óskar Thorarensen, and
Thorkell Atlason — the first Extreme
Chill took place in 2010 in Hellissandur,
Snæfellsnes. Over the years it has taken
place there, in Berlin, in Vík í Myrdal,
and, for the past two years, in Reykjavík.
The festival’s original location of Hellissandur had been very dear to Pan, but
was unfortunately disrupted by local
law enforcement in 2015.
It’s a really unique festival and it’s
like my baby,” says Pan, undeterred from
the unfortunate incidents. “It’s a family
business, we are doing it because we love
it. It’s not about money. I don’t think it’s
that many festivals that are really doing
it from the heart. It’s quite special. I need
to keep it alive.”
The artist exchange aspect of Extreme
Chill comes from the festival now being
part of the UP NODE network, which
links a handful of underground Scandinavian electronic and experimental
festivals. This partnership has proven
greatly beneficial to the diversification
of the lineup, as it allowed the organizers access to artists at the forefront of
the scene in Europe. It also gave them
opportunity to help launch Icelandic
artists abroad, such as sending artists
dj. flugvél og geimskip and Special-K to
the Turku Modern festival in Finland.
This year’s festival will take place in
Harpa Kaldalón, Gamla Bíó, Húrra and
Fríkirkjan, and will also feature meetings and panels with the organizers of
other festivals in the UP NODE network,
as well as workshops conducted by Synthbabes.
“I think it’s a really different program
now. I have met a lot of people now in the
street and they are just amazed because
it’s not just electronica,” says Pan. “We
have Studnitzk, he’s the best jazz player
in Germany now. Ragnhild May, she’s
more an experimental artist. It’s really
mixed and eclectic. Last year it was just
pure electronica. Now there’s also more
live bands, not just one guy with a computer.”

mon definition of beauty,” she explains.
Kolbrún also plans to debut
her music on Sweaty Records, under solo pseudonym Jadzia and as
part of music duo Polar Attraction,
a collaboration with Kosmodod.
“The moment I started creating art
through different mediums, I truly
found my path,” she explains. “Jadzia is my emotional outlet and the
visuals I make inspire the music and
vice versa.”
Her favourite part of making
music is the overwhelming feeling
of creating something out of nothing. “I thoroughly enjoy the sound
design and all the otherworldly
sounds,” Kolbrún says. “Seeing an
idea fully realized—after puzzling it
together—truly satisfies me in ways
I could not have imagined.”
Living in Berlin and taking advantage of the city’s vibrant electronic music and club scene has
been enjoyable so far. “Since I moved
here I’ve been able to see my biggest
musical inspirations perform their
music live all over the city,” she says.
“A totally new and enjoyable experience for me.”
Be on the lookout for Kolbrún’s
debut EP as Jadzia in the near future. “Polar Attraction also has a
huge collection of tracks waiting to
be released,” Kolbrún adds. Their
first track will be featured on the
upcoming Sweaty Records compilation album.

Culture

Info
Hórmónar’s
album “Nananana
Búbú” comes out
on August 24th.
They will have
a release party
at Gaukurinn on
August 24th at
8.30 PM.

Claiming The
Rock Scene
Feminist punk band Hórmónar releases its first album
Hórmónar, shredding

Words:
Christine
Engel Snitkjær
Photos:
Art Bicnick

It was on a dark New Year’s Eve that a
group of five young friends decided to
make a resolution: participate in and
win the “Icelandic Battle of the Bands,”
also known as “Músíktilraunir.” The
newly formed band, which the friends
called Hórmónar, went to the competition, performed, and conquered. This
victory was, for the group, the beginning of a venture into the Icelandic
music scene, with all its complexities
and grim realities. However, the friends
emphasize that despite the struggles of
juggling life as young
female musicians, the
joy of being on-stage
and expressing themselves through music is a feeling worth
fighting for.
The band is comprised of singer
Brynhildur Karlsdóttir, guitarist Katrín
Guðbjartsdóttir, bassist Urður Bergsdóttir,
drummer Örn Gauti
Jóhannsson and saxophone player Hjalti
Torfason. They’re all 23-years-old, apart
from Brynhildur, who is 24. They’re

“Women are
often looked at
as muses, the
objects, not as
the musicians,
the subject. We
want to show
that we are
subjects.”

now releasing their first album, “Nananana Búbú,” comprised of the punk
rock songs they’ve created over the past
few years. It was recorded together with
Guðni Gunnarsson, who worked passionately to get the album just right.
“We are so grateful to him,” Urður
says. “He put as much hard work into
it as any of us in the band. When we
recorded the album in the studio, we
worked for three full days, non-stop
until 5 AM. It was like a theater performance. We rehearsed and then we
performed the songs, with all the passion we could muster. It’s like, you’re
on; nothing can be half-assed.”

Media pressure
The release of the album comes at
a time that fits in perfectly with the
rhythm and goals of Hórmónar. When
the band first won Músíktilraunir, the
media put a lot of pressure on Hórmónar to create an album.
“We only had a few songs at the time
and we were doing interviews constantly,” Örn says about the weeks following the competition. “There was a lot
of hype around us and we were asked
questions that we simply didn’t have
answers to. ‘Will you make an album?

SKÓLAVÖRÐUSTÍG 14 | 101 REYKJAVÍK | +354 571 1100 | SJAVARGRILLID.IS

Where will you be performing?’ These
questions were exhausting.”
For the band, it was important to
resist this pressure. “Everyone was saying to keep up the momentum,” Katrín
says. “But we know we wouldn’t have
been able to do the album justice if we
had rushed it like that. These things
take time. It’s now two years later, and
we’re releasing the album we want to
release.”

Business know-how
The band faces similarly challenging
decisions as they go about the businessside of having a band. Since they have
no prior experience in the music industry, the members have undergone
a trial-and-error process to find the
right balance between music and management.
“When we first started out, I took
care of the business side of things,”
Urður says. “It was too much. I had a
nervous breakdown and I almost quit
the band. I went into a concert once
thinking, ‘this might be the last show.’
But I ended up feeling re-connected to
the music through the performance.
The music reminded me of why I do
this.”

After this episode, the members decided to split the work amongst each
other and they also later hired a manager. They continue to engage in the
administrative tasks when they can.
“It’s difficult because we all have
jobs and studies besides this career,”
Katrín says. “And I have a child. It’s a
lot to juggle. But we do what we have to
do to be able to play our music.”

Feminist punks
Another hurdle the band encounters
is that of gender discrimination. “We
never intended to have a feminist message but it became necessary very fast,”
Katrín reflects. “We are three girls in
this band, which is rare for rock.”
“Men can often sexualize us at performances,” Urður adds. “But if we
take off our shirts, it’s because the
stage is hot. It is normal for male rock
musicians to take off their shirts. We
are not doing it for the men, we’re not
trying to catch their attention. Women
are often looked at as muses, the objects, not as the musicians, the subject.
We want to show that we are subjects.
We are on stage because we want to be
there—we are not there to make men
happy.”
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Although the band
had no experience
in the music industry prior to Músíktilraunir, they all
grew up with music
in one form or another. Katrín taught
herself to play the
guitar at a young
age, Urður sang in
the choir throughout her childhood,
and Örn has played
the drums since he was ten. As a
band, they encourage each other
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“All of us in
the band have
been through
struggles.
Music is a way
to express our
experiences
and feelings.”

with warm affirmations, complimenting each person’s contribution to the group.
“Urður has the best musical
ear,” Katrín says, gently touching
Urður’s back. “Her choir background helps us make harmonies
and give the music layers.”
“But Katrín keeps us all on time
for meetings. And Örn has the
most musical experience,” Urður
adds. “He is really the reason we
got a band together. He had all
the instruments we needed in his
garage and we could go practice
there. Without him, I don’t know
what we would have done.”
The group members’ affinity for music and each other is
evident. Through their close-knit
friendship with each other, as well
as their passion for music, Hórmónar has built a strong foundation for facing any future battles
that lie ahead.”

GE

Most of the songs on the album
are deeply personal, rooted in the
band’s experiences as women and
young adults, and written as an
outlet for their feelings to take
form. “One song —
‘Frumeymd’ — is
about rape,” Katrín
says. “This is a subject that is close to
all of us girls in the
band. The song allows us to feel empowered and get
people to understand that we own
our own bodies.”
When the band
p l ay s t o g e t h er,
emotions run high.
“Brynhildur sings,
and she expresses
herself through screaming. Örn
plays the drums, and he demands

attention that way,” Urður says.
“All of us in the band have been
through struggles. We all first
started hanging out as a group
after rehab—music is a way to
express our experiences and feelings.”
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Emotionally charged

A

Four blondes + one ginger + matching shirts = one punk as fuck band

Sigurður Guðjónsson
Tumi Magnússon
Unnar Örn
Þórdís Aðalsteinsdóttir
Þórdís Jóhannesdóttir
Curators:
Aðalheiður Valgeirsdóttir & Aldís Arnardóttir
OPEN DAILY 12.00-18.00, WEDNESDAYS UNTIL 20.00.
Skaftfell - Center for Visual Art
Seyðisfjörður, East Iceland
www.skaftfell.is

HANNESARHOLT
GRUNDARSTÍGUR 10 · 101 REYKJAVÍK
HANNESARHOLT.IS

Best of Reykjavík
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Akkúrat

Aðalstræti 2, 101 Reykjavík

Akkúrat offers the latest styles in
clothes and homeware from predominantly Icelandic designers. If
you’re looking for eco-friendly, ethical clothing, this is also the place to
go. Among others, Akkúrat features
USEE STUDIO, an Icelandic clothing
brand that specializes in the creative re-use of industrial waste and
second-hand materials, as well as a
zero waste policy. CES

BEST OF REYKJAVÍK

Best Museum
Winner: The National
Museum Of Iceland

A. M. Concept Space
Garðastræti 2, 101 Reykjavík

Well damn, that is impressive

Dress To
Impress

ucts such as minimalist jewellery by
Jessie Harris, effortless wool products by Kyrja, or award-winning
printed fabric by Eygló. Visit, be inspired and get dressed. NE

Where to look for unique
outfits in Reykjavík.
Words: Noemi Ehrat & Christine Engel Snitkjær
Photos: Art Bicnick

For those who want to resist the omni-present, ever-growing influence
of H&M, hope remains. Reykavík
still offers a wide range of individualistic choices for those who prefer
the exclusive experience. Shop for
clothes at Reykavík’s unique boutiques to bring home that special
souvenir that will always bring back
memories of your unforgettable
time in Iceland. Doing so will not
only make you look incredibly stylish—you’ll also contribute to the
local economy.

of Reykjavík designer Hildur Yeoman. You can browse her own designs alongside other brands like
American Apparel in her boutique
on Skólavörðustíg. Looking for delicate underwear, hip shoes or a
flowing dress? Yeoman boutique
has got the most exquisite pieces of
all categories, whether you’re
searching for your next party look
or a more casual, yet still distinct
appearance. NE

Skólavörðustígur 22, 101 Reykjavík

Intriguing patterns, light fabrics,
bold colours—welcome to the world

Runner-up:
Árbæjarsafn

KronKron

Laugavegur 63B, 101 Reykjavík

Whether you’re looking for you’re
next Vivienne Westwood purse or
another Comme des Garcons shirt
to add to your wardrobe—you can
find either at KronKron. Yet KronKron has much more to offer than a
fair selection of internationally renowned designers: Don’t miss out
on KronKron’s own designs, which
range from colourful tights to extravagantly patterned dresses to
their own shoe line. NE

KIOSK
Yeoman Boutique

A. M. Concept Space features clothes made from Icelandic designers
Aníta Hirlekar and Magnea Einarsdóttir with quirky, unusual designs
and details. From delicate shirts
with unique patterns made from
lace to meticulous sweaters in muted colors reminiscent of the Icelandic landscape, the store appeals to
the person who wants to stand out
in the crowd. CES

Ingolfsstræti 6, 101 Reykjavík

This high-end boutique is where all
the cool kids go to shop. Kiosk offers
you a wide selection of Icelandic as
well as international designer prod-

An absolute
must-try!
Saegreifinn restaurant (Sea Baron) is like none other
in Iceland; a world famous lobster soup and a diverse
fish selection.
Open 11:30 - 22:00

saegreifinn.is
Geirsgata 8 • 101 Reykjavík • Tel. 553 1500 • seabaron8@gmail.com

Suðurgata 41
Of Reykjavík’s many museums,
one stands taller than the competition due to the pure breadth
of their displays. Iceland’s National Museum is a treasure
trove of the country’s history,
covering everything from early culture to clothing, metalsmithing, religion, and more.
“I love the national museum,
being a nerd for cultural history,” said one panellist. “If you
want actual history, it’s topnotch. It’s well-curated and
well designed, with contemporary displays that connect
to cultural waves like football
and feminism. It even makes
the silverware interesting. And
I love the baby skeleton. I want
one of my own.”

Steinunn

Grandagarður 17, 101 Reykjavík

Behind the doors of this prêt-à-porter fashion store lies a secret gem
of the Grandi quarter of Reykjavík.
Inspired by the architecture of New
York, the boutique has no windows
facing the street, which offers customers an intimate, private space
for browsing and trying on clothes
of the finest quality. The store features garments and home decor
designed by Steinunn Sigurd, who
focuses mainly on knitted fabrics
and hand-made textures inspired by
the Icelandic landscape. CES

Kistuhylur 14, 110 Reykjavík
This outdoor museum provides
a vivid look at Icelandic life in
the olden days, with guides
dressed in old-time garb. “It’s
super cute,” said the panel.
“There’s a dress-up theatre and
a toy museum, and it’s cool to
be in a little old village with
the modern city growing in the
background.”

Newcomer:
Wonders of Iceland

Perlan
Wanna see an ice cave? Instead
of trekking across south Iceland, now you can go to Perlan.
“It’s just really cool,” said the
panel. “There are interactive
laser displays to show you information, it’s futuristic and
engaging, and it’s about the
nature that people come to Iceland for.”
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Perfect Day

BUY
DIRECTLY
FROM
THE PEOPLE
WHO
MAKE
THEM

A face of the downtown scene tells us how to spend a perfect day in Reykjavík

“Not only does
Kattakaffihúsið
have mostly all
vegan things,
but you can
cuddle with
cats.”

Words: Hannah
Jane Cohen
Photo: Art Bicnick

Linnea Hellström
Linnea Hellström, the vegan visionary behind the new restaurant
Veganæs, gives us the low-down on
her perfect day in the city.
First thing in the morning
I live with my boyfriend, Krummi, and
our cats and it’s very important to
hang out with them because they
can get ignored and angry, so I’d
definitely start the day with the cats
and some coffee. We live across
the street from Sundhöllin and it’s
a nice thing in the morning to go
swimming. Recently, we’ve also been
going to the Hydra Floatation Spa. I
get the same spa-like feeling from
it, but you get to lie still and rest.
Breakfast
Kattakaffihúsið is a good place to
hang. Not only do they have mostly
all vegan things, but you can cuddle
with cats. Follow them online too—
it’s a nice pep up to meet the cats
and then see a happy person taking
them home. I would also totally

recommend Te og Kaffi. I like their
vegan efforts over the past year.
Mid-day
Taking walks in Grótta is relaxing.
Sometimes I go farther outside
Reykjavík to the forests for the
Swede in me to get some woods
and trees! Kolaportið is fun to find
something unique or strange. I also
like rummaging through record
shops to add to our vinyl collection.
Lucky Records is all in all the best
one in Reykjavík.
Afternoon
In the afternoon, I must go home
and lay puzzles. It’s meditative,
chilling with the cats, drinking some
coffee, and doing a puzzle. Since
there isn’t a puzzle café yet, maybe I
should start one.
Dinner
If I want to be in a cosy place that
has something vegan and good,
I’d choose Hverfisgata 12. It smells
amazing with truffle oil everywhere

Vital Info
Useful Numbers
Emergency: 112
On-call doctors: 1770
Dental emergency: 575 0505
Taxi: Hreyfill: 588 5522 - BSR: 561 0000

Post Offices
The downtown post office is at
Pósthússtræti 3–5, open Mon–Fri
09:00–18:00.

Pharmacies
Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020
Lyfja, Laugavegur 16, tel: 552 4045
and Lágmúli 5, tel: 533 2300

and even though it’s a mixed menu,
it doesn’t smell overwhelmingly like
meat. That’s a small thing, but it matters. They also have awesome beer.
Late Night
I don’t have a lot of time to go out,
but if I am ever djamming, Gaukurinn
is great. They have the best staff,
a new vegan cocktail menu, and
nice shows of all kinds, with music
and drag and more. Skúli Craft Bar
should also be mentioned. The less
you go out, the more it matters what
you do. If I want to have a few beers
and see a friend and my goal is not
to drink as many pints of Viking as
possible for the cheapest happy
hour price, it’s cool that there are
these microbreweries popping
up. But I must also name Mandi as
the saviour for a late night snack. I
don’t make hummus in my kitchen
because Mandi makes awesome
hummus and I want to support them
in that. I can make other foods!

Opening Hours - Bars & Clubs

Public Toilets

Bars can stay open until 01:00 on weekdays and 04:30 on weekends.

Public toilets in the centre can be found inside the
green-poster covered towers located at Hlemmur,
Ingólfstortorg, by Hallgrímskirkja, by Reykjavík
Art Museum, Lækjargata and by Eymundsson on
Skólavörðustígur. Toilets can also be found inside the
Reykjavík City Hall and the Reykjavík Library.

Most shops: Mon–Fri 10–18, Sat 10–16,
Sun closed. Banks: Mon-Fri 09-16

Swimming Pools
Sundhöllin, the downtown pool at
Barónsstígur, is an indoor swimming
pool with hot tubs and a diving board.
More pools: gpv.is/swim
Open: Mon-Thu from 06:30–22. Fri from
06:30–20. Sat from 08–16. Sun from 10–18.

Venue Finder
Venues

Museums & Galleries

The numbers on the right (i.e. E4) tell you
position on the map on the next page

ART67
Laugavegur 67
Open daily 9-21

F7

The Penis Museum
Laugavegur 116 F8
Open daily 10-18

Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open daily 10-17

Austur
Austurstræti 7

ASÍ Art Gallery
Freyjugata 41
G6
Open Tue-Sun 13-17

Kirsuberjatréð
Vesturgata 4
D3
M-F 10-18, Sat-Sun
10-17

Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15 D3
Mon-Thu 10-19, Fri
11-18, Sat-Sun 13-17

Kling & Bang
Grandagarður 20 A4
W-Sun 14-18, Th 12-21

Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4
Open daily 13-17

Listastofan
Hringbraut 119
Open Wed-Sat 13-17

The Settlement
Exhibition
Aðalstræti 16
Open daily 9-18

American Bar
Austurstræti 8

t
Opening Hours - Shops & Banks

Skólavörðustígur 19 • Borgartún 31
handknitted.is
t +354 552 1890

Public Transport
Most buses run every 20–30 min
Fare: 460 ISK adults, 220 ISK children.
Buses run from 07–24:00, and 10–04:30
on weekends. More info at: www.bus.is.

D3

Iðnó
Vonarstræti 3

E3

D3

Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28

E7

Andrými
Bergþórugata 20 G6

Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1 E4

B5
Bankastræti 5

E4

Kaffi Vínyl
Hverfisgatur 76

E6

Bar Ananas
Klappastígur 28

E5

Kiki Queer Bar
Laugavegur 22

E5

Bíó Paradís
Hverfisgata 54

E5

Loft
Bankastræti 7

E4

Bjarni Fel
Austurstræti 20

E4

Mengi
Óðinsgata 2

F5

Bravó
Laugavegur 22

E5

Nordic House
Sturlagata 5

H2

Boston
Laugavegur 28b

E5

Paloma
Naustin		

D3

Dillon
Laugavegur 30

E5

Prikið
Bankastræti 12

E4

Dubliner
Naustin 1-3

D3

R6013
Ingólfsstræti 20

E4

English Pub
Austurstræti 12

D3

Reykjavík Roasters
Kárastígur 1
F5

D3

Stofan Café
Vesturgata 3

E3

Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22
Hard Rock Café
Lækjargata 2a

D3

D3

Ölsmiðjan
Lækjargata 10

Hressó
Austurstræti 20

D3

Tivoli bar
Hafnarstræti 4

D3

Húrra
Naustin		

D3

Tjarnarbíó
Tjarnargata 12

E3

Aurora Reykjavík
Grandagarður 2 B1
Open 09-21
Ásgrimur Jónsson
Museum
Bergstaðastr. 74 G4
July 8-Sep 1, Mon-Fri
Berg Contemporary
Klapparstígur 16 E5
Tu-F 11-17, Sat 13-17

Living Art Museum
Granadarður 20 A4
T-Sun 12-18, Th 12-21

The Culture House
E5
Hverfisgata 15
Open daily 10–17

Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustíg. 3A E5
Open daily 9-18:30

The Einar Jónsson
Museum
Eiriksgata
G5
Open Tue–Sun 10–17

Museum Of Design
and Applied Art
Garðatorg 1
Open Tu-Sun 12-17

Ekkisens
Bergstaðast. 25b F4

The National
Gallery of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7 F3
Open daily 10–17

Gallerí List
Skipholt 50A
H10
M-F 11-18, Sat 11-16
Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34, 220
Open Wed-Mon 12-17
Hitt Húsið
Pósthússtræti 3-5 D4
Hverfisgallerí
Hverfisgata 4
D4
Tu-Fri 13-17, Sat 14-17
i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
D3
Tu-Fri 11-18, Sat
13-17

The National Museum
Suðurgata 41
G2
Open daily 10–17
The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5
H2
Thu-Tu 11-17, W 11-20
Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17 D3
Open 10-17, Thu 10-22
Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24
H8
Open daily 10-17

D3

Reykjavík Museum
of Photography
Tryggvagata 15 D3
Mon-Thu 10-18, Fri
11-18, Sat-Sun 13-18
Saga Museum
Grandagarður 2 B2
Open daily 10-18
Sigurjón Ólafsson
Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
Open Tu-Sun 14-17
SÍM
Hafnarstræti 16 D3
Open Mon-Fri 10-16
Tveir Hrafnar
Baldursgata 12
G4
Open Fri-Sat 13-16
Wind & Weather
Window Gallery
Hverfisgata 37

E5

The Map

Get the bigger, more detailed version of The Reykjavík Grapevine
City Map at your nearest hotel or guesthouse, with selections from our
Best-Of awards, vital info, downtown bus stops and a wider view of the city.
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local crowd
and groups of confused
Swimming
Pool
tourists,
Kaffibarinn turns into an allout party during the small hours of
UR
the weekend. Whether you’re holiday IMEL
P
F
day-drinking or getting messy, it ES
M
EL
never fails to amuse.
H

RG
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With a saloon-like atmosphere
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the daytime, when dogs and
VA
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15. Gaukurinn
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IM

National
library

BI

Tryggvagata 22

National
museum

With dim lights, leather sofas, and
gender-neutral bathrooms, Gaukurinn
has become the preferred hangout
for the unorthodox Reykjavíkingar.
AG I
R NH
The venue hosts FO
everything
from
metal to underground rap to drag
extravaganzas to stand-up comedy.
They also boast the only purely vegan
cocktail menu around. Get edgy.

GA
TA
ND

AR

H

ST

Drinking
11. Lebowski Bar
Laugavegur 20a
A classic American style diner lies
at the back of the pin-up clad bar
on Laugavegur, boasting a an entire
menu of specialty White Russians
and tasty bowling alley burgers

GI

17. ODDSSON
Hringbraut 121
This bar, located just outside of the
city centre in the Oddsson hotel,
boasts beautifully retro interior
design and has a private karaoke
booth that fits over 20 people. You
can grab a burger and a beer and,
surrounded by their signature decor
of blue furniture, enjoy the view of
the ocean.

18. SKÝ Bar

ATA

Nordic Ho
Culture C
2

OD
EG
Located
atop a downtown Center
GE
RTS
G A Bar is a glass box that
Hotel, Sky
TA
overlooks Harpa and Esja. There’s a
spacious balcony, and if there’s one
of those glorious eternal Reykjavík
sunsets , the pink light streams
through the room.

Shopping

ÞO

RR

ATA
19.AGKolaportið

Tryggvagata 19
Kolaportið is a huge indoor flea
market that takes pla c e on
Reykjavík
weekends. It’s filled with stalls selling
Domestic
bric-a-brac, secondhand clothes,
Airport
unusual foods, antique postcards,
Terminal

E

Party Every Night. Cocktails!
Live Music. Live Sports Coverage
50 different kinds of beer.
Kitchen open from 11.00.
Ribs - Burgers. Chicken Wings!

AG

GA
TA

Ingólfsstræti 1
AR

Hungr y ? Drunk ? Ali Baba is the
perfect place to satisfy pregnancy
cravings, splitting hangovers and
midnight binges. We recommend
the lamb kofte wrap: it’s to die for.
It's a fantastic spot and an absolute
requirement for any night out.

AG

GI

Veltusund 3b

LU

1

I

A

GA
TA
Another great spot for beer-tasting,
this place has a unique and constantly
rotating selection of beers from
Mikkeller and other carefully picked
craft breweries, knowledgeable
LYN décor, and
bartenders, antique-chic
GH
AG
it’s located upstairs from Hverfisgata
I
12, so you get good weekend DJs,
S TA
RH
fancy bar snacks and pizzas.
A

UR

DA

RHA

FÁL
K

ATA

Hverfisgata 12
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MU

16. Mikkeller & Friends
ASA

10. Ali Baba

University
of Iceland

GI

Fiskfélagið has been steadfastly
dishing out some of the best seafood
in Iceland. Don’t try too hard to make
sense of the ingredient/country
mashup—just focus on the food.
Our former food editor described
it as “fish so buttery, it must be on
laxatives.” Yum.

HA

Hverfisgata 12

Vesturgata 2a

RA
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AR

6. Dill

9. The Fish Company

LA

TÓ M

TM

Well-known for its sourdough bread,
Sandholt has consistently delivered
g r e a t b a ke d g o o d s s i n c e i t s
inception. The laminated pastries are
hands down the best in Iceland; try
the buttery croissants or seasonal
Danish pastries—locally known as
“vinarbrauð ”—with rhubarb and
raspberries, or the classic vanilla
custard.

Iceland has no McDonalds, but if
you’re craving a basic burger without
any foodie hipster stuff like blue
cheese, chilli jam, or brioche buns,
this is the place. It’s a quick, simple,
no-fuss fast-food diner, with booths
to hide in, and 90s rock star artwork
that’s been there so long it’s about to
become fashionable again.

UG
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RÐ

GOTT restaurant,
Hafnarstræti 17
101 Reykjavík, Iceland
www.gott.is
gottreykjavik@gott.is
Tel; +354 514 6868
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GOOD FOOD
GOOD VALUE
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5. Sandholt
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14. Kaffibarinn
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Týsgata 8 • 101 Reykjavík

Hannesarholt was officially opened
to the public in 2013, and it serves
as a reminder of what Iceland used
to be. The beautiful building hosts
exhibits, concerts, and a fabulous
vegan-friendly menu that uses local
produce. Don’t miss the salmon
either—it’s cooked to perfection.

H
ATA OLT
SG
L AG
L
A
V has
.
loose.
U RIt
V E ST

a place to cut
two floors with different DJs and
atmospheres, with plenty of room
to dance. The place is so big, in fact,
that you won’t have to battle long
lines at the bar.
IR This is the place to
ELL
AVmessy time.
go for a fun,
R
TA
ME

BÁR

GI

„The Coziest
Coffee House in Town“

Tryggvagata 26

DI
Paloma
AN is
GR
ÁL A

ÆG

Grundarstígur 10

8. American Style

KA

E

THA

4. Hannesarholt

The undisputed monarch of Indian
food in Iceland is the pricey-butworth-it Austur Indía Fjelagið. They
offer a wide selection of richly
flavoursome dishes , including
tandooris, authentic local delicacies,
homemade paneer, and vegetarian
options—and unlike most Icelandic
places, you can expect some real
spiciness.

MN
FR AC

K VIS

Valdis is perhaps Reykjavik’s most
beloved ice cream parlour. All their
ice cream is made in-house every
morning. If you like liquorice, try
their Turkish Pepper flavour: it looks
like liquid cement, but it’s one of
their most popular offerings. Valdis
doesn’t have much seating, so get
your ice cream to go and enjoy it in a
parked car – Icelandic style.

Hverfisgata 56

GU

Grandagarður 21

Naustin 1-3

R

C

3. Ísbúðin Valdís

EG U

www.laekur.is
Next to national swimming pool
Open daily 9am - 11pm

13. Paloma

VE
DA

Craft food & beer - Speciality coffee & tea

I

V
LTS

Local gastro pub & café

Jómfrúin may be of Danish import,
but it’s 100% an Icelandic institution.
With its signature open sandwiches,
smørrebrød, and a slightly retro
décor, this is the place for a casual,
playful lunch. Don’t miss out on the
marinated herring and hand-peeled
shrimps, and pair it all with some of
the zingy house snaps.
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Lækjargata 4

RA
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2. Jómfrúin
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7. Austur Indía Fjelagið
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Oh, bravo, Bravó, for having the best
G
H
happy hour in this fair city. With its
Aurora
Saga
17
Reykjavik
colourful fairy lights and a plethora
ST
Museum
U
A
of comfortable pillows, Bravó feels NAN
Á
like a children’s bedroom tent for
M
ÝR
AR
adults. If you get lucky and grab a
GA
R
U
NÝ
G
E
LEN TA
table, or even just a single seat, then EL JAV
DU
S
GA
R
TA
it’s the happiest place on earth.
GU
SVE
L ÁG

B A N K A S T R Æ T I 7 A - 1 0 1 R E Y K J AV Í K - T E L . 5 6 2 3 2 3 2

Hornið was the first Italian restaurant
in Iceland, and its reputation for
authentic Italian food still prevails.
This year, Hornið was given the title
of “Best Pizza” in Grapevine’s Best
Of Reykjavík awards. With thincrust pizzas and no-frills ItalianAmerican flair—in the décor as well
as the toppings—this place is a local
treasure.

ND

Maritime
Museum

RU

Hafnarstræti 15

Ð

3
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FU

1. Hornið

LÓ

12. Bravó

I

LOCAL and FOREIGN DISHES
H A P P Y H O U R D A I LY 1 5 - 1 8 : 0 0

Dining

KIS

A
GR

AG

BRE AKFAST and BRUNCH
LUNCH and DINNER MENU

If you’re a gourmand looking for a
memorable meal when in Reykjavík,
Dill has to top the list. Dill showcases
the best of Iceland with seasonal
menus, paying homage to the island’s
bounty, executed with all the tweezer
precision of modern cuisine. Don’t
even think twice about splurging for
the seven-course menu—it’s the only
way to do it.

FI S

NH

ELEGANT PREMISES
IN THE HEART OF
R E Y K J AV I K

Downtown &
A Harbour District

named for The Dude (or His Dudeness
or El Duderino if you’re not into the
whole brevity thing). It’s a great
place to dance at night and chow
down with a beer, but that could just
be, like, our opinion man.
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Sigurjón
Art
Museum
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www.sagamuseum.is

Aftur is a mecca for Iceland’s stylish
gothy fashionistas. WHilst most of
the young Reykjavík crowd is wearing
baseball caps and 90s throwback
pieces, the older ones are often seen
MIK
in flowing
L ABblack capes and dresses.
R AU
If you are into
this particular 101 RVK
T
look, this place is gold.
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24. Tulipop

Saga Museum • Grandagarður 2 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel.: (+354) 511 1517 • Open: Daily from 10 to 18

G AH

sweater, peruse the Farmers Market
outlet. Their wares combine Nordic
style with a fresh aesthetic, providing
you with a modern take on traditional
pieces. They also sell tailored blazers
and coats, stunning shawls and felt
hats.
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If you want to pick up an Icelandic
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Smekkleysa is a independent record
label that has putDRout
ÁPU a lot of classic
HL Ð
Icelandic music—the ÍSugarcubes
are still on theBLboard—and
their oldÖND
UHL
school, bright green
record
shop also
ÍÐ
stocks a carefully curated selection
of new international releases.
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25. Aftur
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Perlan
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S TA

This peaceful spot is equal parts
café and bookstore, so you can get
a coffee and a snack while you leaf

F LU

K JA

23. Farmers And Friends

26. SmekkleysaBAPlötubúð
RM
REY

Vesturgata 2a

Tulipop serves up everything from
lamps to wallets all covered in the
cutest monsters you’ll ever see. The
Icelandic brand’s flagship store is
an explosion of pastels and neons.
Stop here forUgifts,
souvenirs, or just
R
V EG
L AR
Ladorable
a little
pick-me-up.
GVA
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ES

21. IÐA Zimsen

The Icelandic wool sweater, or
lopapeysa, is a staple of Icelandic
clothing. Their popularity with visitors
means that they’re sometimes now
mass-produced for tourists abroad—
but you’ll get the real deal here. From
neon green to Spider-man-patterned,
the opportunities are endless.
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One of Reyjavík’s new out-and-proud
theme bar takes on the Magic City
of the ‘80s. With a sharp aesthetic
that’s miles ahead of any other joint
in town, Miami serves up pure vice
with a splash of cosmopolitanism
and a dedicated ping-pong room
H ÁT pricey, but
in the basement. It’s
EI G S
V EG
the cocktail menu was crafted
UR by
mixology veterans, and the wine
and champagne list is well-curated.
F LÓ
K AG in ‘ScarYou’ll feel just like you’re
ATA
face. JR
ÐA

RH

NAUTHÓ LSV EGUR

You can see the whole process by
which Omnom’s chocolate bars are
made here, from when they receive
the cocoa beans to when they wrap
them in their beautiful packing.
Then you can buy some for the trip
home.

Skólavörðustígur 19
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22. Handprjónasambandið

Hlemmur
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20. Omnom Chocolate

magazines fail, people-watching
never does.
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INNIPÚKINN MUSIC FESTIVAL!
MÁNUDJASS
21:00 / Free entry
VINAKVÖLD HÚRRA
22:00 / Free entry
EINAR SONIC DJ-SET
22:00 / Free entry
AN EVENING WITH JONO DUFFY
20:00 / 500 ISK
23:00 / Free entry
DJ KGB
VÖRUSKEMMAN / FIRST YEAR ANNIVERSARY!
23:00 / Free entry
SKOTLEYFI Á SKYNFÆRIN:
22:00 / Free entry
ALEXANDRA BALDURSDÓTTIR
21:00 / Free entry
MÁNUDJASS
SPECIAL-K & KRIKI
20:00 / Tickets TBA
SNORRI HALLGRÍMSSON RELEASE BASH
20:00 / 2500 ISK
HAMMEL ON TRIAL (US)
20:00 / 2500 ISK
DJ FUSION GROOVE
00:00 / Free entry
CULTURE NIGHT:
ANDI/EINMITT/KRAFTGALLI/DOMINATRICKS
21:00 / Free entry
SUNDAY FUNDAY
21:00 / Free entry
MÁNUDJASS
21:00 / Free entry
DRINK AND DRAW
TBA!
LORD PUSSWHIP/GOOD MOON DEAR/
20:00 / 1500 ISK
ALLENHEIMER/DJ BERVIT
21:00 / 2500 ISK
ÁRSTÍÐIR / ALBUM RELEASE SHOW
DJ MARBENDILL & HEXÍA
JACK THE HOUSE VOL. 2
23:00 / Free entry
MÁNUDJASS
21:00 / Free entry
BÖRN/LAURA SECOND/MAN KIND/AAIIEEN
IFE TOLENTINE (BR)
20:00 / Tickets TBA
20:00 / Tickets TBA
ÁRNI VIL IN CONCERT
23:00 / Free entry
BORG DJ´S INSTALLMENT

Schedule can suffer change without notice
Information: booking@hurra.is

20:00 / Free entry

20:00 / Free entry

Music
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Welcome to Jómfrúin

“‘Killer Boogie’
sounds like how
I feel in a leather
jacket.”

– home of the open sandwiches

Now that is an intense pose

ARTIST PLAYLIST

Countess Malaise:
The Goth Bitch
Speaks
Be creepy. Be cute.

Words: Countess Malaise & Hannah Jane Cohen
Photo: Art Bicnick
Countess Malaise, Iceland’s premier horror rap goddess, welcomes
you all to her castle of turnt darkness with this playlist of her favourite Icelandic songs. You know, the
formative tracks that instilled in
her the horror she has since unleashed on the world.

Páll Óskar - Stanslaust Stuð
This song is a disco classic. It
speaks for itself. Pure fun and totally queer.

Þeyr - Killer Boogie
Þeyr is the sexiest band Iceland has
ever birthed, to be honest. I chose
this song because it is hella vibes
and it sounds like how I feel in a
leather jacket.

DYS - Ísland Brennur
Damn, ‘Ísland Brennur’ takes me

back to my teenage years, when going to small punk/metal shows was
the highpoint of my week, Hljómalind was still up and running, and
Reykjavík was still raw.

Björk - Hidden Place
One of my maaaany fave Björk
songs. I honestly feel like this song
is about my boyfriend, Þórður, and
I.

Bubbi - ‘Stúlkan sem starir
á hafið’
My father is ancient and he spoke
a different language. I guess that’s
what happens when you are born
in 1934 and raised in a town with a
population of 200 people. This song
was one of our mutual favourites
and I would sing it to him sometimes. It’s a sad song about a girl
that is isolated from everyone in
a small town because she lost her

lover to the ocean and the only
thing she does is stare at the sea
and think of him.

Kælan Mikla - Nornalagið
Kælan Mikla is the best band in
Iceland. I am a goth bitch and their
music is pure goth. I dunno…they
are just so fucking cool. Go Kælan
Mikla, ily.

Björk - Vökuró
Another of many fave Björk songs. I
just love all the elements to it. I can
feel it, I can see it, and I love singing
along to it. I used to walk in the rain
by the sea listening to this on my
iPod and sing to the ocean on the
regular. Not even kidding.

P S YCHOP L A S MIC S - 101
Reykjavík
I think this is one of the best songs
ever made. It’s loaded with personal
memories and 2 of my best friends,
Alli and Þórður, made this song.
The video was shot on my birthday
on a VHS a few years back, and I actually shot a lot of the scenes – hehe.
It’s so damn goooood.

Slim Poppins - Ice Cold
A new song produced by the one and
only g.o.a.t. LORD PUSSWHIP. Slim
Poppins is somebody to look out
for. She’s on the come up and she is
cold…ice cold.

BAGELS FROM 599 ISK

Grab a bite at Dunkin’ Donuts. We’re open every day.
Kringlan

Hagasmári 9

Fitjar

KEF Airport

Lækjargata 4 | 101 Reykjavík | Sími 55 10 100 | Open 11:00 - 22:00 | jomfruin.is

Music
bar

MUSIC Lesbians all around Iceland
NEWS nearly seizured last week as it

GRÓA, dreaming and grinning

If You Can Dream
It, You Can Do It

was announced that pop icon
Hayley Kiyoko, also known as 'Lesbian
Jesus', will be performing at this year's
upcoming Iceland Airwaves. Exes
were called as conversation immediately turned from Hannah Gadsby’s
‘Nanette’ to how exactly carpools will
be organised to the festival. Snacks
were planned. Playlists were made.
Outfits were drawn up. Hummus was
consumed. If you’re unaware of the
magnificence that is Hayley, she’s
one of the most groundbreaking
pop artists around, creating catchy
dance tunes that work to normalise
lesbian relationships in the extremely
heteronormative pop music industry.
So catch us in the front of the crowd.
We’ll be there, crying like Eurovision
came early. HJC

Words: Christine Engel Snitkjær Photo: Art Bicnick

A secret talent

“Brave” girl band
The band’s first public appearance
was at Músíktilraunir, a well-known
Icelandic music competition where
the girls competed and made their
way to the finals. After this performance, things became more
serious for the band, and people
started commenting on the unusual combination of young girls and
the post-punk/riot punk genre.
“People started complimenting
us on how brave we were as three
girls to form a band,” Hrafnhildur
says. “But it annoyed us a bit, to be
honest. Only very few people were
commenting on our songs. We put
so much work into our music and
the feedback we received was, ‘you
are so brave.’ We didn’t even think
about the fact that we are or girls
or that what we are doing is brave.
We just wanted to know whether our music was good or not!”
Since then, the attitude of the
band has changed slightly. Having realized that their girl band is
unique in the business, the three
musicians now think about feminism as they write their songs. “We
realized that what we are doing is
rare,” Friða states. “We want to be a
good example for girls and we want
to be part of showing that it doesn’t
matter what gender you are—you
can still do what you want in life.”

One of the members, Hrafnhildur
Einarsdóttir (17) taught herself to
play the drums from YouTube tutorials. Another member, Fríða Björg
Pétursdóttir (17), taught herself the
bass from online how-to guides.
The final member, Karólina Einarsdóttir (16) had never sung in front
of anyone prior to the band’s first
performance of an original song. It
was not until a year after the band’s
formation that the three members started to take music classes.
When the trio first began practicing together, their musical ambitions were a secret. Not even their
The future of GRÓA
friends knew what they were up
to or that they could write songs. After graduating high school,
“We were very shy about our mu- the three musicians would like to
sic in the beginning, especially when make music their full-time job. For
it came to sharing our music with now, though, they want to focus on
friends,” Karólina says. “But then making the most of their present.
we found other grassroots bands They are currently working on new
songs, and plan to
in Reykjavík through
gpv.is/music
make a music video.
Post-Dreifing, which
Share this + Archives
“We also have several
is an art collective
performances comthat builds visibility
and self-sufficiency for artists, and ing up,” Hrafnhildur says. “But we
it has been easier since then. They don’t have ‘dreams’ for the band.
encouraged us and we felt empow- We are living the dream right now.”
ered by their words. People now
recognize us for what we’re doing.”

Tryggvagata 22, 101 Reykjavík

STANDUP COMEDY
IN ENGLISH / 21.00 / FREE ENTRY

KARAOKE PARTY
21.00 / FREE ENTRY

Teenage band GRÓA is beating all odds

You know that dream you had of
starting a band in high school? Of
singing your heart out while confidently moving the strings of the
bass along to the beat? That same
dream that came crashing down the
moment you realized that you don’t
know how to play the bass and have
never sung in front of anyone before?
The band GRÓA is currently
living that dream. Despite having
never played instruments other
than classical piano before starting the group, the three teenagers
that make up the band have released an album this year and are
now performing across various
stages in Reykjavík—all the while
following their high school studies
at Menntaskólinn við Hamrahlíð.

& events venue

People are losing their shit over the
new Birnir album, Matador, produced
by Arnar Ingi aka Young Nazareth aka
Cuz, released on Les Frères Stefson,
the powerhouse label behind so
many of Iceland’s leading young
artists, particularly in hip-hop. The
album, which many of our sources
are calling a strong contender for
album of the year, strikes a resoundingly sophomore tone for the young
rapper. It features collaborations with
some likely suspects, like labelmates
Unnsteinn (of Retro Stefson fame),
it-boy rapper Joey Christ, like-minded
autotune crooner slash rapper Flóni
and Iceland’s most striking rising star
of the year, songstress GDRN, but also
an interesting genre crossover, a collaboration with Jófríður Ákadóttir of
Samaris, aka JFDR. SP

The Extreme Chill schedule has been
finalised. The avant-garde music
festival that takes place September
6th-9th, with its focus on electronic
music, moves between venues, setting
up shop at the Harpa Kaldalón music
hall on Thursday, Gamla Bíó on Friday,
a bumper lineup at Húrra on the Saturday, and a chill final gig at Fríkirkjan
church. The Kaldalón gig is headlined
by aYia and Bára Gísladóttir, Kenichi
& The Sun and Sillus. Gamla Bíó offers
Jan Jelinek, Marsen Jules, Mankan and
Nicolas Kunysz. At Húrra the big act will
be Banco De Gaia, with Hermigervill,
Astrid Sonne, and more. Fríkirkjan Is
headlined by Sóley, who debuted a
more electronic project at Airwaves
last year, plus Sutnizky and Andrew
Heath and Toby Marks. SP

EVERY
MONDAY
EVERY
TUESDAY

24/8

HÓRMÓNAR (ALBUM RELEASE)

25/8

LUCY IN BLUE, CAPTAIN SYRUP

26/8

JOKES IN-BETWEEN (OPEN-MIC)

29/8

ABUSE OF POWER (US),
GREAT GRIEF, ROHT

30/8

DRAG-SÚGUR DRAG LAB

31/8

BEARS ON ICE PARTY

1/9

OF VIRTUE (US), WHILE MY CITY
BURNS, AARU

2/9

COGNITIVE, CULT OF LILITH, ÚLFÚÐ,
GREAT GRIEF

6/9

KLA KAR (ALBUM RELEASE)
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Youssou N'Dour
August 28 - Harpa - Eldborg - 21:00 9.900-14.900 ISK
Icelanders (and
Europeans) primarily know him
for his 1994 collaboration with

Neneh Cherry, '7
Seconds, that hit
#1 accross the
world, including iceland. His

career is varied
though, he's been
one of Africa's
most popular
musical artists
for decades. His
"Commanding
Performances"
(according
to New York
Times), instantly
danceble music
and synergy
before performers and listeners
make him a draw
world over and a
must-see gig for
those with varied
musical tastes. SP

The Vintage
Caravan
Aug. 25 - Tjarnarbíó - 20:00 - Free!
'Gateways'
album release
show from
respected hippie
rockers, honing
their show for
upcoming Euro
Tour. SP

DJ Daddy Issues
Aug. 25 - Tjarnarbíó - 20:00 - Free!
As everyone
knows, Rebecca
Lord has huge
daddy issues,
and now she’s
leveraged
them into a
blossoming DJ
career. SP

JFDR:
White Sun Live

FALK Records
Release

Cognitive / Cult Of Lilith / Úlfúð /
Great Grief

Sept. 6 - Mengi - 20:00
- 2,900 ISK

Sept. 1 - R6013 18:00 - Free!

Sept. 2 - Gaukurinn - 21:00 - 1,500 ISK

Our bestest fave, Jófríður Ákadóttir of Samaris fame, made string
arrangements of her recent works,
which she’s releasing on a new
EP, “White Sun Live. Part I: Strings.”
She’s celebrating the release on
Thursday, the 6th of September, at
her home turf, Mengi. SP

Cassette label
FALK hosts a
double release
party, so expect
droves of music
nerds, vegan
food, and free
ear plugs. SP

New Jersey based Cognitive is a
“Brutal Death Metal” band. Cult of
Lilith calls them a “Sick Tech Death
Band.” What’s it gonna be, guys?
Supported by local acts Cult Of Lillith,
Úlfúð and Great Grief, the evening
will be a smorgasbord of noisy, dark
rock, by all accounts. Prepare for the
worst. SP

August 24th - September 6th

Concerts & Nightlife
Events listed are all live performances and
DJs. Venues are listed by day. For complete
listings and detailed information on venues
visit grapevine.is/happening.
Send your listings to: listings@grapevine.is.

Friday August 24th
Shadow Nymphs
20:30 Mengi
Hórmónar Album Release Show
21:00 Gaukurinn
Baraken / DJ Terrordisco
22:00 Kaffibarinn
Skálmöld & the Iceland Symphony
Orchestra
20:00 Harpa
DJ Deluxe x Spegill
22:00 Prikið
DJ Helgi Már
22:00 Bravó
Árstíðir Album Release Show
21:00 Húrra
DJ Petersen
21:00 Kaffi Vínyl
Hank Smith & Michele Gourley
21:00 Dillon
DJ Dora
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Pink Iceland Queer Fridays: 		
A Band Called Eva
19:00 Pink Iceland
Melodica Reykjavík 2018
18:00 KEX Hostel

Skálmöld & the Iceland Symphony
Orchestra
20:00 Harpa
Lucy In Blue / Captain Syrup
22:00 Gaukurinn
DJ Karítas
22:00 Bravó
Þofleifur Gaukur Quartet / 		
Aleksi Heinola
15:00 Jómfruín
Andi & DJ Aggalá
21:00 Kaffi Vínyl
PLUR Festival 2018
22:00 IÐNÓ
Stebbi Jak & Andri Ívars
22:00 Hard Rock Café

Sunday August 26th
Melodica Reykjavík 2018
18:00 KEX Hostel
Mozart Marathon
12:15 Hannesarholt
DJ Z
21:00 Kaffibarinn
DJ Petersen
21:00 Bravó
Sölvi / Mark / Felix / Maggi
15:40 Mengi

21:00 Kaffibarinn

Tuesday August 28th
Börn / Laura Second / 		
Man Kind / AAIIEENN
20:00 Húrra
Fesway
20:00 Aurora Reykjavík
Karaoke Party!
21:00 Gaukurinn
DJ Katla
21:00 Kaffibarinn
Youssou N’Dour
21:00 Harpa

Saturday August 25th
JACK THE HOUSE
22:00 Húrra
Melodica Reykjavík 2018
18:00 KEX Hostel
DJ Big Baby x Björn Valur
22:00 Prikið
DJ Daddy Issues
20:00 Tjarnarbíó
DJ Símon FKNHNDSM
22:00 Kaffibarinn

Sunday Jazz
20:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Bjarni Frímann Bjarnason
16:00 Gljúfrastein
Jazz Jam Session
21:00 Hressó

Monday August 27th
MonJazz
21:00 Húrra
DJ John BRNLV

Saturday September 1st
Possession / Naðra / Mannveira
18:00 Húrra

Wednesday September
5th
Rex Pistols / Skaði / Grúska Babúska
20:00 Húrra
Tonik Ensemble
20:00 Kaffi Vínyl
Don Lockwood Band
21:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Party Karaoke With Þórunn Antonía
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Robert Wynia
22:00 Boston

Wednesday August 29th
Ife Tolentino & Snorri Helgason
20:00 Húrra
Blues Jam Session
21:00 Dillon
DJ Árni E
21:00 Kaffibarinn
Tales Of The North: 			
Two Finnish Choirs
15:00 Harpa
Don Lockwood Band
21:00 Slippbarinn
Party Karaoke With Þórunn Antonía
21:00 Sæta Svínið
DJ John BRNLV
21:00 Bravó
Choir Concert
12:00 Hallgrímskirkja
Abuse Of Power / Great Grief / ROHT
21:00 Gaukurinn

Thursday August 30th
Árni Vil
20:00 Húrra
Abuse Of Power
19:00 R6013
Koi
22:00 Dillon
DJ Ali Demir
21:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
DJ De La Rósa
21:00 Bravó
DJ Sexy Lazer
21:00 Kaffibarinn
BNGRBOY Inc.
22:00 Prikið

Friday August 31st

Fesway, battling wind

22:00 The Smokin’ Puffin
Karaoke Night
20:00 Loft
The Vintage Caravan 'GATEWAYS'
Album Release Show
20:00 IÐNÓ
Kólumkilli
22:00 Dillon

Whale Choir
21:00 Mengi
BORG
22:00 Húrra
Iceland Symphony Orchestra:
Icelandic Favourites
20:00 Harpa
DJ Frímann
22:00 Kaffibarinn
DJ SURA
22:00 Prikið
DJ Dora
21:00 Sæta Svínið
DJ Halaköttur
21:00 Bravó
RVK Soundsystem Reggae Night

Börn: It means children. These are some cool kids!
Mugison
17:00 Patreksfjöður
Of Virtue / While My City Burns /
Aaru
21:00 Gaukurinn
DJ Katla
21:00 Kaffi Vínyl
Ingólfsvaka: Suicide Prevention
Concert
17:00 Leiknishúsið
FALK Records: ERZH / Astvaldur /
Teenage Lightning
18:00 R6013

Sunday September 2nd
Sunday Jazz
20:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Cognitive / Cult Of Lilith / Úlfúð /
Great Grief
21:00 Gaukurinn
DJ De La Rósa
21:00 Kaffi Vínyl
Jazz Jam Session
21:00 Hressó

Cellar Jazz
21:00 Stúdentakjallarinn
Blues Jam Session
21:00 Dillon
Reykjavík Jazz Festival
Various Times, Various Locations

Thursday September 6th
JFDR: White Sun Live Part 1:
Strings
20:00 IÐNÓ
Iceland Symphony Orchestra:
Ravel & Bartók
19:30 Harpa
Robert Wynia
21:00 Boston
Reykjavík Jazz Festival
Various Times, Various Locations
Kla Kar Album Release Party
21:00 Gaukurinn
RIFF: Karaoke Night
20:00 Loft

Monday September 3rd
MonJazz
21:00 Húrra

Tuesday September 4th
Karaoke Party!
21:00 Gaukurinn
Techno Tuesday
20:00 Húrra
Robert Winyia
20:00 Kaffi Vínyl

Bjarni Frímann Bjarnason in
what is quite possibly the most
Icelandic photo ever taken

Music

LÁ ART MUSEUM
Austurmörk 21 | Hveragerði
listasafnarnesinga.is

HALLDÓR EINARSSON
-DIALOUGE ACROSS GENERATIONS

WELCOME
FREE ADMISSION

17.08 | 21.10

FROM EARTH
TO ARTEFACT

Open 12 - 6 pm - daily in September then Thursday - Sunday
Only 40 minutes drive from Reykjavik - on the Golden Circle

Licensing and
registration of travelrelated services
The Icelandic Tourist Board issues licences to tour operators and travel agents,
as well as issuing registration to booking services and information centres.
Tour operators and travel agents are required to use a special logo approved
by the Icelandic Tourist Board on all their advertisements and on their Internet
website.
Booking services and information centres are entitled to use a Tourist
Board logo on all their material. The logos below are recognised by the
Icelandic Tourist Board.

List of licenced Tour
Operators and Travel
Agencies on:

visiticeland.com

National
Museum of
Iceland

The
Culture
House
National Museum of Iceland

The Culture House

The country’s largest
museum of cultural
history from settlement
to present day.

Manuscripts, fine art, natural
specimens, curiosities and
archeaological findings form
the exhibition Points of View.

Suðurgata 41
101 Reykjavík
www.thjodminjasafn.is
tel +354 530 22 00

Hverfisgata 15
101 Reykjavík
www.safnahusid.is
tel +354 530 22 10

The exhibitions, shops and cafés are open daily 10 - 17

Closed on Mondays 16/9 – 30/4

Munstur, the band not the cheese

Build The Pattern,
Break It Apart
Munstur focus on the repetitions

Words: Rex Beckett Photo: Timothée Lambrecq

Info
Check out Munstur at:
www.facebook.com/munsturband/

On a sunny, breezy late afternoon,
bandmates Kristinn Arnar Sigurðsson and Atli Arnarson stroll
calmly across the grassy Hagatorg roundabout towards the cement statue platform in its centre.
Dressed in workers’ clothes and
hand-painted sneakers, the pair
are easy going and friendly, telling me that they’re there to build
a stage for an event on Reykjavík’s
annual Culture Night.
“We’re gonna build a stage
shaped like our logo, which is four
3-D Ms connected on the corners,
and we’re going to have a concert
and there will be many visual artists too,” says Atli. “We like to have
a pretty complex set design for our
live shows, but that can be pretty
hard when you’re playing festivals,
so it’s great to be able to have as
complex a setup as we want.”
Their Culture Night event, entitled MMMM á Menningarnótt,
was only the pair’s second gig in
their current format, their first
was only a few weeks earlier at the

LungA festival. Having met while
studying at the Menntaskóli við
Hamrahlíð college, Munstur originally formed as a four-piece indie rock band five years ago. Two
members quit and,
since then, Kristinn and Atli have
been working on an
album and studying art and sound
eng i neeri ng, respectively.
“It’s easier to do
when it’s just two
of us,” says Kristinn. “I think we
have more freedom
to discover things
that we’re curious
about. We always
get crazy ideas and
we want to just follow them.” Together the pair have
become par tic ularly foc used on
creating a strong visual element
alongside their music, which is evident in their hyper-colourful and
engaging music videos. They have
particularly focussed on the theme
of repetition.

“It’s kind of the connection between the human and mechanical
things,” says Atli. “The name of the
band means ‘pattern’ and I think
it’s been interesting to us for a long
time, the repetition of something.”
“We’re just always finding more
and more ways to work with that
concept of repetition, because it’s
all around you,” Kristinn continues. “Sometimes humans are just
doing the same thing over and over
again. I think that’s not something
humans should be doing in the future. Those are roles that will be
replaced by mechanics.”
While working with this very
open but clear concept and their
strong visual
sense, Munstur’s
biggest hurdle
now is translating
their music from
recording in a Grafarvogur garage to
the live context.
“ We ’ r e m o r e
interested in doing unusual shows
like play ing outside somewhere or
on a rooftop, rather
than a regular venue,” says Kristinn,
subconsciously
wanting to subvert
the pattern of the
live concert. “It’s
interesting to play
where people are
not expecting to see concerts or
show visual art where people are
not in the situation to see it. We
find it interesting to interrupt
people in their daily life, not to
have it on some pedestal.”

“Sometimes
humans are
just doing the
same thing
over and over
again. I think
that’s not
something humans should
be doing in
the future.”
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“It never
ceases to
touch me
when artists
are true to
themselves
and what
they deliver”

And what a vision it is!

The Artist’s
Vision

MIMRA aims to retain creative control over her
music
Words: Christine Engel Snitkjær Photo: Art Bicnick
Music, films, and books can easily come across as light-hearted
enter t a i n ment t hat ser ves to
m a ke u s forget ou r ever yday
worries. Recording studios, film
companies, and publication houses often rigorously control the
creative process to meet this ideal
and make the material appeal to
the largest audience possible—
typically, at the cost of the original ideas of the artists behind
the works.
For musician MIMR A, however, it is important that artists
be true to themselves. She is attracted to music that reflects the
artistic vision and freedom of the
artist who created it.
“It never ceases to touch me
when artists are true to themselves and what they deliver,” she
says. “I love the freedom of music,
in that sense. It is a structure
that you dance around make your
own.”

Complete artistic
control
MIMRA, aka María Magnúsdóttir,
is a Reykjavík-based singer, composer, and producer. She studied
music and song throughout her
adolescence and released her first
album at age 24. She went on to
get a Master’s in Popular Music
from the Goldsmiths University

in London. It was for her Master’s
project at this institution that
she created her 12 track album,
“Sinking Island,” on which the
title song, “Sinking Island,” can
be found. Without the influence
of a recording studio, María was
left free to record and produce
her songs.
“I recorded the song and album
there using Ableton Live, which
allowed me to self-produce the
content,” she relates. “I was in
complete control of the creative
process.”
Another way in which the song
“Sinking Island” became completely her own is through her
unusual use of percussion—to
achieve the sound, María clapped
on her own body, as well as little
objects such as chain keys and
pieces of wood. The result is a
haunting mi xt ure of taps and
beats t hat beaut i f u l ly lay t he
groundwork for the piece.

a music v ideo that would take
the song to a new level. Created
together with Guðný Rós Þórhallsdóttir, Birta Rán Björgvinsdót t i r, a nd A r nór Ei na rsson,
María tr usted that an artistic
col laboration wou ld ma ke the
material sing.
“I wanted to make a piece of
art that wou ld bring together
different disciplines,” she states.
“And sometimes, adding video to
a song can take the material in a
different direction and give it a
whole new life.”
Reminiscent of Agnes Obel’s
song a nd music v ideo “R iverside,” the video takes the viewer
through luminous forests, soaring heights, and ethereal waters.
In its ar tistic ex pression, the
song comes across as the work of
a singular vision. “It is a collaborative effort, but the song and
the video feel like one—like they
belong together,” María reflects.

02.06.–30.09.2018

Einskismannsland
No Man‘s
Land
Ríkir þar fegurðin ein?
Where Beauty Alone Reigns?

Artistic Influences

A lthough María identifies her
music as electro-acoustic folk
pop, she empha si zes t hat her
music does not easily fit into one
genre. “The type of music I make
really depends on the music I am
listening to at that moment,” she
says. “MIMRA is an old Icelandic
name that means taking different directions. It’s reminiscent of
how I want to go many places with
my music. People want to be able
to place you. And I don’t mind
being labelled but I don’t know if
Shooting the video
people can label my music.”
W it h d i f fer ent s on g s t h at
The song “Sinking Island” is a reflection on María’s break-up with ch a n ge i n cont ent a nd s t y le,
however, one thing
a long-term
always remains the
partner and
Share this: gpv.is/music
s a me: Ma r í a c onrepresents
t rol s t he c re at ive
break-up,
content behind all
death, and rebirth. A fter the release of the her music, and she aims for this
song, Ma r ía dec ided to ma ke fact to remain a constant.

Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17
101 Reykjavík

Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24
105 Reykjavík

Open daily
+354 411 6400
artmuseum.is

Art

i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
101 Reykjavík
info@i8.is
t: +354 551 3666
www.i8.is

Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

The only condom endorced by C-3PO

SOE Kitchen 101
Hosted by Marshall Restaurant+Bar

National
Museum of
Iceland

The
Culture
House
National Museum of Iceland

The Culture House

The country’s largest
museum of cultural
history from settlement
to present day.

Manuscripts, fine art, natural
specimens, curiosities and
archeaological findings form
the exhibition Points of View.

Suðurgata 41
101 Reykjavík
www.thjodminjasafn.is
tel +354 530 22 00

Hverfisgata 15
101 Reykjavík
www.safnahusid.is
tel +354 530 22 10

The exhibitions, shops and cafés are open daily 10 - 17

Closed on Mondays 16/9 – 30/4

You Have to Confirm It With Your
Own Hands
Seeing Believing Having Holding Debuts at i8
Words: Larissa Kyzer Photo: Art Bicnick

Info
Seeing Believing Having Holding: A
late summer show of five American
artists will open at i8 Gallery on
August 18, 2018 and will be on view
until October 27, 2018.

You might be familiar with a famous motif in visual art, that of
Thomas, one of the Biblical disciples, sticking his finger into a
wound in his newly resurrected
master’s side in order to confirm
that what he’s seeing—Jesus, risen
from the dead—is actually true.
“Doubting Thomas,” explains Dan
Byers, Director of the Carpenter
Center for the Visual Arts at Harvard “...is an analogy for disbelief,
for the relationship between the
visual and the tactile. In order
to believe, you have to touch the
thing...You have to confirm it with
your own hands.”

Reflecting life in the US
This need to reach out and touch
something, the pervasive sense
of disbelief and “skepticism in
the face of physical fact,” is very
much at the heart of Seeing Believing Having Holding, a group show
that Byers curated for Reykjavík’s
i8 Gallery. The exhibition brings
together five young artists from
across the US—Kelly Akashi (Los
Angeles, CA) Kahlil Robert Irving
(St. Louis, MO), Michelle Lopez
(Philadelphia, PA), B. Ingrid Olson
(Chicago, IL), and Daniel Rios Rodriguez (San Antonio, TX)—who
Byers believes are producing the
most interesting art in the US today.

While each artist has vastly
different practices, utilizes different media, and addresses different themes, they all, in some way,
“touch the wound of our time,”
Byers explains, reflecting “what
it means to live in [the US] now...
what it means to think about one’s
personal life in the midst of the
current political climate.”

Memory Containers
Although one could argue that all
American art being produced right
now is inherently political, Byers
says that he consciously “pulled
back from work that [is] explicitly protest art.” The exhibition’s
one possible exception is found
in the work of
Ka h l i l Rober t
Irving. Irving’s
Sm a l l Blo ck –
Mixed Melodies
(Jason Stock ley
cant run, Google
scroll) takes as
its subject protests in St. Louis,
Missouri following the 2017 acquittal of police
officer Jason Stockley, who shot
and killed twenty-four-year-old
Anthony Lamar Smith.
Irving took images of these
actions collected in a Google image search and layered them atop
found objects, decals, and other
detritus that he then compressed
into a ceramic block—what Byers
calls an “archeological core-sample of our present and very-recent
past.” You can see Irving’s fingerprints pressed deeply into the sur-

face of the object—indentions that
are reminiscent of bullet wounds,
perhaps, but which also convey the
feeling that the artist is holding
not only this object, but also this
specific, moment in history in his
hands.
So often, Byers points out, images are “unmoored” from their
reality, “their reason for being is to
travel, to be shared on social media.” But by transposing these images onto a single, physical object,
Irving roots them in specific moment, creating a kind of “memory
container” for trauma.

The Wound of Our Time
The tactility of Irving’s sculptures
is perhaps echoed in the viserality of B. Ingrid Olsen’s work, which
explores the “precarity of the
body”—the contrasts between “the
physical intimacy of molds that
have been pressed on your body”
and “the rational space of architecture.” Olsen’s Body Parsed takes
corporeal fragments—the top of a
face, hollowed-out and segmented
limbs—and repositions them in
relationship to one another and
the space they occupy.
Then there are Kelly Akashi’s
rather comically sensual “cast
bronze finger sculptures...encased in an almost slapst ick
viscous drip of
b l o w n g l a s s .”
Here, physicality is in the forefront once again,
whether through
the actual digits themselves,
or through the
viewer’s awareness of the tactile process of creation, “in [the]
breath and physicality required to
blow the glass.”
Though there’s a risk of disconnect, of course, in bringing such
disparate works of art together in
one exhibition, Byers hopes the
show will convey “the range of felt
bodily experience...the range of
subjective, corporeal experience”
that characterizes present-day
America.

“But by transposing
these images onto
a single, physical
object, Irving roots
them in specific moment, creating a kind
of ‘memory container’ for trauma.”
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Our Picks
through the Amsterdam-based
part of the Fluxus
movement. Others
in this group include Dieter Roth
and Roni Horn,
who was one of
the co-founders
Monochrome Romance
of the Reykjavik
Museum Of Living
The Depth of Color: Recent Works
Art. After a varied,
By Kees Visser
vibrant career in
Until Oct. 6 - Berg Contemporary
Reykjavík, Paris
and Amsterdam,
working across a
ists that settled
Kees Visser is
multitude of mepart of a group of in Iceland for a
international art- time around 1980, diums, this exhibi-

tion showcases
Visser’s recent
works, his signature monochrome
paintings, “but
with added layers
of complexity,
both in terms of
color and shape.
They present
geometric fields
of closely related
colours, with repeated overpainting and a highly
textured, crystalline surface." SP

Seeing Believing Having Holding
Until Oct. 27 - i8
This show brings
together five
U.S. artists: Kelly
Akashi, Kahlil R.
Irving, Michelle
Lopez, B. Ingrid
Olson, and Daniel

Rios Rodriguez.
Each makes composite objects and
images, generating conditions of
doubt, pleasure,
and skepticism in
the face of physical fact. SP

Reflection of My Childhood

Sugar Wounds

Aug. 25 - 30
Gallery Port

creating a universe alternative
to a reality filled
with bullying and
Mr. Awkward
presents an exhi- trauma. A very
bition where the welcome one for
artist delves into us at the Grapethe world of toys, vine! SP
LEGO sculptures

Aug. 24 - Sept. 16
Ekkisens

abandoned herring factory in
the Westfjords. Haunting setting,
beautiful art.
• Runs until August 31, 2018

language, the spoken word, and the
ability to listen.
• Runs until September 9, 2018

ing August 24
and continuing
until September
Sugar Wounds is 16. The artists are
all heavy hitters
a group exhibition series where in the Reykjavík grassroots
8 artists open
shows every fri- scene. SP
day night, start-

August 24th - September 6th

Art Listings
Events are listed by venue. For complete listings
and detailed information on venues, visit
grapevine.is/happening.
Send your listings to: listings@grapevine.is
Opening

artist’s sculptures.

GERÐARSAFN KÓPAVOGUR ART MUSEUM
SCULPTURE / SCULPTURE
This exhibition honours the legacy
of Gerður Helgadóttir, after whom
the museum is named, as well as
to give insight into the medium of
sculpture in contemporary times.
• Opens on August 24, 2018
• Runs until October 7, 2018

THE ÁSGRIMUR JÓNSSON COLLECTION
Korriró And Dillidó
Ásgrímur’s art explores the fears
and dreams of generations, as
mysterious Icelandic elves, trolls
and monsters finally take shape and
materialise as vivid beings.
• Runs until September 15, 2018

EKKISENS
Sugar Wounds
Eight artists join together to explore
environment, politics, love, psychology, pop culture through their own
personal experience.
• Opens on August 24, 2018
• Runs until August 26, 2018
Sugar Wounds (Part 2)
Three artists from the last Sugar
Wounds show dig deeper into their
works in this more personal exhibit.
• Opens on August 31, 2018
• Runs until September 2, 2018

Ongoing

NATIONAL GALLERY OF ICELAND
Treasures Of A Nation
A selection of over 80 works chosen
from the national gallery’s collection
display the evolution of art since the
19th century.
• Runs until December 31, 2019
Other Hats: Icelandic Printmaking
This exhibit takes printmaking and
looks at it in parallel with other
means of expression, including
writing, composition, and visual arts.
• Runs until September 23, 2018
Steina - Pergament
After working with old Icelandic
manuscripts, Steina sliced them together into an ink-drawing extravaganza. Blood red capital letters and
moth-eaten illuminations float for
an unforgettable experience.
• Runs until December 31, 2018
Blossoming: Iceland's 100 Years As A
Sovereign State
This exhibition explores the
preciousness and fragility of
sovereignty to celebrate Iceland's
100th year of self-rule.
• Runs until December 16, 2018
EINAR JÓNSSON MUSEUM
Permanent Exhibition
The museum contains close to
300 artworks including a beautiful
garden with 26 bronze casts of the

MUSEUM OF DESIGN AND APPLIED ART
Behind The Scenes With 		
Einar Þorsteinn
In 2014, architect and
mathematician Einar Þorsteinn
Ásgeirsson gave all his belongings
to the museum. Best described as a
renaissance man, the exhibit is full
of curiosities.
• Runs until October 7, 2018
Mannabein
Knitter Torfi Fannar Gunnarsson
takes over the entrance of the museum to knit some brightly coloured
ponchos right in front of your eyes.
• Runs until November 11, 2018
The Imaginarium Of Kron By KronKron
Magni and Hugrún (aka KronKron)
have designed over 2000 fashion
items, thereof 1200 shoe designs
which make up the core of this
exhibition.
• Runs until September 18, 2018
ÁRBÆR OPEN AIR MUSEM
Daily Guided Tours
Tours are from 13:00 to 14:00
through its open air exhibits.
REYKJAVÍK CITY MUSEUM
Settlement Sagas
As Viking ruins meet digital
technology, this exhibition provides
insight into Reykjavík's farms at the
time of the first settlers.
REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM ÁSMUNDARSAFN
Ásmundur Sveinsson: Art For The
People
Ásmundur Sveinsson watched
Iceland grow from a poor agrarian
society into one of the richest in the
world. His sculptures reflect this,
presenting a conversation between
assimilation and innovation.
• Runs until December 31, 2018
REYKJAVÍK MUSEUM OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Olaf Otto Becker: Ice & Land
Here, spectacular documentary

photography highlights changes
in Iceland and Greenland due to
climate change and other human
interference.
• Runs until September 16, 2018
Emilie
On the 2nd of February 2016, Emilie
Dalum was diagnosed with Hodgkins
Lymphoma. She documented the
next five months of chemotherapy
and remission with a vulnerable
photo series.
• Runs until October 29, 2018
NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ICELAND
Splendid Saddlery
In the past, beautifully-decorated
and ornate saddles were valuable
possessions. Here, see a collection
of them.
• Runs until October 21, 2018
Discovering Iceland's Monastaries
Are you fascinated by really
old things? God? This exhibit
combines both, based on research
by archaeologist Steinunn
Kristjánsdóttir.
• Runs until May 26, 2019
Pre-Christian Graves In A New Light
In 2017, six pre-Christian burial
mounds were found in North
Iceland. Swords, spears, and even a
boat was unearthed. Come see.
• Runs until May 26, 2019
EyeSound
Photos by Iben West and Else Ploug
Isaksen are joined with text by a
number of Icelandic writers.
• Runs until September 2, 2018
Family Photos With A Difference
Photographer Nanna Bisp Büchert's
mother wrote a number of letters
to her from Iceland when she was a
child. Here, those letters turn visual.
• Runs until September 2, 2018
SIGURJÓN ÓLAFSSON MUSEUM
Two Comrades
Icelandic artists Sigurjón Ólafsson
and Asger Jorn were both influential
figures in the 1930s. Their works are
now shown together to hopefully
unveil new links and relationships.
• Runs until October 7, 2018
THE NORDIC HOUSE
Inspired by Aalto: Sustainability as
an Attitude
Come see some of Alvar Aalto‘s
classic furniture designs and some
of the works he inspired including
an assortment of Artek furniture.
• Runs until September 2, 2018
50 Objects From The Nordic House
In honour of the Nordic House's
50 year anniversary, come see
a collection of eclectic objects
they've collected over the years.
• Runs until September 15, 2018
DJÚPAVÍK
The Factory
This annual multidisciplinary
exhibition takes place in an

REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM KJARVALSSTAÐIR
No Man's Land: Where Beauty Alone
Reigns?
In this two locale exhibit, experience
wilderness and independence
as seen through the eyes of the
Icelandic psyche. This location holds
only historic artists.
• Runs until September 30, 2018
REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM - HAFNARHÚS
No Man's Land: Where Beauty Alone
Reigns?
In this two locale exhibit, experience
wilderness and independence
as seen through the eyes of the
Icelandic psyche. This location holds
only 21st century artists.
• Runs until September 30, 2018
HÚSAVÍK MUSEUM
The Reindeer Ghost
This drawing and sculpture
exhibition surrounds the past
presence of reindeer in North
Iceland. We can't promise Santa will
be there though.
• Runs until August 31, 2018
WIND & WEATHER WINDOW GALLERY
Out Of Balence Is The Balance
Unndór Egill Jónsson's installation
shows a scale carefully but
unequally balancing plants. What
does this mean?
• Runs until August 28, 2018
VERKSMIÐJAN Á HJALTEYRI
Oh So Quiet!
This sound installation uses music,
singing, recitation, and simply noise
to explore the relationship between

Garðatorg 1, Garðabær
Open Tue - Sun 12 -17
www.honnunarsafn.is
honnunarsafn

Exhibitions:
The Imaginarium
of Kron by Kronkron
600 pairs of magical shoes
Mannabein
Torfi Fannar with his knitting
machine
Behind the scenes
with Einar Þorsteinn
architect and mathematician

WHALE SAFARI
Oceanic
Photographer and captain Friðrik
Örn presents a special exhibit featuring photos taken during whale
and puffin watching excurions.
• Runs until November 1, 2018
LISTASALUR MOSFELLSBÆJAR
From Mother To Daughter
Jóni Jónsdóttir and Sigurlína
Jónassnsdóttir weave threads
together to explore memories of
the past.
• Runs until September 7, 2018
GALLERÍ FOLD
Circulum
Odee mixes pop art with contemporary culture to create what he calls
"digital fusion" or "visual mashup".
• Runs until September 9, 2018
KAFFI KLARA
Paysages islandais / / íslenskt
landslag
Different perspectives on Icelandic
landscapes are presented by in oil,
pastel, and watercolour paintings by
Anna Kristín Semey and Anita Hunor.
• Runs until August 30, 2018
REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM ÁSMUNDARSAFN
Invasion III: Matthías Rúnar Sigurðsson
In the Invasion series, artists
examine the career of sculpture
Ásmundur Sveinsson. This iteration sees stone sculpture Matthías
Rúnar Sigurðsson in dialogue with
Ásmundur.
• Runs until November 4, 2018

Film

Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

FILM

BOTTOMLESS

Brunch
every weekend

FROM 11:30 - 15:00
4.990 ISK PER PERSON

BOTTOMLESS PROSECCO
Brunch Plank
Polenta- & CHEESEWAFFLE
with bacon and egg
BAKED eggS
HOMEMADE LEMONADEOR STRAWBERRY LEMONADE

Are you not entertained by this glass thing?

Murders at
the Movies
Jar City Revisited

Words: Valur Gunnarsson

Film
See Jar City at Bíó Paradís

It is surprising that even though
crime fiction writer Arnaldur
Indriðason is something of an
industry—being the best-selling writer in Iceland every year
for the past 20—there has only
been one movie made from his
books. This was Jar City (Mýrin),
the fourth film directed by Baltasar Kormákur, who at this stage
was still on his way to Hollywood. The film won the top prize
at the prestigious Karlovy Vary
festival, but failed to break in
America. That would come later.
Ingvar E. Sigurðsson, Iceland’s
most notable actor of the period
(and perhaps still), predictably
does a fine job as cranky detective Erlendur. Bad guy Theódór
Júlíusson manages to look menacing at 57 and Björn Hlynur
does his best to downplay his
handsomeness and act as the
comic foil. The overhead shots of
Reykjavik City and the southern
peninsula are most impressive.

Everyone smokes

J A M I E S I TA LI A N.I S

Jamie’s Italian, Hótel Borg Pósthússtræti 11 101 Reykjavík / SÍMI: 578 2020

Additional joys are to be had by
seeing things as they once were.
Ever yone smokes, except the
wuss. Phones are just that. And
a policeman leaving the station
r un s into h is jun k ie daughter coming out of neighbouring
Hlemmur, once a hangout for the
down-and-outs, now a hip food

court. Seems like forever ago.
Even more noticeable is Erlendur’s diet. The sheep’s head scene
attracted tourist attention to the
BSÍ diner, now a more upmarket
place called inevitably Mýrin.
He also likes kjötsúpa—essentially lamb broth. The older people here—fishermen, and their
wives, who all have the same
interior décor and eat the same
food—represent a world already
in the processes of vanishing.

Exploiting genes
The plot revolves around Decode,
a company dedicated to exploring
and perhaps exploiting our genes,
which has invited criticism for
privacy issues and financial misa d v e nt u r e b ut
m ay a l s o hold
the key to preventi ng dead ly
diseases. This
makes it a timely topic to this
day and a great
backdrop for a
thriller. However, the film never
quite goes deep
enough to tr uly examine the
problematics connected to examining who we are deep down,
instead relegating it to backdrop.
More focus is on the intense drama surrounding Erlendur and
his wayward daughter. So much
so that one wants more. How did
this come into being? Where will
it lead? Perhaps inevitably, film-

ing the third book in a 14-book
series will give short shrift to
some of the characters. Despite
the often-impressive production values, it sometimes seems
more like a pilot for an ongoing
TV series. Quite good as such,
but a tad disappointing that it
doesn’t go farther. Now that 12
years have passed, it seems unlikely that we will get an ongoing
Erlendur series with the same
cast. But perhaps someone will
film the “young Erlendur” series.”

Fischer up country
It would be most interesting
to see someone re-create the
Reykjavik of the early ‘70s, but
it would probably take a Baltasar-sized budget. In fact, this
has once been attempted, in the
Tobey Maguire film ‘Pawn Sacrifice,’ about the Fischer-Spassky match in 1972. However, to
make the setting appear more
Icelandic, they had Fischer live
in the countryside. The subject
was broached in Arnaldur’s ‘The
Duel,’ so it would be interesting
to see an Icelandic take on it.
Arnaldur also has
a series about Iceland in World War
II, a subject never
so far committed
to cel lu loid. That
wou ld rea l ly be
something, and the
period has certainly been tackled by
m a ny a novel i st ,
but budgetary concerns have probably
kept the filmmakers away. Still, with all the Holly wood f i lm s here, one may
dream that the time will finally come for an Icelandic epic.

"Additional joys
are to be had by
seeing things
as they once
were. Everyone
smokes, except
that wuss."

gpv.is/film
Share this + Archives
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Various Events

19:00 Harpa

Friday August 31st
Bears On Ice!
'Whitney' Party Screening!
20:00 Bíó Paradís
Friday Documentaries
18:00 Andrými
Live Drawing
19:50 ODDSSON
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa
My Voices Have Tourettes
21:00 The Secret Celler
The Icelandic Tattoo Expo 2018
15:00 Laugardalshöll
Shitbroke Friday!
16:00 Stúdentakjallarinn

21:00 Kiki Queer Bar
Party Bingo With Sigga Kling
21:00 Sæta Svínið
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa
Women's Story Circle
14:00 Reykajvík City Library

Monday September 3rd
Stand-up Comedy (in English!)
21:00 Gaukurinn
Art Auction
18:00 Gallerí Fold
Birthday Party: Beer For 50 ISK!
All Day, Stúdentakjallarinn

Tuesday September 4th

Watercolouring NIght
20:00 Loft
Kevin Hart: The Irresponsible Tour
20:00 Laugardalshöll
Whiskey Night
21:00 Dillon

Wednesday Sept. 5th
Drag Show: Shae Den Freude
20:00 Loft
Meet The Author: Josefine Klougart
19:30 The Nordic House

Thursday September 6th
Seat Filler: Improvisational Comedy
21:00 The Secret Cellar
Prump í paradís: 'Masters Of The
Universe' Screening & Lecture
20:00 Bíó Paradís

Saturday September 1st
Bears On Ice!
Northern Laughs: Comedy Show
20:30 The Secret Celler
The Icelandic Tattoo Expo 2018
15:00 Laugardalshöll
Pin-Up Competition 2018
20:00 Laugardalshöll
White Beauty
20:00 Tjarnarbíó

Sunday September 2nd

If you want tattoos like this, stop by the Icelandic Tattoo Expo.

Friday August 24th
'Hair' Party Screening!
20:00 Bíó Paradís
Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa
Conference: 50 Years Of Nordic
Cultural Policy
11:00 Nordic House
My Voices Have Tourettes
21:00 The Secret Celler
Flag Raising Ceremony
9:00 The Nordic House
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa

Saturday August 25th
Reykjavík Dance Festival:
Shadows Of Tomorrow
18:00, 20:00 Hafnarhús
Independent Party People: Live
Performance Art Piece
21:00 Mengi
Tobias Draeger: 			
We Will Be Outside Later
12:00 Hafnarhús
Nordic House 50 Year Anniversary
10:00 Nordic House
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Clothing Market
13:00 Loft
Northern Laughs: Comedy Show
20:30 The Secret Celler

Sunday August 26th

Everyone looks cooler with a sleeve.

Monday August 27th
Stand-up Comedy (in English!)
21:00 Gaukurinn
Birthday Party: Beer For 50 ISK!
All Day, Stúdentakjallarinn

Tuesday August 28th
Watercolouring Night
20:00 Loft
Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa
Trans Support Group
19:00 Andrými
Ismo Leikola: Words Apart Tour
20:00 Tjarnarbíó
Whiskey Night
21:00 Dillon

Wednesday August 29th

Panic Attack
(Kvíðakast / Atak paniki)

Swap Til You Drop!
16:30 Loft
Andrými Kitchen Organising
Meeting
20:00 Andrými
Open Mic Stand Up Comedy
21:00 The Secret Cellar
Open Seminar: Regional
Revitalisation In Japan And Iceland
12:10 Háskólabíó
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa

A hilarious black comedy with six splendidly intertwining
stories in a roller coaster of events.
YOU NEVER KNOW WHEN IT HITS YOU!
Premiers August 24th in Polish with Icelandic subtitles.

Thursday August 30th

Utøya July 22

Whitney - FRIDAY PARTY
Experience this intimate portrait and incredible life-story
of the unique pop-diva on the big screen. Join us for a
one-night only Friday Night Party Screening celebrating
WHITNEY on August 31st at 20:00.
P.S. our bar is open and it is allowed to bring everything
into the screening room!

Icelandic Cool Cuts

A teenage girl struggles to survive and to find her young- Carefully selected films new Icelandic award winning films.
er sister during the July 2011 terrorist mass murder at a Full of fun, excitement, wonders and excellent filmmaking political summer camp on the Norwegian island of Utøya. these are not to be missed!
72 MINUTES THAT SHOOK THE WORLD!
Screened all summer long with English subtitles.
Premiers September 7th.

U
O
H
Y PM
PP 7
A 5–

Bears On Ice!
Dark Deeds In Reykjavík: A Guided
Literary Walking Tour
15:00 Reykjavík City Library
Seat Filler: Improvisational Comedy
21:00 The Secret Cellar
Drag-súgur Drag Lab
21:00 Gaukurinn
Speed Dating & Speed Friending
20:00 Loft
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes

H

Jokes In-Between With Kimi Tayler &
Kat McDougal
21:00 Gaukurinn
Guided Tour In English
11:00 National Museum Of Iceland
Sunday Yoga
12:00 Loft
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa
Gloria Hole: Think You've Got Talent?
21:00 Kiki Queer Bar
Party Bingo With Sigga Kling
21:00 Sæta Svínið
No Man’s Land: Guided Tour
15:00 Kjarvalsstaðir

Independent Party People: Live
Performance Art Piece
21:00 Mengi
SCULPTURE / SCULPTURE: Artist Talk
15:00 Gerðarsafn
Reykjavík Music Market
12:00 IÐNÓ

Bears On Ice!
Guided Tour In English
11:00 National Museum Of Iceland
Black Sundays: 'Clerks' Screening
20:00 Bíó Paradís
The Icelandic Tattoo Expo 2018
15:00 Laugardalshöll
White Beauty
20:00 Tjarnarbíó
Sunday Yoga
12:00 Loft
Gloria Hole: Think You've Got Talent?

ART HOUSE CINEMA & CAFÉ
Hverfisgata 54 • 101 Reykjavik • Iceland • ��� ���� • Full schedule at bioparadis.is
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My first big musical experience was
when I was 6-years-old and my big sister gave me all her Britney Spears records. I couldn’t understand the lyrics
in the songs so I made up my own that
sounded correct.
In retrospect, the lyrics didn’t really
matter, it was more about the girl power, her confidence and the catchy melodies. I just remember wanting to be her,
wanting to dress like her and wanting
to sing and dance like her. The music I
make now with my band, Hórmónar, is
very different from Britney’s music. We
play punk music and the lyrics are feminist and political, but even so, I could
just as easily say, despite everything, I
just want to be Britney Spears. Britney
is a badass, the biggest influence on a
whole generation of girls and no matter
what, there will always be a part of me
that wants to be her.

“I could just
as easily
say, despite
everything, I
just want to
be Britney
Spears.“

One of my biggest idols today is
Elísabet Jökulsdóttir. It can be hard
for an artist to not seem pretentious,
but Elísabet never is. She’s authentic
and possesses extraordinary insight
into her inner life, thoughts and emotions. This longing to be courageous
and transparent in everything I do is
something I have taken to heart.

M.I.A.

M.I.A. has been a great inspiration, not
just because she is a great musician but
also an awesome artist and activist.
She’s political, pointing at problems
such as racism and ignorance, and it’s
truly badass how she allows herself to
be outrageous and controversial. The
aim in my art is often political, like her.

Björk

I'd like to keep it on, please

Badass Women And
Political Art
The Artists That Made Brynhildur

I think every Icelandic musician must
be inf luenced by Björk, especially
women. Her influence is so strong
that, as a singer, a lot of effort goes
into not trying to sound like her. This
is a struggle because her voice and her
music is engraved in me.
She’s been with me in every heartbreak since ‘Vulnicura’. Listening to
that, I would cry with her over our broken hearts. That album is one of the
few I prefer to listen to as a whole. It’s
ritualistic.
If I listen to a new Björk song and
I don’t necessarily like it right away
then I’ll listen to the same song a year
later and it’ll be my favorite song.
That’s the thing with Björk—she is
always at least a year ahead of us.

MAKING OF Brynhildur Karlsdóttir has made some
AN ARTIST serious waves in the punk universe as
Words:
Brynhildur
Karlsdóttir/Valur
Grettisson
Photo:
Art Bicnick

the incredible singer of the punk band
Hórmónar—'whores, hand, and hormones'—which you can read more about
on page 28. We sat down with the charismatic musician to find out what motivates her to give it her all on the stage
and then some.

Britney Spears

Elísabet Jökulsdóttir

Auður Jónsdóttir

Auður is a writer. She, like Elísabet,
has a deep understanding of people,
their emotions, their thoughts and
their communication. What I like most
about her writing is how she writes
about women in her family. All these
amazing women with their problems
and complicated lives which she describes in the most beautiful way and
always without resentment.
My family is full of wonderful, loud
and complicated women and I want to
write about them some day. In the book
‘Bréf frá Bergstaðastræti 57’ that Adolf
Smári Unnarsson and I published this
summer, I named my mom, grandma
and great-grandma, but only briefly
because I am still a little self-involved
so the book about the women in my
family won’t be out for some years.
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A GUIDE THAT
FUCKS YOU UP

A selection from

Every
Happy
Hour
in 101 Reykjavík

Get the
complete
Happy Hour
listings!
Download
our free app
Appy Hour in
the Apple and
Android stores

AMERICAN BAR
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 850 ISK.

18:00 to 21:00,
Sunday from
19:00 to 21:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

APOTEK
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 695 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.

ÍSLENSKI BARINN
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

BAR ANANAS
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Cocktails 1,600
ISK.

ÍÐA ZIMSEN
Every day from
19:00 to 22:00.
Beer 495.

BAZAAR
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 850 ISK.
BÍÓ PARADÍS
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
BRAVÓ
Every day from
11:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
BRYGGJAN
BRUGGHÚS
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 950 ISK.
DUBLINNER
Every day from
12:00 to 22:00.
Beer 700 ISK.
FORRÉTTABARINN
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
GAUKURINN
Every day from
14:00 to 21:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Shots 750 ISK.
GEIRI SMART
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 550 ISK,
Wine 600 ISK,
Cocktails 1,200
ISK.
HÚRRA
Mon-Sat from

ÍSAFOLD
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
KAFFIBARINN
Every day from
15:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine (On Wed.)
700 ISK.
KAFFIBRENNSLAN
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 550 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
KALDI
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
KEX HOSTEL
Every day from
15:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 650 ISK.
KIKI QUEER BAR
Wed to Sun from
20:00 to 23:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 1,000 ISK,
Shots 600 ISK.
KUMIKO
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 850 ISK,
Cocktails 1,700
ISK.
LOFT
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.
LOFTIÐ
Wed to Sat from
16:00 to 21:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,

Shots 500 ISK,
Cocktails 1,500
ISK.
MARBAR
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 650 ISK.
MATUR OG
DRYKKUR
Every day from
22:00 to 23:00.
Beer 475 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cocktails 1,100
ISK
PABLO DISCOBAR
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Cocktails 1,500
ISK.
PRIKIÐ
Weekdays from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK.
PETERSEN SVÍTAN
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00,
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 890 ISK,
Cocktails 1,500
ISK.
SÆTA SVÍNIÐ
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
SKÚLI CRAFT BAR
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.

Beer 850 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
SPÁNSKI BARINN
Every day from
14:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 600 ISK.
STOFAN CAFÉ
Every day from
17:00 to 20:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 950 ISK.
SUSHI SOCIAL
Every day from
17:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK,
Half-priced
cocktails.
TAPAS BARINN
Every day from
17:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
ÚT Í BLÁINN
Every day from
21:00 to 23:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cocktails 1,500
ISK.
VEÐUR
Every day from
12:00 to 19:35.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.
ÖLSTOFAN
Every day from
15:00 to 20:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.

Featured Happy Hour
KAFFI
BRENNSLAN
Laugavegur 21
16:00-20:00
Located right
smack in the centre of town so you
can easily pop in
for a quick one on
your way, it’s just a
cool, casual calm

place with friendly
staff, good beers
and tasty snacks.
There’s also a
great patio for
when the weather
is nice. Grab a
draught beer for
550 ISK (!!!) or a
house wine for
750 ISK. .

June 16. - Sept 2. 2018
SKAFTFELL GALLERY

Sigurður Guðjónsson, Tumi Magnússon,
Unnar Örn, Þórdís Aðalsteinsdóttir,
Þórdís Jóhannesdóttir
Curators: Aðalheiður Valgeirsdóttir & Aldís Arnardóttir

Open daily 12.00-18.00, Wednesdays until 20.00.
Skaftfell - Center for Visual Art
Seyðisfjörður, East Iceland
www.skaftfell.is

CA B L E

K A PA L L

FISH & MORE

SALKA VALKA

Steamed Fresh Fish, Traditional Icelandic Fish ‘Stew’, Fish & Vegan Soups,
Smoked Salmon & Vegan Toppings on Sourdough Bread, Beer, Wine, Coffee & more

SkólavörDustígur 23 • 101 reykjavík

Organic bistro
EST 2006

Tryggvagata 11,Volcano house
Tel:511-1118
Mon-Sun 12:00-21:00
www.fishandchips.is

Book

Marshall Restaurant + Bar hosts SOE KITCHEN 101,
a temporary culinary project by chef Victoría Elíasdóttir,
artist Ólafur Elíasson, and the SOE Kitchen team.
Marshallhúsið, Grandagarður 20, 101 Reykjavík.
Bus route 14 (Listabraut)
To reserve brunch, lunch and dinner call +354 519 7766,
or info@marshallrestaurant.is, marshallrestaurant.is
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Rough life and a lot of puffins

Saga Spots:
Searching for
Egill in Borgarnes

A prominent monument to an
insignificant characters

Words: Elijah Petzold Illustration: Lóa Hlín Hjálmtýsdóttir
Every time I drive by the gas stations and supermarkets along
Route 1 as it passes through Borgarnes, I’m reminded of the stark
disjunction between the town’s
substantial medieval inheritance
and the prosaic reality of modern
day life there. Although Borgarnes was only founded in the late
nineteenth century, the region
that comprises the modern day
municipality claims a rich history
stretching back to the first days
of human habitation in Iceland.
According to Egils Saga, Skallagrímr Kveldúlfsson, the father
of the eponymous warrior-poet
hero, fled the draconian clutches
of the Norwegian monarchy in
the late ninth century and established the settlement of Borg—
on the edge of the modern day
cit y lim its—wh ich remained
an important seat of authority
throughout the Middle Ages. It
is here that Egill Skallagrímsson spends his precocious youth,
before embarking on a series of
adventures abroad; it is here that
he bickers with his father and
raises his family; and it is here,
after the tragic deaths of his sons,
that he composes Sonatorrek, his
most famous and poignant elegy.
Perhaps no other Icelandic
town can claim such an abundant
medieval inheritance: important
sites from other sagas mostly lie
well beyond the boundaries of
modern day towns. Egils Saga,
by contrast, details events that
occur in recognizable features
of the landscape in Borgarnes.

However, no medieval remnants
bear witness to this lofty past: a
drab expanse of mini-malls, gas
stations, and apartment blocks
comprises the modern hub of
Borgarnes, speak ing more to
the quotidian concerns of contemporary life than to the heroic
deeds of its medieval inhabitants.
Yet the memory of Egils Saga is
hardly absent from Borgarnes. On
the contrary, it is impossible to
visit Borgarnes and not encounter Egill: the very streets take
their names from
the saga’s characters, and several cairns indicate the locations
of significant
events. In Ska llagrímsgarður, a
public park in the
town’s old center,
a recon str ucted
burial mound purports to mark the
site where Egi l l
interred his father
and, years later,
his sons. Beside
the mound, a relief portrays Egill
on horseback, delivering the drowned body of his
favourite son, Böðvarr, to this
very location. In front of the modern day settlement at Borg, an
abstract sculpture by Ásmundur
Sveinsson memorializes Egill’s
reaction to the loss of his sons: intent on starving himself to death,
he nevertheless accepts the sug-

gestion of his daughter Þorgerðr
to seek solace in poetry. In the
resulting elegy, Sonatorrek, Egill
inveighs against the sea gods
Ægir and Rán for their complicity
in Böðvarr’s death. In the sculpture, which takes its name from
the poem, Þorgerðr thrusts a harp
into his hands; a round cavity between father and daughter frames
the ocean—the agent of Böðvarr’s
death and the object of Egill’s rage.
Read together, these monuments and markers are less concerned with Egill’s heroic stature
than they are with his interior,
emotional life. Much of Egils Saga
recounts Egill’s swashbuckling
exploits abroad: he single-handedly secures a military victory
for the English King Athelstan,
outwits the malevolent sorcery of
the Norwegian Queen Gunnhildr,
and composes a paean for King
Eiríkr Bloodaxe that convinces
the monarch to spare his life. His
affairs in Iceland, by contrast,
are remarkably mundane: he assumes stewardship of the farm
at Borg, grapples
with family tragedies, and becomes
a lewd dotard in
his old age. It is
this latter Egi l l
that we encounter in Borgarnes:
a legendary hero
who is nevertheless astonishingly
human, even familiar. The seemi ng d i sju nc t ion
between an epic
past and prosaic
present i n stead
reveals the continuity of human
ex p er ience, t he
tedium and tragedy of everyday
life. Suddenly, it’s easy to imagine
Egill sipping bottomless coffee in
a gas station, scrawling mournful
lines for his dead sons.

“It is this latter Egill that
we encounter
in Borgarnes:
a legendary
hero who is
nevertheless
astonishingly
human, even
familiar.”
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FANCIES is where we talk to Reykjavík's most fashion-forward figures about style

Dagur
Sigurðarson
Dagur Sigurðarson (20) is a student at Háskólinn í Reykjavík
and works at Prikið.
Words: Hannah Jane Cohen Photo: Art Bicnick

go wherever. A lot of my clothing I just find
places.

Dagur is wearing:
▶▶ Old school Vans. They’re my brothers.
▶▶ Pants I bought at a thrift store in 		
London.
▶▶ Everlast sweater. I just found it my 		
house.
▶▶ Bucket hat that I also just found 		
lying around my house.
▶▶ Various accessories.
▶▶ Nail polish.

Favourite piece: A Nike sweatshirt I bought
the other day. It’s black and goes with
everything.
Lusting after: Louis tortoise glasses. They
are fire.

Describe your style in 5 words: That’s hard.
Definitely street, but kind of whatever. I just
go with the flow, if I see something I like I
get it. I don’t wear a lot of colour but I’d like
to. Black just goes with everything. For me
though, if it looks good, it looks good.
Favourite stores in Reykjavík:
I don’t really have a favourite store I just

Least favourite trend: The whole Gucci and
Louis excessive thing like people going out
wearing everything Gucci. You don’t need to
have everything be Gucci. Like these shoes
are my brothers, I found this hat at home
and these pants are from a thrift shore. You
don’t need to spend money on expensive
shit. You can mix cheap finds with expensive shit.

ICELANDIC GASTROPUB

HAPPY HOUR
DRINKS & SMALL PLATES

15–18 EVERY DAY

Beer on tap and house wine by glass
– HALF PRICE!
All cocktails 1.490 kr.
We also offer two small courses
on Happy Hour price!

STOP BY FOR THE HAPPIEST HAPPY HOUR IN TOWN ...

Open 11:30–23:30

SÆTA SVÍNIÐ // Hafnarstræti 1–3 / Tel. 555 2900 / saetasvinid.is

Food

Find the best
food in Iceland!
Download our
free dining
app, CRAVING on
the Apple and
Android stores

any pans
for
luncH?
Check out that presentation

A Marshful of
Seafood

Wholesome Nordic wholesomeness in the
accordion house
Words: Ragnar Egilsson Photo: Art Bicnick

FISH panS
icelandic "plokkfiskur"
Onion, garlic, potatoes,
celery, lime, white wine,
cream and butter

1,950 isk

arcTic cHar
Honey, almonds, cherry–
tomatoes, lemon and butter

2,200 isk
redfisH

Chili, celery root, sour cream,
corn, lemon and cream

2,200 isk
plaice

Tomatoes, capers, parsley,
lemon and butter

2,200 isk

salmon (lacTose–free)
Parsnip, broccoli, cashews,
coconut oil, chili and lemon

I am standing outside the accordion-shaped house tucked in the
southern corner of Reykjavík and
wondering how a building can be
this easy to notice and yet so easy
to overlook when you are thinking
of a place to eat.
I know Aalto Bistro is there. It’s
a lovely building. I just never go
there for some reason.
The Nordic House—designed
by famed Finnish architect Alvar Aalto—serves as a centre for
Nordic culture, now in the midst
of the ever-expanding university grounds,. Tucked away in a
corner, with a view over the reclaimed marshes and grazing
geese, just before the pan-Nordic
library, you’ll stumble on a bistro
bearing the architect’s name.
Before Aalto Bistro, the spot
was occupied by the trailblazing
gastronaut Dill—this was before Dill moved to the corner of
Hverfisgata and Ingólfsstræti and
pried
Iceland’s first Michelin star
from the claws of the bulbous tire
behemoth.
Aalto Bistro has continued
Dill’s approach, highlighting local ingredients and growing herbs
and vegetables on the Nordic

House grounds. The restaurant
is helmed by the well-loved chef,
cod-botherer, and cookbook writer Sveinn Kjartansson (we especially recommend his Gourmandwinning book ‘Fagur Fiskur’).
Let’s talk money. Aalto Bistro
isn’t free, but the prices are about
what you’d expect from a sit-down
restaurant in 2018 Iceland. Eating
out ain’t cheap in Reykjavík. Prices start at about 4 EUR a pop for
a hot dog at Bæjarins Bestu. Then
there’s a steep hike to approx. 25
EUR for other fast food categories. Finally, a sharp spike to 80
EUR per person for a three course
meal at pretty much any sit-down
restaurant. This standard is, of
course, obscene and is due to a
combination of exorbitant rental
prices, record salaries, strong local currency, and good old fashion
greed.
The good news is that the prices don’t rise significantly beyond
that point—even if you’re munching at the top tier of the Reykjavík
food scene. Aalto may be shy of
the tippity-top, but it’s ambitious
nonetheless, with an eye for exemplary seafood.
The first starter to arrive at the
table was a crab cake with a couple

of tweezers worth of fresh rock
crab in the mix. A wonderfully
sweet crab but a notorious pain in
the ass to process. The crab cakes
were light, low on flour and grease
and just barely holding together.
All was right with the universe.
Next was a delicate, cured
goose breast with red bramble
berry sauce and pickled kohlrabi
(I would love to see more pickled
kohlrabi on Icelandic menus seeing as everyone is all about keeping it local and seeing as kohlrabi
is all about being delicious). A
nice holiday vibe, which was only
upset by the view of a gaggle of
goslings outside the window (not
the “hey girl” kind).
The first main course was a
salad with ashy goat cheese, thin
slices of duck, almond slivers and
a delicious vinaigrette. The duck
was expertly cooked and I’ve never gone wrong with goat cheese.
I could have done without the
pomegranates as they were well
out of season and rather pallid
and musty.
Second main course was the
Aalto fish plate. Large mussels,
trout, cod and scallops heaped on
a plate. The stand-outs were the
ridiculously fresh mussels and
scallops. I’ve said it before and
I’ll say it again: go to Iceland for
shellfish. There’s better lamb and
butter elsewhere, but Iceland has
the best mussels bar none.
If you are craving that quiet,
Lutheran serenity of Scandinavian seafood eaten in a marsh
w ith a semi-elevated v iew of
downtown - then Aalto Bistro is
your best bet.

BanThai
RESTAURANT

w w w . b a n t h a i . i s

food is made fresh from scratch, it’s not pre-made

2,200 isk

our fisH pans are always served
wiTH buTTer–fried icelandic
poTaToes & fresH salad

BEST THAI FOOD 2018

a l s o : 2 0 0 9, 2 0 1 0, 2 0 1 1, 2 0 1 2, 2 0 1 3, 2 0 1 4, 2 0 1 5, 2 0 1 6 a n d 2 0 1 7
TOP TEN : BEST RESTAURANTS IN ICELAND
DV. 17.06.11

Always been the best from the reviews
in our local people and local newspaper.

lækjargaTa 6b, 101 rvk · 546 0095 · messinn@messinn.com

There's a reason why we get an award
every once a year

Laugavegur 130, Hlemmur, 105 Reykjavík Tel : 6 9 2 - 0 5 6 4, 55 - 22 - 444
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Icelandic hobbiton

Litlibær Café

Mysterious turf home

Home-Made Cakes And Hospitality On
A Winding Road In The Westfjords
Words: Christine Engel Snitkjær Photos: Art Bicnick
If you’ve travelled the Westfjords,
you probably know that driving
through this region of Iceland requires following roads along the
coastlines of a seemingly infinite
number of fjords—which means
that you have to drive far—all the
way into the mouth of each fjord
and all the way back to the ocean
again—to travel only very short
distances. It can take you hours
to reach a destination that looks
deceivingly close to your point of
departure on Google Maps.
So while you’ve probably found
yourself awe-struck by the beautiful fjords of the region, you have
probably also found yourself
frazzled by the repetitive nature
of these endlessly winding, lonely
roads in the Icelandic wilderness.

proudly present: your afternoon
tea.
As if through magic, they unveil hot, vegan cakes fresh out
of the oven, crispy waffles, and
your choice of coffee or tea. The
long drive here had made you forget that a bakery could smell so
sweet. You learn that the blueberries in the cake come from the lo-

Don’t stress

Be our guest
Litlibær Café helps you regain focus. At the tip of a fjord opening
and just when you feel that nature
is truly at the forefront, a small
sign reads “welcome” on the side
of the road and beckons you to
stop your car, walk up to a café,
and rejoin civilization.
Inside a small turf house, a
hospitable Icelandic family greets
you and inv ites you to relax,
let them pull up a chair, as they

Adorning the wooden walls that
surround you as you eat are pictures of families past who used to
live in the turf house. Some of the
people represented on the photos
are the ancestors of the family
who currently own the house.
“Before we made the turf house
into a café, people would come to
ask our family if they could have
a look inside the structure,” says
Guðrún Fjóla Kristjánsdóttir, the
daughter of the owners. “The idea
for the café came when people
would talk about the long journey
they had made through the Westfjords and asked for coffee and refreshments.”
Even though Guðrún and her
parents own the turf house, it is
also part of the National Museum,
which restored it so that the home
now consists of both new and old
parts.

Perfection
cal mountainside, while the rhubarb in the pie was grown in the
garden right outside. After hours
of driving through fjord upon
fjord without any contact with
other humans, these homemade
delicacies will make your mouth
water.

As you finish eating the delicious refreshments on offer and
prepare to continue your journey
through the Westfjords with your
stomach full, you realize that, indeed, the family’s idea to turn the
turf house into a café was brilliant. As the animated character
Lumière, from ‘Beauty and the
Beast’ sings, “if you’re stressed,
it’s fine dining we suggest!” This
wise recommendation seems to
be the slogan of the Litlibær Café.

gpv.is/food
Share this + Archives

REYKJAVÍK’S
FIRST
BREWPUB

REYKJAVIK

EST. 2012

FRENCH ONION SOUP
Icelandic Ísbúi cheese, croûtons

2.390 kr.

MOULES MARINIÈRES

steamed mussels from Breiðafjörður

2.600 kr.

FISH OF THE DAY

lunch from
1.690 kr

chef´s special

3.890 kr.

Lunch offer from 11:30 - 14:00 1.990 kr.

ÓÐINSTORG | 101 | REYKJAVÍK | ÍSLAND
BRYGGJAN BRUGGHÚS * GRANDAGARÐI 8 101 REYKJAVÍK * 00354 456 4040 * WWW.BRYGGJANBRUGGHUS.IS

SNAPSBISTRO.IS | +354 5116677
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Travelling Through
The Westfjords
A Dialogue On Icelandic Tourism Local opinion differs on the benefits and
pitfalls of increased tourism
Words: Christine Engel Snitkjær Photos: Art Bicnick

Distance from
Reykjavík:
471 km
Car provided by:
hertz.is
Accommodation
provided by:
Fisherman Hotel
fisherman.is
&
Hótel Sandafell
hotelsandafell.com
How to get there:
Head Route 1 North,
then Route 60 and
61 to Ísafjörður

gpv.is/travel
Follow all our
travels

Travelling through the Westfjords
in late August is like travelling back
in time—only very few tourists visit the rugged landscapes, and unspoiled nature seems to be in the
foreground in every direction you
look. This imagery stands in stark
contrast to the tourist-filled vistas of southern Iceland, where the
majority of Iceland’s visitors spend
their time.
How do residents of the Westfjords feel about Icelandic tourism,
and where do they see the industry
going? Instead of focusing my attention on hiking through the nature of this remote location, I decided to gain some insight on this
topic and asked local inhabitants
for their varied perspectives during
my recent trip to the region.

Strain on the
environment
On my first day in the Westfjords,
I come across Hólmavík, the largest town in the Strandir region. Inside the local restaurant, Café Riis,
I meet Helena Iris Einarsdottir and
her brother, Tómas Atli Einarsson,
who both work there as waiters for

Tómas and Helena at the Café Riis in Hólmavík

the summer. A lthough they were
born and raised in Luxembourg, the
siblings’ parents are Icelandic and
they come to visit their aunt in Hólmavík every summer.
“I am scared for the Icelandic nature,” Helena says. “Tourists walk
and drive over the fragile moss and
they th row garbage on the sidewalks instead of putting them in
trash bins. Everything has changed
since we were little. Tourism here
in Iceland needs to settle down a
bit. It ’s so commercia lized right
now, and it’s putting a strain on the
natural environment.”
Tómas seems to agree, but adds
that within the Westfjords, tourism
is mostly viewed as something positive. “The majority of inhabitants
here want tourists to come to the
Westfjords” he says. “Tourism has
not taken a huge hold of the region
and it obviously brings in a lot of
money.”

Spreading tourism
across Iceland
The idea that tourism in the Westfjords might help local communities gain an income is also shared

by Jón Sigurðsson, the owner of a
museum dedicated to musical instruments in the town of Þingeyri.
“Recently, tourism has started revitalizing business here and creating
jobs for the locals,” he says.
Jón hopes that the industry will
continue to grow. “If more tourists come here to the Westfjords,
this could help spread tourism out
across Iceland more,” he says. “Instead of all tourists going on the
Golden Circle in Southern Iceland,
perhaps we could balance out the
distribution of tourists in Iceland
and do some good for the environment that way.”

Not for everyone
W hen I meet w it h Ja n ne K r i stensen, the owner of the local café,
Simbahöllin, in Þingeyri, however,
the optimistic tone of Jón is questioned. She is doubtful that tourism could or should be spread out
more across Iceland. “Mass tourism doesn’t fit here in the northern
Westfjords,” she says. “Not everyone would like it here. The nature
is so r ugged and harsh, and the
weather doesn't listen to your re-

Jón Sigurðsson with his wife at the
museum of instruments in Þingeyri

quest for sunshine for your Instagram photos. It takes an adventurous individual to enjoy their time
here.”
Original ly from Denmark, she
and her Belgian husband, Wouter
van Hoeymissen, opened the café
because of a wish to add value to
the sma l l tow n. “We’re here bec au s e we b el ieve i n t he place,”
Janne says. “We wanted to be part
of creating life here. But we don’t
want more tourists. We want to be
able to focus on great service. We
want to stay true to our values. The
pressure of the Western economic
system makes that difficult. It’s always about growth.”

Milking tourism
The couple also attributes the recent increase in tourism to the Icelandic mentality of seizing opportunities. “Icelandic people tend to
be really good at spotting opportunity and then milking it for all it’s
worth,” Wouter says. “The tourism
agencies and cruise ships sell you
an image of Icelandic nature as unspoiled and authentic and they do
a really good job at it. They milk it.

ÍSAFJÖRÐUR

Organized tours in Suðureyri

Walking through empty landscapes

But with the growth of tourism
in Iceland, is the nat ure unspoiled and authentic really?”

“For me, the
charm of
this place is
the fact that
we don’t
have many
people come
here. If we
sell out the
place, what
will be left?”

Jan ne nods her head in
agreement, adding that it is important to know when to stop
‘milking.’ “I wouldn’t like for
the northern Westfjords to become overr un w ith tourists,”
she says. “But can we prevent
t h at f r om h app en i n g ? ” Sh e
takes a moment to reflect. “For
me, the charm of this place is
the fact that we don’t have many
people come here. If we sell out
the place, what will be left?”

West-Iceland and to Vestmannaeyjar of the South coast.
Book your trip on seatours.is

The future of tourism
With perspectives that vary in
tones and attit udes, it seems
that only time will tell where
the f ut ure of tourism i n the
We s t f j ord s i s h e a d i n g. O n e
t h i n g i s cer t a i n t h roug hout
my discussions w ith in habitants of the region: the tourism
industry in Iceland is far from
sustainable, and a dialogue on
its current state, as well as potential solutions, is most welcomed.

HAPPY
HOUR

TAPAS+drINKS
EVERY DAY 17–18
Sangria and wine by glass, cocktails
and beer on tap – half price!
Patatas bravas 890 kr.
Chicken wings Piri Piri 990 kr.
Chicken in chili crumbs 990 kr.
Lamb tenderloin in licorise-sauce 990 kr.
Bacon wrapped scallops and dates 990 kr.

RESTAURANT- BAR
Janne Kristensen with Wouter van Hoeymissen and
their son at Simbahöllin Café in Þingeyri

Vesturgata 3B | 101 Reykjavík | Tel: 551 2344 | www.tapas.is
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Further Up
And Further In
A Journey Through Misty Mountains, Eternal Ice and Singing Caves
Words: Noemi Ehrat Photos: Art Bicnick

Distance from
Reykjavík:
200 km
Car provided by:
Go Car Rental
gocarrental.is
How to get there:
Drive Route One
North, then take
54, 574 and then
F570

After a visit to Ólafsvík, a sleepy village nestled in between the sea and the
northern foot of Snæfellsjökull glacier,
we hit the road southwards with the
aim of following the mighty glacier towards the other side of the Snæfellsnes
peninsula.
Route 570 starts out steep, as if to
scare off any people who might want
to conquer the road without a fourwheel-drive. After only a few minutes,
several magnificent waterfalls come
into view. The route seems to want to
impress from the get-go and it definitely succeeds, even as we are surrounded by the falling rain.

Into the clouds
As we continue our journey, I’m reminded of C.S. Lewis’ quote “This is

the land I have been looking for all my
life, though I never knew it till now…
Come further up, come further in.”
Indeed, it feels like we’re continuously driving further up, ascending
the mountain and subsequently further into a thick blanket of clouds. The
scenery changes slowly but surely from
lush beds of moss to rough stones as
the clouds absorb the last dappled sunlight.
Suddenly, we can’t see anything
and slow down, driving at a walking
pace in an effort to avoid the potholes
in front of us. There are only few cars
crossing our path and all of them seem
to have chosen to drive the opposite
way. I’m glad to have brought my knitting, as it distracts from the seemingly
endless fog around us and simultaneously keeps my knees warm.

Seems like somebody engraved their favourite song lyrics into the song cave

Yet, when I think we will never be
able to see any stone again, the fog
suddenly gives away to two massive
walls of snow and ice around us: Without noticing, we’ve driven right into
the foothills of the glacier.

Icey fairy tale
I’m impressed at how gigantic the
eternal ice around us is and can’t help
but marvel at the frozen mass. It feels
almost unnatural to see steep walls
of snow right and left, in such stark
contrast to the almost black road. The
mist still hovering above further reinforces the impression of being caught
in some sort of dream or fairytale, and
I half expect a troll to dart across the
road at any minute.

Back to civilization
As we descending southwards, we stop
at the Sönghellir cave next to the road.
The song cave gets its name from the
echo it produces, but I resist testing
the cave’s quality myself. A legend says
that a settler—a half giant—and his
family used to live here. He’s now supposedly guarding the area.
As we finally reappear out from the
clouds, I’m amazed by the view of the
sea shore below. The sparkling water
glitters a most wonderful shade of
turquoise. The vastness of the ocean
is further emphasized by the contrast
to the almost claustrophobic feeling
when previously driving through the
walls of snow. I exhale as I look at the
movement of the waves. Pure peacefulness.
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Our humble 4x4, casually chilling

We
specialize
in
Asian
Cuisine
Vietnamese Restaurant
➀ Laugavegur 27
➁ Suðurlandsbraut 8
Tel: 588 68 68

Keflavík
International
Airport

We've passed at least half of Iceland's waterfalls on our trip

“The fog
suddenly
gives away
to two
massive
walls of
snow and
ice around
us: Without
noticing,
we’ve been
driving right
into the
foothills of
the glacier,
Snæfellsjökull.”

pho.is

Traveling the south coast or Golden Circle?

Reykjavík

Eyrarbakki
Vík

Hafið Bláa
restaurant with a view

T he Blue Sea

483-1000 • hafidblaa.is

483-3330 • raudahusid.is
10 minutes from Selfoss

at the Ölfusá bridge

open daily 11:30-22:00

5 minutes from Eyrarbakki

and Highway 1 in Eyrarbakki

Glacier
Walks

NEW TOUR

Kayaking by the Glacier
Snæfellsjökull tries to hide behind a cover of fog—but
this doesn't keep tourists from snowmobiling.

Call sales office from
08:00 - 20:00
or book online.

MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • INFO@MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • TEL: +354 587 9999

Travel

Distance from Reykjavík: 405km
Car provided by: hertz.is
Acommodation provided by: hotelsandafell.com

ICELANDIC
SEAFOOD
makes world’s best sushi

Þingeyri
TOWN GUIDE

of beating waves against cliffs accompanies you as you make your
way along dramatic, rocky paths
and through grassy fields—nature
untouched at its finest!

Music Museum, Cozy Café, Rugged Cliffs &
Views Of The Fjord In Þingeyri
Words: Christine Engel Snitkjær Photos: Art Bicnick

The best of Icelandic produce
with a nod to Japan and South
America. Modern Icelandic
flavours, share plates and award
winning cocktails.

SOCIALIZE
WITH THE
LOCALS

Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
17.00–24.00 fri.–sat.
Sushi Social
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel. 568 6600 • sushisocial.is

Located next to a grand fjord in
the northern Westfjords, the
small town of Þingeyri is known
to many Icelanders for hosting
the Dý rafjarðardagar festival
during the first weekend of July.
This festival offers up festivities,
including music, a beach volleyball tournament, and activities for
children. In recent years, Þingeyri
has also opened its doors to tourism, which has served as a way for
the town to boost its economy. Locals now welcome those adventurous individuals who wish to experience the ruggedness of Icelandic
nature in a remote location.

Swim: Þingeyri
Swimming Pool

Stay:
Hótel Sandafell
One of the hot spots in tow n
is the Hotel Sandafel l. Open
throughout the summer months,
the hotel offers rooms with spectacular views of the fjord, and
has a restaurant which serves
locally-sourced meat dishes. The
kitchen is also happy to accommodate any vegan requests.

If you’ve ever been frustrated
that you couldn’t read and swim
at the same time, this swimming
pool answers your prayers: book
recitals are regularly performed
for visitors to enjoy while they
enjoy a swim. Since it is located
indoors, the pool is open allyear-round and every so often,
it turns into is the local meeting
hub for the elderly generation of
Þingeyri.

Eat:
Simbahöllin Café

Visit:
Jón Sigurðsson’s
Instrument Exhibition

From its beautiful exterior to its
old-style coffeehouse interior, the
newly renovated Simbahöllin Café
screams “time for a tea break!”
The cozy, intimate café serves up
coffee, tea, and hot chocolate, as
well as an array of home-made
cakes, soups, and light meals. The
owners of the café, Janne Kristensen and Wouter van Hoeymissen, also offer guided horse riding
tours and rent mountain bikes for
self-guided adventures.

This small, intimate space dedicated to music is not your regular
museum—here, visitors are allowed to touch the musical artifacts and even play a few tunes!
The display consists of a mixture
of musical instruments that were
either hand-made or collected
from across the world by the
founder and music-enthusiast,
Jón Sigurðsson. His personal favorite—the “langspil,” a traditional Icelandic drone zither.

Hike: Svalvogar
Lighthouse
At the edge of the town, you’ll find
a 4-hour hiking trail that leads to
a small lighthouse. On this walk
where How to Train Your Dragon
meets Game of Thrones, the sound
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Island Life

HAPPINESS*

Words: Andie Fontaine

reykjavik

Hot news from the cold Icelandic countryside

Road conditions in the
Westfjords continue to be a
problem, although not
for the usual reasons
of potholes or a
lack of pavement. Some
truck drivers
have shown,
with photo
evidence, that
many of these roads
are so narrow,
that trucks
driving on
them are perilously close to tipping over
into the sea. The solution:
smaller trucks or wider
roads.

A man in northeast Iceland received 45 days probation for threatening to kill a cop in a restaurant, while armed with a small pocket
knife. The defendant readily admitted to his crime, expressing
regret and saying that
being drunk was no
excuse for his behaviour. In addition
to his sentence,
he must also
pay his public
defender
250,000
ISK, and his
pocket knife
was seized.

in the

of

*happy hour = Happiness

×SMILING AT WORK
BECAUSE YOU KNOW
YOU MAKE SOME OF
» THE BEST «
COCKTAILS IN
ICELAND!

Police in south Iceland report that there are travelling thieves in the area. These men drive from farm to farm,
knocking on doors. If someone answers, they say they’re looking for a place to stay. If no one answers, then they
enter the house and steal valuables. Clearly not criminal masterminds at work.

Best Of Iceland

A selection of winners from our Best Of Iceland travel magazine

East: Best Café
Salt

West: Best Tour
Vatnshellir Cave

South: Best Café
Kaffi Krús

Out in the east, seasonal opening
times can be patchy and inconvenient, but Egillstaðir’s café-bar
Salt has you covered. Whatever
the time of year, you can hole up
in this spacious and comfortable
dining room and tuck into something from the surprisingly massive and diverse menu, which has
everything from curries to pizzas
to local meat and fish dishes, and
more besides.

It only takes an hour to experience
the Vatnshellir cave, but it was the
unanimous choice of the panel. Put
on a helmet and marvel at stalagmite-like formations which were
formed by dripping lava and bacteria that sparkles in your flashlight
beams. After the final descent—35
metres below the surface—shut off
your flashlights and stand in darkness. Due to the composition of the
cave walls, Vatnshellir has no echo,
so no one will hear you scream.

A staple for the past 25 years, this is
a super cosy place that's a great stop
for a nice meal after a long day on
the road. Located in a beautifully
maintained historic house, the décor
mixes antique and modern elements
seamlessly and with clean design.
The nice little menu has a great selection of meals, while the in-house
bakers make sure to have 16 incredible varieties of cake every day. They
look as good as they taste and the
service is absolutely lovely, too.

›Check out our

c o ckta i l

of the month‹

jorgensenkitchen.com
#drinkinthecenter

Culture
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Sunna Friðjónsdóttir and Laura Durban

Info:
“Shadow
Nymphs” is a
multidisciplinary
art piece that will
be performed at
Mengi on August
24th.

Words:
Phil Uwe Widiger
Photo:
Art Bicnick

Moving Between
Shadow And Light

Laura Durban is a multidisciplinary visual artist that recently performed her
piece “Persephone” at LungA Art Festival. Her collaborator, Sunna Friðjónsdóttir, who recently graduated from the
Iceland Academy of the Arts, is a multi
instrumentalist and composer. Together, they created “Shadow Nymphs,” an
art piece that merges several art disciplines and themes, which will be performed at Mengi on August 24th.

a human form but can transform their
bodies into aspects of nature, like birch
trees. “Those are my favourites,” Laura
smiles. “This type of nymph stands as
birch trees on rivers, but
during full moon, they
transform into beautiful
girls and start dancing
around.”
Laura was inspired
by the writings of Bryndís Björgvinsdóttir, who
puts forth the thesis that
legends and folklores are
a reflection of issues or
shortcomings dealt with
in the current society. For
example, elves are living
in wild, even dangerous
parts of nature — while
we remain in the safe
space of our smartphones
screens. “So nymphs are what I am longing for,” Laura explains. “They connect
to nature not only with their minds, but
also with their bodies.”

Metamorphoses

We are nature

For those not familiar with Greek mythology, nymphs are beings that have

According to the visual artist, seeing
nature as something separate from hu-

“Shadow Nymphs” explores the dark and bright side
of humanity, and its (lost) connection to nature

It’s just another grey morning in Reykjavik and one cannot help feeling a
little low, maybe even anxious. It is an
emotion that, along with the feeling of
sadness or pain, we humans often try
to reject. Feeling happy is seen as being
the norm. But how can light exist without creating shadow?
Just as the cycle of day and night, humans have a full spectrum of emotions
that ranges from darkness to light. “We
all have both sides,” explains Laura
Durban, one of the creators of “Shadow
Nymphs.” “If we can embrace both of
them, then we can work with them.”
“Shadow Nymphs” is an attempt to reconnect to this dualism, and to nature
in general.

Caressing the senses of
sight and hearing

man society is a huge problem. The more
we disconnect, the less we are able to
change it. Thus, we need to reconnect
to the natural aspects outside of us, but
also inside of us — both the
dark sides, and the bright
ones. This dualism is part
of human nature. “I want
to make clear that positivity only comes from facing
darkness as well,” Laura says.

“Nymphs
are beings
that have a
human form
but can
transform
their
bodies into
aspects of
nature.”

Honesty wins

“If you go to a concert or an
art show, what really gets you
is an authentic piece where
you see the artist reflected
in it,” Laura explains. “Sunna
and I are not the provocative,
cool, smoking kind of artists.
We have to be ourselves and
be completely honest. And I think that's
what creates change in others — and
hopefully motivates them to be honest
with themselves.”
Prepare for an evening with both
visual and musical performances that
guide the audience through the deepest
depths of human emotions, and back
into the light.

AURORA REYKJAVÍK
THE NORTHERN LIGHTS CENTER

Can’t catch the Northern Lights?
Don’t worry, we have already done it for you!

MULTIMEDIA EXHIBITION

360° VIRTUAL REALITY

TIME-LAPSE MOVIE THEATER

Maritime
museum
CCP
Icelandair
Hótel Marina

Aurora
Reykjavík

The old
harbour
Harpa
Music hall
Reykjavík
Art museum

10%
OFF

Kolaportið
flea market

Grandagarður 2 | 101 Reykjavík
Tel: +354 780 4500
Bus 14 | Free Parking
www.aurorareykjavik.is

Open daily 09:00 - 21:00

with this voucher
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Serving great food isn’t enough anymore.
Now people want a one-stop dining extravaganza. Luckily, if it’s food you want,
the Hlemmur food hall has got something
for everyone. Vegan? We got it. Paleo pescaterian? Sure, why not. Grandma lost her
dentures? We got soup. Whether you want
to sit down for a meal or grab it to go
- Hlemmur has got you covered.
Not hungry? That’s fine too. You can just
hang out and trade gossip with friends,
make new friends, or stage a gathering
for your coven of witches. We don’t judge.
Come eat at Hlemmur. Or don’t.
Food isn’t everything.
hlemmurmatholl.is

Free WiFi

/hlemmurmatholl

@hlemmurmatholl

@hmatholl

LIFE IN PICTURES

REYKJAVÍK

PRIDE
Text: Hannah Jane Cohen
Photos: Art Bicnick

From August 7th to August 12th, Pride took hold of Reyakjavík in its loving hands to celebrate the variety of life
and the beauty of inclusiveness. The biggest event of the
week was the legendary Pride Parade, where floats showcased the ever-growing flora of queer humanity that Pride
represents. From gays to lesbians to trans individuals to
genderqueer peeps to bisexuals to pansexuals to asexuals
and everyone inbetween—each stood proud in the sun to
showcase the importance of being yourself. Confetti guns
were unloaded. Rainbow flags were raised. And the Grapevine was there to document it all.

This pupper was here to support his fellow queer woofs

Páll Óskar: The King of Pride in his favourite shoe

We're here! We're queer! GET OVER IT!

Confetti party... the best kind

ArtisAn BAkery
& Coffee House
Open everyday 6.30 - 21.00

Laugavegur 36 · 101 reykjavik

Pastor Hjörtur Magni Jóhannsson, celebrates on Gay Pride! Yas!

Pride Hat #1

Pride Hat #2

Miss Whoop Whoop & Miss D-Anal living it up for Kiki

Rainbows & Iceland: Can you think of a more iconic duo?

BDSM and the Devil
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THE HOME
OF ICELANDIC
SEAFOOD
AND LAMB
APOTEK Kitchen+Bar is a casual-smart
restaurant located in one of Reykjavíks
most historical buildings.
We specialize in fresh seafood
and local ingredients
prepared with a modern twist.

APOTEK KITCHEN+BAR

Austurstræti 16

101 Reykjavík

apotek.is

'Blade Runner', Harpa style

The MYRKA
Manifesto
Nonconformity meets high fashion in Harpa
Einarsdóttir
Words: Hannah Jane Cohen & Noemi Ehrat Photo: Íris Ann
MYRKA’s clothing has a certain
mysteriousness to it. Intricately
textured and covered with hidden
details, the brand’s works manage to be at once high fashion and
streetwear—and both in a completely authentic manner. The
designer behind MYRKA, Harpa
Einarsdóttir, is a veteran of the
Icelandic design scene, bringing
both her knowledge of high quality materials and her own appreciation of rebelliousness and
nonconformity into every piece.
It’s an intriguing combination
that’s allowed her to collaborate
with everyone from directors to
drag queens, and now garnered
her entry into KIOSK, Reykjavík’s
premiere Icelandic fashion store.

Natural origins
Harpa first got into fashion design
as a teenager. At 12, she started
illustrating and soon began borrowing her mother’s sewing machine. “My first proper piece was
a massive crochet jumper,” Harpa
says, motioning down her whole
body to show the size. It’s clear her
love of unusual materials has been
lifelong.
She grew up in Borgarnes surrounded by horses, an influence
that can still be seen in some of
her recent projects, such as her
2014 video with Þór Sævarsson.
“There was a snowstorm,” she
laughs. “We moved everything
into a riding hall and hearded the
horses with 4-wheelers. It was
pretty mad.” They video, though,
turned out stunning.

After studying fashion at the
Iceland Academy of the Arts, she
created a brand called Ziska. When
that came to an end, she opened
up a shop in Hafnarfjörður before
finally starting MYRKA four years
ago. “I don’t come from a wealthy
background and it’s been tough,”
she says. “But it’s a passion, so you
just have to keep going.”

Lava growing
MYRKA was originally inspired
by Iceland’s cultural heritage, but
Harpa quickly became bored of
trying to appeal to both high-end
clothing lovers and tourists at the
same time. It felt cliché. “I felt a
bit like a hy pocrite,” she says. “I
needed to find a
way to do fashion
while still feeling
that I did something good for the
world.” She subsequently began
a side project “BeA-Cause” that donates some of its
profits to charity. Currently it’s
supporting transgender rights.
MYRK A’s collections have
each shown clear growth, building on each other with new takes
on Harpa’s signature designs. Her
Fall/Winter 2017 line, ‘VÖLVA’
employed a combination of airy
fabrics and structured leather to
form flowing silhouettes in muted

jewel tones, abstract patterns, and
deep browns and blacks. She continued this in her Spring/Summer
2018 line, ‘Magmatic Lava Lovers,’
which utilized orange velvets,
bright dip-dye-esque patterns and
a variety of textured black fabrics
to create both relaxed and harsh
pieces—relaxed in their fit but
harsh in their vibe.

Rebels unite
The newest collection of MYRKA
is titled ‘Rebels & Rioters.’ It’s a
MYRKA take on streetwear that
emotes a health-goth mixed with
futuristic mixed with neon aesthetic. Some of the prints contain
a mish-mash of phrases Harpa
calls the ‘Rebels Manifesto,’ which
she worked on with writer Keri
Smith. The brand’s next step is
clearly one of empowerment.
In her Grandi studio, Harpa
keeps a rack of the MYRKA showpieces. When she shows them off,
she does so almost obliviously,
as if completely unaware of how
breathtaking they are. On the unassuming bar, silver shining bootcovers with neon blue fringe hang
next to a heavy cropped vinyl jacket with o-rings in the pockets. A
spray-dyed quilted bomber jacket
with bright orange lining surprises with an animal
skull print on the
back. MYRKA incarnate.
In KIOSK,
you’l l be able
t o pick up t he
streetwear arm of
this line—loose
high-waisted
pa nts covered
with the ‘Rebels
Manifesto,’ muted merino wool
sweaters w ith
m i n i ma l i st designs and more.
The first release
will be a small portion of the line,
but by October, there will be a full
selection of her work there.

“Silver shining
boot-covers
with neon blue
fringe hang
next to a heavy
cropped vinyl
jacket with
o-rings in the
pockets.”
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WAR OF THE NERDS

The
Shawarma
Struggle
Oh, you thought stuffing your face while
drunk was gonna be easy?

WELL, YOU ASKED

U-Hauls And
The End Of
Summer
Words: Hannah Jane Cohen
Photo: Art Bicnick
Dear Grapevine,
How do I deal with the fact that
summer’s over when it never really
started?
Write some sad music and get famous.
It’s a tried-and-true method for many
Icelandic artists.
What’s the appropriate amount
of time to know someone before
moving in with them?
This answer varies wildly based on
your sexuality. For straights, it’s
usually after a year. If you’re a lesbian
though, it’s customary to show up
to the second date with your cat
carrier in hand, ready to get engaged
to someone who you will later break
up with and then introduce to your
subsequent girlfriend during a future
game night. Ex-vetting is very real.

Words:
Hannah Jane
Cohen
Photo:
Art Bicnick

So your girlfriend just left you, your
friends found cooler ones, you have a
Rudolph sized pimple on your nose,
your ulcer is acting up, and your parents
have made it pretty clear that you’re a
massive embarrassment in comparison
to your brother, the doctor, who lives in
Seltjarnarnes with his fitness model
wife. More importantly though, you’re
drunk, and desperate to fill up that hole
in your soul with some food. Good food.
Kebabs. Falafel. What do you do?

The kebab quandary
Well, you have two choices: Mandi and
Ali Baba, which are conveniently located next door to each other. I know what
you’re thinking—shouldn’t there be a
clear winner? How could this choice be
so contentious? What is this, ‘Game Of
Thrones’?
The truth is that divorces have been
based on less than the choice between

In the end, we all end up alone watching Netflix dripping shawarma sauce on our chin

the two late night joints. Some argue
that you can’t get tastier vegan falafel
than at Mandi, while others say that
Ali Baba’s chicken shawarma is better than sex. We at the Grapevine decline to comment on this, as even the
mention of which was better caused a
fierce debate at the office that ended
in an HR report and tears.

The falafel feud
But how do the two restaurants feel
about each other? The answer is
shrouded in mystery. While many ru-

CITY SHOT by Art Bicnick

Why is black metal never played on
the radio?
Capitalism.
What do you do when your friend
is depressed or having suicidal
thoughts?
If things get very bad and you worry
for their safety, call the police or the
Red Cross helpl ine (1717) if you are in
Iceland.
Send your unsolvable (UNTIL NOW)
problems to editor@grapevine.is or
tweet us at @rvkgrapevine.
Hello Russian sailors! No collusion here!

....OPEN FROM 06:00

mours surround their relationship, we
at the Grapevine like to imagine it is a
Montague/Capulet situation and while
the owners’ families hate each other,
one day, two of their children will fall
into forbidden love and mend the rift.
In this story though, we of course
hope the two lovebirds ditch the suicide pact and instead have some kids,
move to Garðabær, start doing CrossFit, and open the mother of all Arabic food joints. Please invite us to the
wedding.

Descend 120 meters into a volcano
that erupted 4.000 years ago

No words can
properly describe the awe
in this experience!
- Trip advisor review One of twenty places
in the world you must see
before you die.
- CNN The world feels a little
more remarkable having seen
the inside of its machinery.
- Financial Times -

Book your adventure at

InsideTheVolcano.com
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L I F E , T R AV E L & E N T E R TA I N M E N T I N I C E L A N D

It would be an understatement to say that I
like novels more than I do TV series.
I‘m making this slightly obnoxious declaration for a reason: increasingly, I‘ve been hearing people compare the two (very different)
story-telling forms.
“Watching [insert name of American TV production] was just like reading a good novel!”––
who hasn’t heard someone say that recently?
A well-fed person from L.A., someone who
probably works in the TV industry, will then
add: “TV shows are the novels of today! This
is the Golden Age of TV! ‘The Wire’… plenty
of time to develop characters… ‘Breaking
Bad’… longform storytelling... ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’… [insert more titles of American
on-demand entertainment].”
This makes me want to scream. If anything,
this is the golden age of saying meaningless
things, of repeated banalities, a grumpy me
(silently) retorts. And TV shows are not the
novels of today, because the novels of today
happen to be––well––novels.
A scary observation: People are now watching TV everywhere. We watch our pocket TVs
on the subway, while we get haircuts, as we
perform or receive plastic surgery. We have
sex and swim in the sea and eat shrimp sandwiches on top of Icelandic mountains––as we
either watch or make videos.
And, while we watch, the world around us
disappears. As it becomes more homogenous
and desolate, populated with ever fewer animals and plants, we dock into our screens as if
we were children without any responsibilities.
We binge-watch TV shows, and then claim
that the experience is akin to something other
than it actually is: namely, reading novels.
Why?
Books are made with words. The words
project images and ideas into our minds in a
very different way than a TV show does––on
the screen, the images are the same for each
and every viewer.
Reading a book, however, is, at least for me,
much more personal: the images are different
for every reader.
A case in point: How do you think my facial
expression was as I typed this? Do you dare
imagine it?
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NORTHERN
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STARGAZING
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GOLDEN CIRCLE
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USB CHARGING
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HOST

IN BUS
AUDIO GUIDE

OPEN 24
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BOOK YOUR ADVENTURE NOW - AVALABLE ASSISTANCE 24/7

WWW.RSS.IS • +354 497 5000 • INFO@RSS.IS

Glacier
Walks
Call sales office from 08:00 - 20:00
or book online.

NEW TOUR

Kayaking by the Glacier

MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • INFO @ MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • TEL: +354 587 9999

